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The acquisition of a reliable and valid outcome measure in
multiple sclerosis (MS) is one of the holy grails for clinician
researchers working in the field. The current standard for
measuring MS-related disability is the Expanded Disability
Status Scale (EDSS), a nonlinear scale ranging from0 (normal
neurologic examination) to 10 (death due to MS) [1]. Widely
incorporated into MS clinical trials, the EDSS has provided
a critical framework for quantifying the toll that MS takes
on those who suffer from it and has been considered the
“gold standard” for measuring MS-related disability. Because
the science to do so was not advanced enough at the time
the EDSS was initially developed, however, its measurement
properties were never properly evaluated at the time of its
creation [2].

Practitioners who see patients with MS can attest to
limitations in the neurologic examination, which essentially
serves as the basis for the EDSS, in capturing the current
clinical status of a patient. For example, a patient diagnosed
by one of the editors with primary progressive MS who had
an initial EDSS score of 2.0 due to foot drop returned a
few months later with resolution of the foot drop (EDSS
1.0), which brought into question whether the course was
truly progressive. However, the patient reported continued
progression in difficulty functioning, noting that the disease
had eliminated the capacity to jog, a favorite pastime. Further,
when confronted with the puzzling improvement in the
neurologic exam, the patient revealed that while at the
previous visit, they had arrived at the office exhausted after
walking several miles to get there; they had been dropped off
in front of the clinical building for the follow-up visit.

This story illustrates some of the problems with the use of
the EDSS as a solitary outcomemeasure inMS. First, it brings

the reliability of the scale into question. That a person with
MS, particularly with a progressive course, could have such
marked fluctuations and indeed even improvements in the
score makes the interpretation of the scores difficult. While
the EDSS has been shown to be a valid measure of physical
disability in adults, there are problems with its reliability,
capacity to discriminate between patients or groups thereof,
and responsiveness [2]. Further, while the patient in this
illustrative case reported worsening physical functioning that
greatly impacted subjective quality of life at the second visit,
the EDSS score was 1.0, indicating minimal disability. By
design, the EDSS was not intended to be a comprehensive
measure of the total impact MS has on the life of someone
with the disease [2]. These limitations have prompted the
search for better outcome measures for use by regulatory
agencies approving newmedications and for clinicians caring
for patients with MS [3].

In this special edition of Multiple Sclerosis International,
we sought to include papers that focused on outcome mea-
sures for MS. The articles herein range in scope from evalu-
ations of the measurement properties of currently employed
definitions of “sustained progression” using the EDSS to the
development of a new relapse assessment measure and to
measuring specific aspects ofMS-related problems, including
imbalance, walking impairment, and reduced quality of life.
Studies of paraclinical outcomes, including optical coherence
tomography and diffusion tensor imaging, and their relation
to disability are also included.

The readerwill appreciate that no single outcomemeasure
is likely to fulfill all needs. Clinical measures that most
closely capture the patient’s current level of performance or
functioning are subject to fluctuations andmay be temporally
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or physiologically disconnected from the disease pathology
targeted by treatment. Imaging outcomes may capture fea-
tures that are more proximate to the pathophysiology of
MS but may not reflect findings that will become clinically
meaningful. The body of work featured here adds to the
dialogue that will inform the development and refinement of
outcome measures that more fully capture and quantify the
patient experience of MS.

Robert Bermel
Amy Waldman
Ellen M. Mowry
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic inflammatory and neurodegenerative disease that manifests as acute relapses and progressive
disability. As a primary endpoint for clinical trials in MS, disability is difficult to both characterize and measure. Furthermore,
the recovery from relapses and the rate of disability vary considerably among patients. Given these challenges, investigators have
developed and studied the performance of various outcome measures and surrogate endpoints in MS clinical trials. This review
defines the outcome measures and surrogate endpoints used to date in MS clinical trials and presents challenges in the design of
both adult and pediatric trials.

1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a leading cause of morbidity
and disability in young adults. There has been significant
research in the development and use of outcome mea-
sures and surrogate endpoints for MS clinical trials. Such
investigations have been necessary due to the evolution in
clinical trial design in MS. Early trials sought to determine
whether disease-modifying therapies could alter the number
of relapses compared to placebo in patients already diagnosed
with relapsing-remitting MS. Clinical trials later evolved to
determine whether early treatment could delay the second
attack in the relapsing portion of the disease compared
to placebo. Current trials of new therapies, including oral
medications, are mostly active-arm comparison trials, which
require more sensitive metrics to determine efficacy. Alterna-
tively, larger sample sizes may be required which may impact
the feasibility of a study. Trials of symptomatic therapies,
such as 4-aminopyridine for ambulation, and future trials
studying agents for neuroprotection and neurorepair, will
require different outcome measures to determine neurologic
functional recovery compared to those currently being used

in MS studies measuring clinical disease. In addition to their
use in clinical trials, outcome measures and surrogate end-
points have been applied to the individual patient to evaluate
disease progression and the need for a change in therapy.

MS is a heterogeneous disease with considerable vari-
ation in the clinical, radiographic, genetic, pathologic, and
biologic features amongpatients. Such differences can present
challenges in clinical trial design. It is not uncommon to
havemultiple primary and secondary endpoints reflecting the
diversity. Furthermore, surrogate endpoints are often used to
determine treatment efficacy.This reviewwill define outcome
measures and surrogate endpoints, discuss the metrics that
have been used to date in MS trials, and present challenges in
the design of adult and pediatric MS clinical trials.

2. Primary Outcome Measures

Table 1 lists the various adult clinical trials, along with their
primary and secondary outcome measures, for relapsing-
remitting MS. Selecting an appropriate outcome measure
for clinical trials is important in determining whether
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Disease: 
clinically isolated 

syndrome or 
relapsing-remitting 

MS

Clinical outcome:

disability, disease 

progression, or 

relapse rate

Intervention

(a) Primary outcome measures for clinical trials are carefully selected. Clinically
relevant outcomes that directly impact the patient are ideal for Phase 3 clinical trials.
In MS trials, disability (as measured by the Expanded Disability Status Scale), disease
progression (such as the conversion to clinically definite MS), and annualized relapse
rate are commonly chosen as the primary endpoint

Surrogate

Intervention

Clinical 
outcome

Disease

(b) Ideal relationship (solid lines) between an exposure
and outcome, through a surrogate endpoint. The inter-
vention does not affect the outcome without impacting
the surrogate. A surrogate may fail if it has other effects
on the outcome not mediated by the surrogate (dotted
line) or the intervention only impacts the pathway
involving the surrogate, and other causal mechanisms
exist (dashed line)

Imaging surrogate:
MRI metrics: lesion count, 

lesion volume, or whole brain 
volume; 

OCT measures: RNFL 
thickness or macular volume  

Disease modifying 
therapy

Clinical outcome: 
disability, conversion to 

CDMS, or relapse

Disease: 
clinically isolated syndrome 

or relapsing-remitting MS

(c) While imaging has played a significant role in the diagnosis and prognosis for MS patients, MRI
metrics have not been accepted as surrogates for Phase 3 clinical trials. For a surrogate to be valid,
the effects of the intervention must be entirely mediated through the surrogate. Imaging surrogates
are not sufficient to explain the complex pathophysiology resulting in disability, disease progression,
and clinical relapses in MS

Figure 1: Clinical outcome measures and surrogate endpoints in Phase 3 clinical trials.

the intervention is actually modifying the disease course
(Figure 1(a)) and evaluating the risk-to-benefit ratio [1]. A
measure with poor reliability or interpretability may lead to
inaccurate results and improper use of treatments. According
to Fleming and DeMets, “For phase 3 trials, the primary end
point should be a clinical event relevant to the patient, that is,
the event of which the patient is aware andwants to avoid [2].”
Disability is a patient-centered outcome that is appropriate
for MS trials, akin to survival in cardiac disease or cancer
trials.

2.1. Quantifying Disability

2.1.1. Expanded Disability Status Scale. While disability may
be considered an ideal primary endpoint based on the defini-
tion above, disability can be difficult to both define and mea-
sure. Patients withMS develop various degrees of visual, cog-
nitive, physical, and psychological disability, and it is difficult,
for example, to compare disability related to chronic fatigue
affecting one patient to paralysis suffered by another patient.
The Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) was created to
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address this issue and quantify a patient’s disability based on
scores of eight functional systems [3]. The scale ranges from
0 (normal neurological exam) to 5 (ambulatory without aid
for 200 meters) to 10 as the most serious outcome, death due
toMS.While this is often ameasure used in clinical trials and
regular clinical examinations, the scale is not very sensitive to
change and lacks a clinically defined relevant change [4].

Clinical trials have defined disability progression as an
increase in the EDSS scale of 0.5–1.0 point after 3 or 6months.
Ebers et al. challenge the use of the EDSS, concluding that
such change over a short time frame is likely measurement
error or random variation and not the result of sustained
disability [5]. Consequently, the EDSS may be ineffective at
predicting disease progression in RRMS patients after a short
time period. The authors propose that longer trials (with
a duration of at least 1 year) with greater changes in the
EDSS scores (>1-2 points) may better capture patients with
sustained disability. This and other studies have shown that
the EDSS often has problems with reliability and validity.
Interrater variation has been reported to be greater than a
1-point increase in the EDSS about 40% of the time [5, 6].
Despite the limitations of the EDSS, it is accepted as a “true
clinical efficacy measure” and has been widely accepted as a
primary outcomemeasure for Phase 3 clinical trials inMS [1].

2.1.2. Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite. MS research-
ers recognized the limitations of the EDSS and sought to
develop a more responsive clinical outcome measure. The
National MS Society Task Force developed the Multiple
Sclerosis Functional Composite (MSFC), which uses simple
measures to help assess patient functionality [7, 8].TheMSFC
consists of a 25-foot timed walk, a 9-hole peg board, and
paced auditory serial addition task (PASAT), which reflect
ambulation, hand function, and speed of processing. Tests
can be administered by nonclinicians and the total time
required to take the test is about 15 minutes [9]. A z-
score is created based on the average value for each test,
allowing for direct comparison of measures with different
units [8, 9]. The z-score reports the standard deviation of
the individual’s performance compared to the mean of the
reference population [8].

MSFC scores correlate with EDSS scores. In a study of
300MS patients, Miller et al. found that theMSFCwas highly
correlated with the EDSS with a Spearman correlation coeffi-
cient of −0.80 [10]. The individual components of the MSFC
(arm, leg, and cognitive) also correlate with composite EDSS
scores (Spearman rank correlation coefficients −0.33, −0.52,
and −0.23, resp.) [8]. Likewise, Rudick et al. determined that
changes in MSFC scores (defined as a 15% or 20% change in
a single component of the MSFC, sustained for 3 months)
correlated with EDSS scores and relapse rates [11].

Furthermore, baseline MSFC scores in clinical trials and
change in MSFC score during a 2-year period were shown to
predict future disability. Decreased baseline and worsening
MSFC scores early in a phase III clinical trial of interferon
beta 1a predicted poor outcomes, including physical dis-
ability, progression to secondary progressive disease, brain
atrophy, and decreased quality of life at a mean of 8.1 years
[12].

Similar to the EDSS, however, researchers have indicated
difficulty in quantifying a meaningful change in the MSFC
components. The tests are also weighted equally in the com-
posite score, which may not accurately capture the disease
progression as a whole. Individual components of the test
may change over time, and the composite score may not
reflect these differences [13]. In a phase II trial of Rituximab
as add-on therapy, Naismith et al. found that improvements
in MSFC scores were largely attributed to the PASAT [14].
However, improvements in the PASAT may reflect practice
effects rather than the true changes in cognitive dysfunction.
Also, despite the efforts towards developing the MSFC, it has
not been incorporated into many clinical trials as a primary
endpoint. Although used in some of the trials listed in Table 1,
the MSFC has generally been used as a secondary endpoint
along with the EDSS or in further secondary analyses [11, 15].

2.1.3. Low-Contrast Letter Acuity. The MSFC has also been
criticized for not including a visual measure; however, at
the time of its development, a sensitive test to accurately
capture vision loss inMSpatients had not been identified.The
commonly used Snellen (high-contrast) charts are known
to have limited capacity to measure small changes in visual
dysfunction [16]. Over the past 10 years, cross-sectional and
longitudinal studies of adult MS patients and disease-free
controls have demonstrated that low-contrast letter acuity
(LCLA) is the most sensitive test for identifying visual
dysfunction in patients with MS [4, 17–19] and have been
proposed as the visual component of the MSFC [13]. As
such, LCLA was performed in the AFFIRM and SENTINEL
trials [15, 20, 21]. While high-contrast testing did not differ
between study groups, visual function measured using LCLA
worsened (defined as a 2-line or 10-letter worsening of
visual acuity) over a two-year period in the placebo group.
Moreover, Balcer et al. also demonstrated a decreased risk of
sustained visual loss in the natalizumab group compared to
placebo (a risk reduction of 47% for 2.5% LCLA, 𝑃 < 0.001;
and 35% for 1.25% LCLA, 𝑃 = 0.008 for 1.25% LCLA in
the AFFIRM trial). The authors concluded that LCLA has
the ability to determine treatment effects and proposed that
LCLA should be incorporated into future clinical trials [15].

2.2. Relapse Rate and Disease Progression. Sustained dis-
ability may not be detected early in the disease course for
MS patients. Given the additional challenges in quantifying
disability, annualized relapse rate (ARR), time to first relapse
(TTFR), and conversion to clinically-definite MS (CDMS)
have been the most common primary outcome measures
used in clinical trials.

Annualized relapse rate is often included as an outcome
measure for clinical trials because it is easy to quantify, and
prevention of relapses benefits patients immediately. Relapses
are generally defined as neurologic symptoms lasting more
than 24 hours which occur at least 30 days after the onset of a
preceding event [22], though definitions can vary slightly by
study. Relapse rate early in the disease is thought to predict
future disability [23, 24]. However, the probability of relapses
is not a constant function over time. Patients are usually
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enrolled in a trial at the time of MS diagnosis when the
probability for relapses is high, and, as time progresses, this
probability decreases due to the regression to the mean phe-
nomenon. In addition, relapses may be separated by several
years, which may be very time consuming and costly for a
clinical trial. Sormani et al. determined that in order to have
enough power to detect a significant reduction in relapses,
a clinical trial needs to last at least 1 year, but this measure
may also be less meaningful than looking at total number of
relapses over a longer period of time [25]. They also suggest
that due to low relapse rates recorded in recent trials, the sam-
ple size required for new studies may not be feasible [25, 26].

Time to first relapse has been recently proposed as a
primary endpoint for clinical trials. Time to first relapse is
an appealing alternative to annualized relapse rate because it
generally requires less study time to reach the trial endpoint,
and the first relapse is typically more accurately documented
than the subsequent relapses included in theARR calculation.
Additionally, Sormani et al. determined that TTFR may
require a lower number of subjects than trials based on the
annualized relapse rate [25]. The authors also note that for
clinical trials where it may not be ethical to use a placebo
for extended periods of time, using TTFR as the primary
outcomemeasure allows patients enrolled in the placebo arm
to switch to the active treatment immediately after a relapse
occurs (i.e., the study endpoint).

Conversion to CDMS as a trial endpoint is related to
TTFR; for patients enrolled into a trial at the time of an
incident demyelinating event (i.e., clinically isolated syn-
drome [CIS]), the first relapse corresponds to the second
clinical attack, or confirmation of CDMS. Early trials of
disease-modifying therapies used progression to CDMS as
a primary outcome measure. The measure was generally
defined as the time to a second clinical attack following the
first demyelinating event. While the conversion to CDMS
is an ideal outcome measure for many clinical trials, it is
often costly and time consuming. Furthermore, with varying
definitions of a second attack between studies, even slight
differences can affect the reproducibility of treatment efficacy.
For example, some studies defined a second attack as neuro-
logical symptoms that have persisted for a minimum of 24
hours in the absence of fever with objective findings whereas
other studies have required neurological symptoms to persist
for at least 48 hours and subjective eventswere permitted [27–
29].

3. Surrogate Endpoints

The previously-mentioned outcome measures represent
patient-centered outcomes that have been used in Phase 3
clinical trials to determine treatment efficacy. Other sec-
ondary measures, often surrogate endpoints, have also been
included in the same trials. As defined by Temple: “A
surrogate endpoint of a clinical trial is a laboratory measure-
ment or a physical sign used as a substitute for a clinically
meaningful endpoint that measures directly how a patient
feels, functions, or survives [30].” Various MRI parameters
have been proposed as surrogates in MS trials.

3.1. Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Magnetic resonance imag-
ing has been incorporated into the diagnostic criteria for MS
[31] and serves as a routine paraclinical tool to follow disease
progression. Consideration of MRI findings also allows the
diagnosis of MS to be made earlier than if relying solely on
clinical relapses. The next several paragraphs will address
the rationale for including MRI metrics in MS clinical trials
followed by a general discussion of the challenges when using
MRI measures as surrogates for disease activity.

3.1.1. MRI Lesion Counts. Changes in MRI-visible brain
lesions reflect changes in the underlying disease pathology
and therefore provide theoretical rationale for using MRI
lesions as measures of disease activity. MRI lesions are quan-
tified as the number of T1-weighted gadolinium-enhancing
lesions, new T2 lesions, or active (i.e., new or enlarging)
T2 lesions. The treatment effect on gadolinium-enhancing
lesions is highly associated with the treatment effect on
active T2 lesions (𝑅2 = 0.93) [32], suggesting that either
contrast-enhancing or new T2 lesion endpoints are suitable
for monitoring MRI activity in MS clinical trials. It should
be noted, however, that using gadolinium-enhancing lesions
as an outcome requires monthly MRI scans which in turn
increases the cost of the trial. All immunomodulatory agents
decrease the number of gadolinium-enhancing and new T2
lesions; the degree and rate of their effect are variable and
dependent on the drug’s mechanism of action (i.e., at the
blood-brain barrier for beta-interferons and more centrally-
mediated action for glatiramer acetate). Decreased MRI
activity represents the earliest treatment effects in clinical
trials and therefore has served as an attractive endpoint in
clinical trials.

Lesion load measured early in the disease course is asso-
ciated with future relapses [23, 33], disability accumulation
[34, 35], and cognitive deficits [36]. Based on a meta-analysis
of 23 clinical trials in relapsing-remitting MS, the association
between the treatment effect on relapse rate is strongly
correlated (𝑅2 = 0.81) with the treatment effect on MRI
lesions (i.e., newor activeT2 lesions or gadoliniumenhancing
lesions if monthly scans were acquired) [37]. Other studies
have shown that the effect of interferon-beta on MRI lesions
mediates 60% of the effect on relapse rate [38] and 57%
of the effect on disability progression [39]. Taken together,
these findings suggest the potential role of MRI lesions as
a surrogate for disability progression and relapse rate in
clinical trials, and also that MRI lesion and relapse activity
can serve as early indicators of treatment response in regards
to disability progression.

3.1.2. “Black Hole” Formation. “Black holes” are nonenhanc-
ing hypointense lesions on T1-weighted imaging that are
correlated with areas of focal chronic axonal damage and
loss on histopathology [40].Therefore, the evolution of active
lesions into T1-hypointense lesions represents irreversible
tissue damage, and their accumulation is associated with
disability accrual (𝑟

𝑠
= 0.46) [41–43]. In a recentmultivariable

analysis, worsening of EDSS score over 10 years in 58 patients
with RRMS was associated with a combination of baseline
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T1-hypointense lesion count and increasing T1 lesion volume
(𝑟 = 0.61, 𝑃 < 0.001) [44]. Taken together, these findings
support the role for a decline in “black hole” formation as a
potential marker for neuroprotective effects. In this context,
it is noteworthy that a placebo-controlled trial of glatiramer
acetate withmonthlyMRImonitoring demonstrated a signif-
icant reduction in “black hole” lesion formation [45].

3.1.3. T2 Lesion Volume. Measuring changes in total T2
lesion volume is another method of evaluating MRI activity.
Robust (semi-) automated volumetric analyses rely on the
acquisition of MRI scans according to a standardized and
carefully quality-monitored MRI protocol. T2 lesion volume
has been shown to be reduced in patients with MS receiving
teriflunimide compared to placebo [46]. T2 lesion volume
is positively correlated with disability measured by EDSS
at 2 [47] and 10 years of follow-up [48] and number of
relapses after 2 years of follow up [34, 47]. A recent study
evaluated MRI correlates of disability in a cohort of 159
patients with relapsing-remitting MS (median EDSS = 4)
followed for mean of 26 years from first attack and found that
T2 lesion volume was associated with long-term disability
and independent of cervical spinal cord atrophy and grey
matter atrophy [49]. Similarly, a study of 107 MS patients
followed formean of 20 years fromfirst attack showed that T2
lesion volume correlated with 20-year EDSS (𝑟

𝑠
= 0.48–0.67)

and MSFC z-score (𝑟
𝑠
= −0.5–0.61).

3.1.4. Brain Volume. Brain volume and atrophy measure-
ments correlate with measures of disability [48, 50, 51]
and cognitive function [52, 53]. Considering the previously
discussed limitations to using EDSS as a primary outcome
measure, the validity of brain atrophy as a surrogate marker
for disability progression is of interest in studies on clinical
trial design for relapsing-remitting MS. A recent meta-
analysis of thirteen randomized clinical trials in relapsing-
remitting MS showed that the treatment effect on disability
progression (i.e., a 3- or 6-month sustained 1-point increase in
EDSS) correlated with the treatment effects on brain atrophy
(𝑅2 = 0.48) and active T2 lesions. (𝑅2 = 0.61) [54]. In fact,
the authors showed in a multivariable model that 75% of the
variance in treatment effect on disability was explained by the
combined effect on active T2 lesions and brain atrophy.These
findings, if validated in individual patient-based analyses of
clinical trial data, support the use of brain atrophy alone or in
combination with active T2 lesions as surrogate markers of
disability progression in relapsing-remitting MS.

An important practical implication is that trials powered
on the outcome of a 50% reduction in MRI lesions [55]
and atrophy [56] require ten times fewer subjects than that
required for a trial based on a disability endpoint [54,
57]. Recent data has suggested that placebo-controlled trials
evaluating brain atrophy (using the SIENA method) would
require 32 subjects per arm (80% power) to detect a 50%
treatment effect over 2 years [58].

Given that axonal degeneration and loss are now under-
stood as major contributors to disability in MS [59], consid-
erable attention has been given to defining neuroprotective

therapeutic strategies that will slow or prevent disability
progression. Changes in brain volume in patients with MS
reflect the neurodegenerative biology of the disease, and
therefore, MRI markers of neuronal damage may represent
potential surrogates to neuroprotective therapy response
[60]. Moreover, current brain atrophy measurement tech-
niques are suited to multicentered trials, further supporting
the potential role of brain volume surrogate markers in
phase II trials of neuroprotective agents [21]. Trials of oral
fingolimod [61], oral laquinimod [62], and natalizumab [20]
reported a favorable effect of treatment on brain volume
loss in relapsing-remittingMS patients, compared to placebo.
However, some challenges, such as the effects of brain
edema, pseudoatrophy from corticosteroids, and ongoing
neurodegeneration from injury prior to trial enrollment
that challenge establishment of a stable baseline need to be
addressed before brain atrophy is considered as a surrogate
marker of treatment effect in clinical trials.

3.1.5. MRI Metrics as Surrogate Outcome Measures. While
MRI variables (e.g., lesion count, lesion volume, and brain
volume) are commonly used in clinical trials to assess treat-
ment efficacy and disease progression, they are not generally
recognized as validated surrogate outcome measures. For a
surrogate endpoint to be valid for a Phase 3 trial, it must exist
within the causal pathway in the absence of other mecha-
nisms of action between the exposure and the outcome, and
an intervention must exert its effects on the clinical outcome
through the surrogate (Figure 1(b)). If the intervention has
other mechanisms of action, the surrogate may fail [2].

As reflected in Table 1, clinical trials in relapsing-
remitting MS incorporate multiple MRI outcome measures
as surrogates of disease activity. However, there is a poor
correlation between MRI activity and relapses as the appear-
ance of new MRI lesions often outnumber clinical relapses.
This “clinico-radiological paradox” in MS became apparent
when MRI was first used in MS and attempts to correlate
T2 lesions (a nonspecific marker of focal brain injury) with
EDSS revealed a dissociation between the two [63]. Advances
in our understanding of normal-appearing brain tissue dam-
age, clinically-silent spinal cord damage and atrophy, grey
matter and retinal nerve fiber layer involvement, cognitive
impairment, and cortical adaptation in MS have helped
explain some of the confounders to the clinical-radiological
association. MRI lesion activity measures have not been
accepted as validated surrogates because such measures lack
the pathologic specificity for the processes that contribute to
disability in MS. As illustrated in Figure 1(c), the relationship
between a first attack or relapsing disease and the clinical
outcomes in MS is complex. MRI measures alone have failed
as surrogate markers of disability since other mechanisms for
tissue injury exist beyond the inflammatory lesions that are
visualized on MRI scans.

3.2. Optical Coherence Tomography. Optical coherence
tomography (OCT) is an imaging modality which uses near
infrared light to measure thickness and volumes of structures
in the eye. Of particular interest is the retinal nerve fiber
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layer (RNFL), which consists of nonmyelinated axons, and
macular volume, which comprises the axons and ganglion
cell bodies. By quantifying the RNFL layer thickness and
macular volume, OCT noninvasively captures anterior visual
pathway axonal loss [64–66].

RNFL thickness has been proposed as a structural
biomarker or surrogate measure for regional (optic nerve)
and global (whole brain) axonal loss in MS [67]. In adults
with MS, RNFL thickness is decreased compared to healthy
controls by 5 um to 40 um on average, with greater thinning
observed in the eyes of patients who have had optic neuritis
[65, 67–69]. Longitudinal studies have also shown RNFL
thinning in MS patients over time in the absence of clinical
optic neuritis [70, 71]. RNFL thinning in adults with MS who
have not had a clinical history or radiographic evidence of
optic neuritis suggests that OCT also captures global brain
atrophy in adults rather than local effects from optic nerve
damage. The ability of OCT measures to inform upon global
axonal injury in adult MS is further supported by the rela-
tionship between RNFL thickness and macular volumes with
brain parenchymal fraction (BPF). In a study of 44 patients
with a clinically isolated syndrome or multiple sclerosis,
Young et al. found that RNFL thickness and total macular
volume (TMV) as measured by OCT were both significantly
associated with BPF as measured by MRI (𝑃 = 0.005 and 𝑃 =
0.034 for RNFL thickness and TMV, resp.) [72]. Zimmerman
et al. also found RNFL and TMV to be associated with white
matter volume and normalized brain volume (𝑃 < 0.002
for both); however, contrary to Young et al, they also found
RNFL thickness and TMV to be associated with grey matter
volume (𝑃 ≤ 0.001 for both). Furthermore, Zimmerman et
al. found these associations to be significant regardless of ON
history [73].

Despite these data and further studies showing corre-
lations between OCT measures, functional vision scores,
quality of life scales, and the EDSS, RNFL thickness has
not been validated as a surrogate for disability or disease
progression in Phase 3 trials given the complex pathobiology
in MS [15]. Pathologic changes in axons occur early in the
disease and are prominent during the acute and progressive
stages of MS [74]. Similar to the complexities using MRI
metrics as surrogate outcome measures, OCT does not
capture demyelination, and other pathways exist between
the disease (either clinically isolated syndrome or relapsing-
remitting MS) and the outcomes (disability, conversion to
CDMS, or relapses). Nevertheless, OCT is still a promising
tool for future trials, especially studies evaluating the effects of
neuroprotective agents [50]. During an internationalmeeting
of selected experts (“Imaging outcomes for protection and
repair in multiple sclerosis,” Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
August, 2008), Barkhof et al. concluded thatOCT fulfilled the
five criteria for outcome measures in such trials: (1) patho-
logic specificity; (2) reproducibility; (3) sensitivity to change;
(4) clinical relevance; and (5) response to treatment [50].

4. Pediatric MS Clinical Trials

Currently, disease-modifying therapies have not been
approved for pediatric MS as clinical trials have not

been performed in children less than 18 years. However,
interferons, glatiramer acetate, natalizumab, and other
therapies are prescribed off-label in the pediatric population
based on adult trials and pediatric observational studies
[75, 76]. While these therapies have been monitored for
adverse effects and tolerability in children, additional data
are needed, especially with respect to the risk of progressive
multifocal leukoencephalopathy and exposure to JC virus.
With respect to the newer agents approved for MS, such
as fingolimod, teriflunomide, and dimethyl fumarate, long-
term effects on neurological development and thematuration
of a child’s immune, endocrine, and reproductive systems,
and neurological development are unknown [36]. Therefore,
clinical trials in pediatric MS are needed and are currently
underway given the recent EMA and FDA mandate that all
newly approved drugs must include a pediatric investigation
plan.

The conduct of clinical trials in pediatric MS will be
dependent on the use of sensitive clinical outcome measures
that capture the most relevant dimensions of function and
disability. While the clinical symptoms of MS are similar
in children and adults, there are notable differences in the
relapse rate, disease burden on MRI, and disability based on
the age at diagnosis. Some of these differences include the
following.

(i) Children have a higher number of relapses in the first
2–5 years of disease compared to adults [77, 78].

(ii) Children generally present with a second attack
within 12 months of the first attack, although younger
children may have a longer interval [79]. Adults gen-
erally take about 2–2.5 years to convert to clinically-
definite MS [80, 81].

(iii) Children have an increased T2 lesion burden in
the brain at disease onset on MRI scans and more
gadolinium enhancing foci [16, 78].

(iv) Children, especially prepubertal, are more likely to
initially have large ill-defined T2 lesions that resolve
on follow-up scans and then develop focal ovoid
lesions typical of adult-onset MS. In contrast, adults
have focal ovoid T2 lesions that do not typically
resolve [16, 78].

The EDSS may not be as sensitive in pediatric subjects
compared to adults withMS due to a lesser degree of physical
disability in children with MS. However, cognitive deficits
have been recognized in pediatric MS subjects. Cognitive
impairment occurs in approximately 30%of childrenwithMS
[53, 82]. Patient IQ is also significantly reduced in pediatric-
onset MS, and lower IQ scores are associated with younger
age at onset of disease [82]. Till et al. found decreased
cognitive function to be associated with reduced thalamic
and global brain volumes. Since T1 and T2 lesional volumes
were not strong predictors of cognitive impairment, the
authors concluded that neurodegenerative processes, rather
than inflammation and relapses, are responsible for brain
atrophy early in pediatric MS [53].
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The differences between pediatric and adults MS and
selection of outcome measures were considered by an expert
panel of physicians, pharmaceutical representatives, and reg-
ulatory agencies while discussing the future of pediatric trials.
The Steering Committee of the International Pediatric MS
Study Group [36] agreed that annual relapse rate or time to
next relapse should be used as the primary outcome measure
for clinical trials but acknowledges that this may not always
be feasible due to time constraints and cost. The Steering
Committee of the International Pediatric MS Study Group
also recommended several measures of cognitive function,
which examine attention, functioning, verbal learning and
memory, language, and general intelligence [36]. Sample size
calculations for clinical trials of pediatric-onset MS have
recently been proposed andmay aid in planning phase II and
III trials powered on clinical and MRI endpoints [83].

The comparison group for pediatric MS trials has also
been debated. The inclusion of a placebo comparison group
may be considered unethical since the disease-modifying
therapies are generally considered safe and well-tolerated in
children. An alternative approach is to use an interferon or
glatiramer actetate for the control group when comparing a
newer agent or novel treatment [84].The latter would require
a larger sample size, and the conduct of pediatric MS clinical
trials has been further challenged by the low prevalence of
disease in children.

5. Conclusion

Multiple sclerosis is a disabling disease and current treatment
is aimed at slowing disease progression. Several outcome
measures have been used in recent relapsing-remitting MS
clinical trials to quantify clinical disease activity (relapses),
MRI disease burden (lesion counts, lesion and brain vol-
umes), and neurodegeneration (OCT). The selection of the
outcome measures and the results of these trials should be
interpreted with an understanding of the following. (1) MS
is a heterogeneous disease and inclusion criteria should be
carefully reviewed when results are applied to individual
patients. (2) MS evolves over time from a predominantly
inflammatory disease to a secondary progressive or neu-
rogenerative process. As such, a clinical outcome measure
may have different efficacy in the early stages of the disease
compared to the advanced stages. (3)A surrogatemay seem to
indicate a positive correlation with the intervention, but the
relationship could be attributed to other mechanisms. If the
measure is not something that is in the causal pathway forMS,
it may mislead researchers about the efficacy of the treatment
or progression of the disease [1]. (4)The conduct of pediatric
MS trials presents additional challenges that are being care-
fully reviewed and considered in the design of future studies.
The combination of multiple endpoints in clinical trials has
led to the successful approval of MS therapies for relapsing-
remitting MS resulting in decreased disease burden, morbid-
ity, and disability. Future trials, both adult and pediatric, will
likely continue to use a combination of outcome measures to
determine the efficacy of investigational therapies in slowing
disease progression and modifying disability.
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Background. Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT) and total macular volume (TMV) represent markers of neuroaxonal
degenerationwithin the anterior visual pathway thatmight correlatewith ambulation in personswithmultiple sclerosis (MS).Objec-
tive. This study examined the associations between RNFLT and TMV with ambulatory parameters in MS.Methods. Fifty-eight MS
patients underwent a neurological examination for generation of an expanded disability status scale (EDSS) score andmeasurement
of RNFLT and TMV using optical coherence tomography (OCT). Participants completed the 6-minute walk (6MW) and the timed
25-foot walk (T25FW). The associations were examined using generalized estimating equation models that accounted for within-
patient, inter-eye correlations, and controlled for disease duration, EDSS score, and age. Results. RNFLT was not significantly
associated with 6MW (𝑃 = 0.99) or T25FW (𝑃 = 0.57). TMV was significantly associated with 6MW (𝑃 = 0.023) and T25FW
(𝑃 = 0.005).The coefficients indicated that unit differences in 6MW(100 feet) andT25FW(1 second)were associatedwith 0.040 and
−0.048 unit differences in TMV (mm3), respectively. Conclusion. Integrity of the anterior visual pathway, particularly TMV, might
represent a noninvasive measure of neuroaxonal degeneration that is correlated with ambulatory function in MS.

1. Introduction

The anterior visual pathway (i.e., retina, optic nerves, chiasm,
and optic tracts) represents a valuable model for understand-
ing axonal and neuronal loss and clinical and functional cor-
relates in persons with multiple sclerosis (MS) [1]. This path-
way, particularly the optic nerve, is often affected by the MS
pathological disease processes given its proximity with the
vasculature around the ventricles of the brain [2]. The
integrity of the anterior visual pathway can be noninvasively
imaged using optical coherence tomography (OCT) of the
retina. OCT provides metrics of retinal nerve fiber layer
thickness (RNFLT) and total macular volume (TMV).
RNFLT reflects the integrity of nonmyelinated axonal tissue,
whereas TMV reflects the integrity of nonmyelinated axonal
tissue as well as all retinal layers including cellular segments
[3]. We further note that RNFLT and TMV have been asso-
ciated with lesion volume and brain atrophy metrics from

magnetic resonance imaging in persons with MS [4–6]. This
is important as imaging the anterior visual pathway may pro-
vide a correlate of the clinical and functional consequences of
axonal and neuronal loss in MS.

The integrity of the anterior visual pathway might be
associated with walking function in persons with MS. Visual
and ambulatory functions are integrally related in all persons,
including those with MS [7], and represent two of the most
valued functions that are compromised in theMS population
[7–9]. Importantly, OCT metrics have been associated with
the expanded disability status scale (EDSS) scores in persons
withMS (range: 𝑟 = −0.30 through −0.70) [10], and the EDSS
is heavily weighted by ambulatory function in the middle
range of scores based on 500-meter walk performance [11].
OCT metrics have further been correlated with other mea-
sures of disability such as the multiple sclerosis functional
composite (MSFC) (𝑟 = 0.227) [12], and the MSFC has an
ambulatory component based on the timed 25-foot walk
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(T25FW). Lastly, RNFLT and TMVmetrics fromOCTmight
reflect neurodegeneration on a more global level [13], thus
supporting a possible associationwithwalking impairment—
another global manifestation of MS [14].

The motivation for considering a possible association
between integrity of the anterior visual pathway and walking
function is further rooted in the idea that OCT metrics can
serve as structural outcomes for trials examining neuropro-
tective and neuroreparative outcomes in MS [15]. To that
end, many rehabilitation trials, for example, clinical trials of
exercise training, are targeted towards improving ambulatory
function in MS. Such a beneficial effect might have a basis in
structural adaptations involving axons and neurons [16, 17].
If true, then OCT and its metrics might be considered for
inclusion in clinical trials of rehabilitation for capturing the
possible influence on central nervous system (CNS) integrity
in MS.

This study examined the association between integrity of
the anterior visual pathway and walking functions in persons
with MS. We hypothesized that the metrics of RNFLT and
TMV would be associated with scores on well-characterized
walking outcomes, namely, the six-minute walk (6MW) and
the T25FW [14, 18], even after controlling for possible covar-
iates (e.g., disease duration, EDSS, and age).

2. Methods

2.1. Participants. Wecontacted and screened 113 possible par-
ticipants residing in Central Illinois between the middle of
September, 2010, through the last week of December, 2010.
The possible participants were not consecutive patients, but
were referrals from the practices of three locally residing neu-
rologists as well as our laboratory database. The final sample
consisted of 58 patients with a definite diagnosis of MS who
satisfied our inclusion criteria.The criteria for inclusion were
the following: (a) capacity for independent ambulation or
ambulation with an assistive device (e.g., cane, crutch, walk-
ing frame, or rollator walker); (b) relapse free during the
previous 30-day period before testing; and (c) willingness to
undergo testing.We excluded personswhen conductingOCT
who had (a) ocular disease (prior history of optic neuritis,
glaucoma, macular degeneration, etc.) or (b) high myopia
(minus 7.5 or higher) of both eyes based on a clinical examina-
tion from a neuro-ophthalmologist (John H. Pula).

2.2. Primary Measures

2.2.1. OCT. Participants underwent time-domainOCT scans
(Zeiss Stratus OCT 3, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA)
performedby a neuro-ophthalmologist (JohnH. Pula).When
necessary, 1% phenylephrine intraocular mydriatic drops
were instilled prior to scanning. Throughout scanning, the
patient was fixated on an internal target provided by the equi-
pment. Each subject eye underwent sequential FAST RNFLT
circle scan and FAST macular scan protocols. If a scan had
poor image quality, defined as improper disc centering, poor
reference image acquisition, or a signal strength score of less
than 7, it was repeated until obtaining an adequate scan.

Average RNFLT was determined as the distance between the
first reflection from the vitreoretinal interface and the ante-
rior boundary of the second reflective layer, corresponding
to Bruch’s Membrane, and average TMV was recorded as an
overallmacular volumewhich did not contain the optic nerve
head.

2.2.2. 6MW. The 6MW was performed in a rectangular cor-
ridor with hallways that exceed 50m in length and that were
clear of obstructions and foot traffic. We provided standard-
ized instructions and emphasized walking as far and as fast as
possible for 6minutes [19].One researcher followed alongside
of the participant for safety, while another researcher followed
3–5 feet behind the participant and recorded the distance
travelled in feet using a measuring wheel (Stanley MW50,
New Britain, CT, USA) [20].

2.2.3. T25FW. The T25FW was performed along a clearly
marked 25-foot long path on a carpeted corridor that was
clear of obstructions and foot traffic. We provided standard-
ized instructions and emphasized walking as fast and as
safely as possible [21]. One researcher followed alongside the
participant for safety, and another recorded the time in sec-
onds by using a stopwatch.The T25FWwas performed twice,
and the average of the two trials was included for the analysis.

2.2.4. EDSS. Participants underwent a neurological exam for
generation of an EDSS score. EDSS scoring includes tests of 8
different functional systems (FS), including visual, brainstem,
pyramidal, cerebellar, sensory, bowel/bladder, cerebral, and
ambulatory function. Each of these separate functional sys-
tem scores received a “step” score, and, at the end, all “step”
scores were combined with gait function (500-meter walk)
into an overall EDSS score. EDSS scores range from 0 (no
disability) to 10 (death fromMS) [22].

2.3. Procedure. The procedure was approved by a university
institutional review board (i.e., the United States equivalent
of an ethics review committee), and all participants provided
written informed consent. The measures were administered
in a single session by the trained and experienced staff of an
MS research center. The participants provided demographic
information and underwent OCT scanning and a neurolog-
ical examination for generating the EDSS score. The partici-
pants further performed the 6MW and the T25FW. All parti-
cipants received $15 remuneration for travel expenses.

2.4. Data Analysis. The data were analyzed using SPSS
version 18 (IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). We provided descriptive
statistics (e.g., mean, median, standard deviation (SD), and
range of scores) for the demographic, clinical, OCT, and
ambulatory outcomes. We examined the associations
between OCT metrics (RNFLT and TMV) with ambulatory
outcomes (6MW and T25FW performance) using generali-
zed estimating equation (GEE) models. The GEE models
were adjusted for within-patient, inter-eye correlations, and
controlled for age, disease duration, and EDSS scores when
examining the linear associations between OCT metrics and
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ambulatory outcomes. The alpha for statistical significance
was set at 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Sample Characteristics. Participants were ambulatory
women (𝑛 = 46) and men (𝑛 = 12) with a definite diagnosis
of MS. The mean (SD) age was 52 (11) years, and the sample
primarily had a relapsing-remitting clinical course (𝑛 = 44;
76%). The mean (SD) disease duration was 11 (10) years, and
the sample had a median EDSS score of 4.5 (interquartile
range = 2.0).

3.2. Descriptive Statistics. Thedata for RNFLT, TMV, T25FW,
and 6MW are provided in Table 1. The mean (SD) values for
RNFLT and TMV of persons (without optic neuritis or any
other ocular diseases) in the present study were similar to
those in a previous research [23]. The mean (SD) values for
T25FW and 6MW were consistent with those in previous
researches [19, 24].

3.3. Associations between OCT Metrics and Ambulatory Out-
comes. TheGEEmodels accounting for inter-eye correlations
and age, disease duration, and EDSS scores indicated that
RNFLTwas not significantly associatedwith 6MW (𝑃 = 0.99)
or T25FW (𝑃 = 0.57). By comparison, the GEE models
accounting for inter-eye correlations and age, disease dura-
tion, and EDSS scores indicated that TMV was significantly
associated with 6MW (𝑃 = 0.023) and T25FW (𝑃 = 0.005).
The coefficients indicated that unit differences in 6MW (100
feet) and T25FW (1 second) were associated with 0.040 and
−0.048 unit differences in TMV (mm3), respectively. Scatter
plots of associations between RNFLT and TMV with T25FW
and 6MW are provided in Figure 1. These scatter plots con-
firm the presence of weak correlations between RNFLT with
T25FW and 6MW, but stronger correlations between TMV
and the ambulatory outcomes.

4. Discussion

The present study demonstrated that integrity of anterior
visual pathways based on OCT metrics was associated with
ambulatory outcomes in persons with MS. Those who had
reduced TMV, in particular, walked a shorter distance during
the 6MW and slower during the T25FW, independent of
disease duration, EDSS, and age in the GEE models. Collec-
tively, this research indicates that OCT metrics of anterior
visual pathway integrity, particularly TMV, are associated
with functional consequences, namely, reduced ambulatory
performance, inMS.Thismight positionOCT and itsmetrics
as an important outcome for inclusion within rehabilitation
research of walking function; such metrics might provide
indications of possible neuroprotective and neuroreparative
consequences of rehabilitation based on integrity of the
anterior visual pathway.

Researchers have previously reported associations
between OCT metrics and EDSS as well as MSFC scores in
persons with MS [19, 25]. This is important as both the EDSS

and MSFC include ambulatory measures of the 500-meter
walk and T25FW, respectively, when generating an overall
score. Such observations, in part, motivated our interest in
examining the associations between RNFLT and TMV with
ambulatory outcomes, and controlling for covariates,
particularly EDSS scores. To that end, our results indicate
an association between TMV and both 6MW and T25FW
performance, independent of EDSS as well as age and MS
duration. Accordingly, this is the first study, to our know-
ledge, that has reported an independent association between
OCT metrics of anterior visual pathway integrity and
ambulatory performance in persons with MS.

The mean values of RNFLT, TMV, T25FW, and 6MW of
persons with MS (without optic neuritis or any other ocular
diseases) in the present study were consistent with those in
previous researches [19, 23, 24]. For example, the mean (SD)
RNFLT in the present study was 90.9 (14.9) 𝜇m, and this was
consistent with the value of 95.6 (14.5) 𝜇m from a previous
research [23]. The same consistency in mean values is seen
with TMV [23]. Regarding ambulatory function, the T25FW
and 6MW values of 6.9 (3.5) seconds and 1,336 (441) feet,
respectively, are consistent with the values of 6.4 (2.7) and
1,277 (255) in previous researches [19, 24]. Such observations
are important for contextualizing our sample and results
within the broader research on OCTmetrics and ambulatory
function involving persons with MS.

The integrity of the anterior visual pathwaymight be asso-
ciated with ambulatory performance as vision is coupled with
walking. Indeed, vision and gait are twoof themost important
bodily functions that are compromised, yet highly valued,
across the early and late phases of MS [7]. Visual dysfunction
has further been identified as one of several possible impair-
ments (e.g., weakness, sensory loss, and ataxia) that might
influence walking in neurological diseases including MS [9].
Overall, we are not surprised that integrity of the anterior
visual pathway is a correlate of walking—another global
indicator ofMS progression—and this study provides the first
data supporting the presumed association between visual and
walking functions in MS [9].

We believe that one possible implication of our study is
that OCT metrics might be included in rehabilitation trials
for understanding adaptations within the CNS that corre-
spond with improvements in ambulatory function. Indeed,
rehabilitation interventions that improve gait in MS might
do so, in part, through neuroreparative and neuroprotective
processes. If correct, then OCT metrics might be considered
for inclusion in clinical trials of rehabilitation approaches for
improving ambulation in people with MS. Such an approach
provides simple, affordable, and noninvasive metrics for
documenting possible neuroreparative and neuroprotective
outcomes.

There are many strengths of the current study including
the first examination of anterior visual pathway metrics and
walking function controlling for EDSS and other covariates in
MS.There are important limitations of the current study.The
most important limitation is that the study included time-
domain OCT, and this has poor resolution and reduced accu-
racy of outcomes.This would seemingly bias any associations
with other outcomes towards the null and could be overcome
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Table 1: Mean, standard deviation, and range of values for optical coherence tomography metrics and ambulatory outcomes.

Variable Mean Standard deviation Range
TMV (mm3) 6.63 0.49 5.49–7.68
RNFLT (𝜇m) 90.9 14.9 5.41–124.8
6MW (feet) 1,336 441 294–2,538
T25FW (seconds) 6.9 3.5 3.1–24.5
Note. TMV: total macular volume. RNFLT: retinal nerve fiber layer thickness. 6MW: six-minute walk. T25FW: timed 25-foot walk.
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Figure 1: Scatter plots with linear trend lines and 95% confidence intervals for associations between retinal nerve fiber layer thickness
(RNFLT) and total macular volume (TMV) with timed 25-foot walk (T25FW) and six-minute walk (6MW) performance.

in future research using spectral domain OCT and better
characterizing associations with ambulatory outcomes. We
do not have data from spectral domain OCT for addressing
this limitation in the current study. The sample size might
be considered small, but it is sufficient for a preliminary
examination of OCT metrics and ambulation. The sample
mostly had relapsing-remitting MS, and this limits the

generalizability of our data and results amongst those with
progressive MS. The study included a cross-sectional design
and did not provide data on changes in OCT metrics and
ambulatory outcomes over time. Lastly, the T25FW was
performed on a carpeted surface, and this differs from the
typical administration on a noncarpeted walkway [21]. This
might have reduced walking speed on the T25FW. Despite
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those limitations, we are excited by the novel data indicating
that OCT metrics of anterior visual pathway integrity are
associated with walking outcomes in MS.
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There is need for a brief but comprehensive objective assessment tool to help clinicians evaluate relapse symptoms in patients with
multiple sclerosis (MS) and their impact on daily functioning, as well as response to treatment. The 2-part Assessing Relapse in
Multiple Sclerosis (ARMS) questionnaire was developed to achieve these aims. Part 1 consists of 7 questions that evaluate relapse
symptoms, impact on activities of daily living (ADL), overall functioning, and response to treatment for previous relapses. Part
2 consists of 7 questions that evaluate treatment response in terms of symptom relief, functioning, and tolerability. The ARMS
questionnaire has been evaluated in 103 patients withMS.Themost commonly reported relapse symptoms were numbness/tingling
(67%), fatigue (58%), and leg/foot weakness (55%). Over half of patients reported that ADL or overall functioningwere affected very
much (47%) or severely (11%) by relapses. Prescribed treatments for relapses included intravenous and/or oral corticosteroids (87%)
and adrenocorticotropic hormone (13%). Nearly half of patients reported that their symptoms were very much (33%) or completely
resolved (16%) following treatment. The most commonly reported adverse events were sleep disturbance (45%), mood changes
(33%), weight gain (29%), and increased appetite (26%). Systematic assessment of relapses and response to relapse treatment may
help clinicians to optimize outcomes for MS patients.

1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS), particularly relapsing remitting MS
(RRMS), the most common form of the disease, is character-
ized by relapses [1, 2]. These events vary considerably with
respect to both the type and severity of symptoms [3, 4].
Relapses are cardinal events for patients with MS. They are
associated with significant disability and increased cost of
care; and they may result in residual deficits after resolution
of the acute event [1–5]. Although relapses can be expected
to resolve over time without intervention [2], treatment with

high-dose corticosteroids or adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH) (e.g., H.P. ActharGel, repository corticotropin injec-
tion; Questcor Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Hayward, CA, USA)
can shorten the time to recovery [6].

Assessment tools, such as the Expanded Disability Status
Scale (EDSS) [7] and Multiple Sclerosis Functional Com-
posite (MSFC) [8], have been developed to evaluate the
status of patients and disease progression in MS patients
not experiencing relapses. There is also need for a tool to
facilitate identification of relapses, determination of symptom
severity, and evaluation of relapse treatment efficacy. Failure
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to identify exacerbations may delay a needed switch or
intensification in disease-modifying therapy, a particularly
important issue given the increasing number of options for
disease-modifying therapy. Once a relapse has been identi-
fied, an instrument to evaluate the presence and severity of
relapse symptoms and resulting functional impairment can
aid clinicians; considering the highly variable presentation
of relapses [3, 4], reliance on nonspecific assessments or
spontaneous patient reports may result in failure to identify
subtle symptoms and/or functional impairment that warrant
intervention. Equally important is a thorough postrelapse
assessment to determine whether symptoms have fully
resolved and patients are able to function as well as they
did before the relapse and to identify adverse events. Recent
data from the North American Research Committee on
Multiple Sclerosis (NARCOMS) registry show that nearly
one-third of patients whose relapses were treated with high-
dose corticosteroids felt that their treatment did not improve
or worsened their relapse symptoms [9]. This illustrates the
need for adequate followup and highlights the importance
of evaluating patient satisfaction. Recognizing suboptimal
response, tolerability issues, and/or lack of patient satisfaction
with treatment is important not only to determine whether
further intervention is necessary for a given relapse, but also
to guide treatment decisions for future relapses.

The Assessing Relapse in Multiple Sclerosis (ARMS)
questionnaire is a 2-part patient self-report assessment tool
that was developed by a panel of expert MS nurses and is
specifically designed for evaluating relapses and responses
to relapse treatment [10]. Part 1 intended utilization is to
evaluate patients when they present with a new relapse. It
consists of 7 questions designed to evaluate relapse symp-
toms, the impact of symptoms on daily activities and overall
functioning, and response to past treatments for previous
relapses (for consideration in treatment selection). Part 2
intended utilization is to evaluate patients after relapse treat-
ment (approximately 1 month after the initial assessment).
It consists of 7 questions to evaluate the patient’s perceived
treatment response in terms of symptom relief, functioning,
and tolerability. This paper reports the results of a pilot study
designed to assess the psychometric properties of the ARMS
questionnaire.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Design. This phase 4, pilot, cross-sectional descrip-
tive/exploratory study was conducted at 5 clinical practice
sites in theUnited States to assess the psychometric properties
of the ARMS questionnaire in adult patients with MS experi-
encing a relapse (relapse was determined by the investigator;
specific criteria were not defined by the study protocol).

The ARMS questionnaire (see Appendix 1 of the Supple-
mentary Material available online at http://dx.doi.org/
10.1155/2013/470476) is a 2-part, 2-page survey, with each
part comprising 7 questions. Part 1 was completed when
a patient presented with a new MS relapse to evaluate the
patient’s relapse symptoms and how the symptoms affect
activities of daily living (ADL) and overall function, as well

as the patient’s response to past treatments for previous
relapses, as a means of guiding treatment selection (the
choice of relapse treatment was entirely at the discretion of
the treating clinician and did not affect patient eligibility).
Part 2 was completed 1 month (±1 week) after initiation of
treatment for relapse to evaluate the treatment response
in terms of symptom relief and functioning, as well as
tolerability. Each part of the questionnaire was completed by
the patient or by the investigator (after verbal questioning of
the patient). Questionnaires could be completed in the office
or via telephone.

2.2. Patients. The study included patients aged 18 years or
older at the time of participation with a confirmed MS
relapse, as determined by the investigator, and willingness
to comply with all procedures and assessments. Patients or
their designated representative provided informed written
consent. Patients with pseudorelapse or any other condition
that, in the opinion of the investigator, would not allowproper
completion of the study were excluded.

2.3. Data Analysis. Demographics and baseline characteris-
tics were summarized using descriptive statistics. Responses
to each item in Parts 1 and 2 of the ARMS questionnaire were
summarized using descriptive statistics. Responses to items
in Part 2 were summarized for the overall population and
stratified by relapse treatment; post-hoc analyses evaluated
differences between treatment groups.

A total composite score (TCS) was determined, using the
three inter-related questions regarding response to relapse
treatment. In Part 2, for example, questions 4 (symptom
improvement), 5 (ADL), and 6 (return to previous state of
health (RSH)) were evaluated. The TCS was calculated as the
sum of the scores for these items. For this analysis, the score
for the ADL item was calculated as 10 minus the value of
the rating indicated by the patient, such that higher score
values and greater positive changes from baseline indicate
better functioning/improvement. Thus, for the TCS, the sum
of the responses of the three questions has a range of 0 to
30, with higher scores indicating greater improvement/better
functioning.TheTCSwas summarized descriptively.The dis-
tribution of the mean TCS was computed, and the 95% two-
sided confidence interval for the mean TCS was computed
based on Students 𝑡-distribution. Cronbach’s 𝛼 [11] was used
to estimate the internal reliability and consistency of the three
interrelated questions (Part 2, questions 4, 5, and 6) and the
TCS.

Two questions (Part 1, question 3 and Part 2, question
5) both specifically refer to ADL; the change in ADL was
estimated based on these two questions; the score for each
item was calculated as 10 minus the value of the rating
indicated by the patient, such that higher score values and
greater positive changes from baseline indicate better func-
tioning/improvement. Two other questions (Part 1, question
6 and Part 2, question 6) both specifically refer to return
to previous state of health (RSH); the change in RSH was
estimated based on these two questions (using the value of the
rating indicated by the patient), with higher scores indicating
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a more complete return to previous state of health. Changes
in ADL and RSH scores were summarized descriptively. The
distribution of the mean change in ADL and RSH scores was
also computed.The 95% two-sided confidence interval for the
mean change inADL andRSH scores was computed based on
Students 𝑡-distribution. The internal consistency of the ADL
and RSH questions in Part 1 and, separately, the ADL and
RSH questions in Part 2, was examined using the Pearson
correlation.

An additional composite score (partial composite score
(PCS)) was computed based on the sum of the ADL and RSH
questions. The PCS was computed separately for Part 1 (new
relapse) and Part 2 (after relapse treatment) and summarized
descriptively; again, the scores for the ADL items were calcu-
lated as 10 minus the rating provided by the patient, such that
the sum of the item scores has a range of 0 to 20, with higher
scores indicating better functioning/greater improvement.
The distributions of the PCSmean composite scores were also
computed, and the 95% two-sided confidence interval for the
mean PCS was computed based on Students 𝑡-distribution.
The change in the PCS was also computed and summarized,
and the mean change was evaluated in the same manner as
the PCS scores.

3. Results

3.1. Patients. The study included 103 patients. A summary of
their demographic and clinical characteristics is provided in
Table 1. Most questionnaires were completed in the office
(93%) and were completed by the patient (86%).

3.2. Part 1—New Relapse Assessment

3.2.1. Characteristics of Current Relapse. Characteristics of
the current relapse are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 1.
Themost common new or worsening symptoms were numb-
ness/tingling (67%), fatigue (58%), and leg/foot weakness
(55%). Questionnaire results indicated that 67% of patients
had their symptoms start≥8 days prior to completion of Part 1
of the ARMS and that relapses very much or severely affected
ADL in 58% of patients.

3.2.2. Treatment of Previous Relapse. Most patients (82%)
were treated with intravenous (IV) and/or oral corticos-
teroids for their last relapse; and 72% of all patients indi-
cated that they were very much improved or completely
returned to their baseline state of health after treatment
for their last relapse (Table 3). The adverse events most
often associated with previous relapse treatments were
sleep disturbance (54%), mood changes (36%), weight
gain (34%), increased appetite (23%), and headache (22%)
(Figure 2).

3.3. Part 2—After Relapse Treatment. All 103 patients who
completed Part 1 of the ARMS also completed Part 2. The
majority of follow-up assessments were conducted by phone
(74%), and the majority of questionnaires were completed by
office staff (79%).

Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients.

Patients completing Part 1 of ARMS
questionnaire (𝑁 = 103)

Age, years, mean (SD) 42.5 (11.2)
Sex, 𝑛 (%)

Male 14 (14)
Female 89 (86)

Type of MS, 𝑛 (%) (𝑛 = 97∗)
RRMS 95 (98)
SPMS 2 (2)

ARMS: Assessing Relapse in Multiple Sclerosis; SD: standard deviation;
RRMS: relapsing remitting MS; SPMS: secondary progressive MS.
∗Type of MS was not specified for 6 patients.

Table 2: Characteristics of current relapse.

Patients completing Part 1 of ARMS
questionnaire (𝑁 = 103)

Time since symptoms
began, 𝑛 (%)
≤3 days 8 (8)
4–7 days 26 (25)
8–15 days 30 (29)
≥16 days 39 (38)

Effect of symptoms on
ADL, 𝑛 (%)

A little 9 (9)
Somewhat 35 (34)
Very much 48 (47)
Severely 11 (11)

Mean (SD) ADL score 6.62 (2.1)
ARMS:AssessingRelapse inMultiple Sclerosis; ADL: activities of daily living;
SD: standard deviation.

The majority of patients were treated with corticos-
teroids for their current relapse (87%). Adrenocorticotropic
hormone (ACTH) was the only other treatment reported
(13%) (Table 4). Nearly all patients (97%) completed their
prescribed treatment; themean (SD) time fromcompletion of
treatment until completion of Part 2 of the questionnaire was
28.2 (9.7) days (Table 4). Nearly one-half of patients (49%)
reported that their symptoms were very much improved or
completely resolved following treatment; 49% reported that
their ADLwere affected not at all or a little; and 43% reported
that they returned very much or completely to their baseline
state of health (Table 4).

The most common adverse events reported were sleep
disturbance (overall incidence 45%), mood changes (33%),
weight gain (29%), increased appetite (26%), increased
fatigue (21%), headache (20%), and stomach upset (20%)
(Figure 3).

Although the study was not designed or powered to
evaluate differences between treatments, there were several
notable differences between the corticosteroid and ACTH
groups in the incidence of adverse events, including sleep
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Patients completing Part 1 of ARMS questionnaire (N = 103)

Figure 1: New or worsening symptoms of current (new) relapse.
ARMS: Assessing Relapse in Multiple Sclerosis.

disturbance (49% versus 15%), increased appetite (29% versus
8%), weight gain (32% versus 8%), and headache (23% versus
0%). Post-hoc analyses indicated a statistically significant
difference between groups in sleep disturbance (𝑃 = 0.035,
Fisher exact test).

3.4. Total Composite Score, ADL, and RSH. Mean scores
for TCS, ADL, and RSH are summarized in Table 5. ADL
and RSH scores in Part 1 of the questionnaire were not
significantly correlated (Pearson’s correlation coefficient =
0.205; 𝑃 = 0.053), but scores in Part 2 were significantly
correlated (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.723, 𝑃 <
0.0001), suggesting that improvement in ADL is closely
related to patients’ perception of having returned to their
prerelapse baseline.

Analysis of the combined relationship of questions 4
(symptom improvement), 5 (ADL), and 6 (RSH) from Part
2 of the questionnaire with the TCS showed a high Cronbach
𝛼 (0.87), suggesting good internal consistency among those 3
questions.The individual Cronbach 𝛼’s for Question 4, ADL,
and RSHwith TCSwere 0.84, 0.86, and 0.75, respectively.The
corresponding correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 4.
There were also significant correlations between Question 4
and ADL (𝑟 = 0.60, 𝑃 < 0.0001) and RSH (𝑟 = 0.76, 𝑃 <
0.0001); and as previously noted, ADL was also significantly
correlated with RSH (𝑟 = 0.72, 𝑃 < 0.0001).

4. Discussion

The ARMS questionnaire was developed by a working
group of MS nurse experts from the United States and
Canada, with the objective that it would be employed for
the assessment of relapses and evaluation of response to
relapse treatment. Results from this pilot study indicate that

Table 3: Outcome for last relapse.

Patients completing Part 1 of
ARMS questionnaire (𝑁 = 103)

Time since last relapse, months
Mean (SD) 13.4 (12.0)
Range 0–36

Treatment for last relapse, 𝑛 (%)
Corticosteroids (IV or oral) 84 (82)
ACTH 5 (5)
Other, no treatment, or not sure 14 (14)

Effect of treatment on RSH, 𝑛 (%) (𝑛 = 90∗)
No improvement 1 (1)
A little 8 (9)
Somewhat 17 (19)
Very much 41 (46)
Returned to baseline 23 (26)

Mean (SD) RSH score 7.22 (2.5)
ACTH: adrenocorticotropic hormone; ADL: activities of daily living; ARMS:
Assessing Relapse in Multiple Sclerosis; IV: intravenous; RSH: return to
previous state of health; SD: standard deviation.
∗Responses were not provided by 13 patients who reported no treatment or
not sure of treatment for their last relapse.

the ARMS questionnaire appears to be useful for evaluating
relapses and response to acute relapse treatment. Cronbach’s
𝛼 indicated high internal reliability and consistency among
the three interrelated questions in Part 2 (i.e., questions
4 (symptom improvement), 5 (ADL), and 6 (RSH)) and
the TCS. High Pearson linear correlations indicated good
internal consistency between the ADL and RSH questions
in Part 2. The lower correlation between the ADL and RSH
questions in Part 1 is not unexpected, as the ADL question
refers to the effect of the current relapse on ADL, while
the RSH question refers to the effect of treatment for the
previous relapse.

Results obtained with Part 1 of the ARMS questionnaire
indicated substantial impact of relapses on patients with
new appearance or increased severity of a large number
of symptoms, including numbness/tingling, fatigue, leg/foot
weakness, and difficulties in walking. Relapses also negatively
affected ADL very much or severely in >50% of patients.
This finding is consistent with prior results from a very
large sample of MS patients which showed that those who
experienced one or more relapses in the past 12 months
had significantly greater functional disability than patients
without relapses over this period [4]. Part 2 results indi-
cated that both corticosteroids and ACTH were effective
for treatment of relapses. Approximately 80% of patients
reported that treatment improved symptoms and resulted in
a return to baseline at least somewhat, and approximately half
of patients reported little to no effect of relapse symptoms
on ADL following treatment. Although the study was not
designed to compare efficacy outcomes between treatments,
post-hoc analyses did not identify any statistically significant
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Patients completing Part 1 of ARMS questionnaire (N = 103)

Figure 2: Adverse events associated with last relapse treatment.
ARMS: Assessing Relapse in Multiple Sclerosis.

between-group differences. These results are consistent with
results from controlled clinical trials and current treatment
guidelines [6, 12, 13]. However, the findings also suggest that
theremay be some patients whose relapses are not adequately
treated with corticosteroids, consistent with the previously
mentioned NARCOMS data [9].

Results from Parts 1 and 2 of the ARMS questionnaire
indicated that corticosteroid treatment was associated with
adverse events, including sleep disturbance, mood changes,
and weight gain; all of these are well-known side effects of
these agents [14]. A small number of patients included in
this study were treated with ACTH; there were considerably
lower incidences (differences approximately 20%–30%) of
some adverse events (sleep disturbance, increased appetite,
weight gain, and headache) among those patients versus
patients treated with corticosteroids (although only sleep
disturbance was significantly different) and slightly higher
incidences (differences ≤6%) of dizziness, fever, high blood
sugar, and low blood pressure with ACTH, which were not
significantly different between groups. These results contrast
with an expert opinion from the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society suggesting that the use of ACTH for the treatment
of MS relapses may be more likely to result in adverse
events than IV corticosteroids [15]. Review of treatments for
MS relapses by the European Federation of Neuroscience
Societies indicated no consistent differences in the efficacy or
safety of IV corticosteroids and ACTH, but this group made
no recommendation regarding the use of the latter agents [13].
It should be noted that the AEs reported here were based
on the specific list of targeted AEs included in the ARMS
questionnaire (as well as additional AEs reported in the open-
ended “other” response field), rather than an exhaustive list
of any AE, and that the events reported in Part 1 of the
questionnaire relied on patient recall. In addition, although
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Figure 3: Adverse events with treatment for current relapse.
ACTH: adrenocorticotropic hormone; ARMS: Assessing Relapse in
Multiple Sclerosis.

these AEs represent those likely to be associated with typical
relapse treatments, the nature of the study limits the ability
to determine the extent to which the AEs were a result
of the specific relapse treatment. Nonetheless, the present
results raise the possibility that there may be differences in
the mechanisms underlying the physiological effects of these
drugs and that further exploration of their relative efficacy
and safety profiles may be worthwhile.

The ARMS questionnaire may complement other instru-
ments that have been employed to evaluate the status of
patients with MS. The Expanded Disability Status Scale
(EDSS) [7] and Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite
(MSFC) [8] are used to delineate the status of patients,
and disease progression in MS; and the MSFC has been
shown to be sensitive to the occurrence of relapses [16].
There are a large number of self-assessments that have been
employed in patients with MS, but they too are not focused
on relapses. However, results from one recent study indicated
that both the physical and mental component scores and
several individual scales of the Medical Outcomes Study
Short Form 36, the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale, and the
Centers for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale are all
sensitive to relapses in MS patients [17]. While multiple
instruments may be sensitive to MS relapses, it is important
to emphasize that none are specifically designed to capture
acute changes in relapse-associated symptoms, impact on
ADL, and benefits and side effects of treatment. The ARMS
questionnaire therefore could be used in conjunction with
other assessments to provide clinicians with a more complete
picture of how relapses affect their patients. In addition, the
internal consistency and reliability among the questions eval-
uating symptoms, ADL, and RSH following treatment may
render the ARMS questionnaire useful for evaluating these
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Table 4: ARMS Questionnaire Part 2—Treatment and outcomes for current relapse.

Patients completing Part 2 of ARMS Questionnaire (𝑁 = 103)

Treatment for current relapse, 𝑛 (%)
Any corticosteroids (IV or oral) 90 (87)

IV corticosteroids 89 (86)
Oral corticosteroids 1 (1)
Oral corticosteroids after IV 23 (22)

ACTH 13 (13)

Total (𝑁 = 103) Corticosteroids (𝑛 = 90) ACTH (𝑛 = 13) 𝑃 value∗

Completed prescribed treatment, 𝑛 (%) 100 (97) 87 (97) 13 (100)
Time since treatment completed, days

Mean (SD) 28.2 (9.7) 29.0 (9.8) 22.2 (5.8)
Range 8–90 8–90 14–30

Treatment improved relapse symptoms, 𝑛 (%) 0.756
Got worse 3 (3) 3 (3) 0
No improvement 6 (6) 5 (6) 1 (8)
A little 12 (12) 9 (10) 3 (23)
Somewhat 32 (31) 28 (31) 4 (31)
Very much 34 (33) 31 (34) 3 (23)
Completely resolved 16 (16) 14 (16) 2 (15)

Effect of symptoms on ADL after treatment, 𝑛 (%) 0.228
Not at all 15 (15) 13 (14) 2 (15)
A little 35 (34) 34 (38) 1 (8)
Somewhat 37 (36) 30 (33) 7 (54)
Very much 14 (14) 11 (12) 3 (23)
Severely 2 (2) 2 (2) 0

Effect of treatment on RSH, 𝑛 (%) 0.444
Got worse 3 (3) 3 (3) 0
No improvement 7 (7) 5 (6) 2 (15)
A little 13 (13) 11 (12) 2 (15)
Somewhat 35 (34) 29 (32) 6 (46)
Very much 27 (26) 26 (29) 1 (8)
Returned to baseline 18 (17) 16 (18) 2 (15)

∗
𝑃 values based on chi-square test comparing corticosteroids and ACTH treatment groups.
ACTH: adrenocorticotropic hormone; ADL: activities of daily living; ARMS: Assessing Relapse in Multiple Sclerosis; IV: intravenous; RSH: return to previous
state of health; SD: standard deviation.

outcomes in clinical trial settings; however, further studies
would be needed to formally validate the questionnaire for
that purpose.

Some aspects of the study design may be considered
limitations. For example, the study did not employ strict
inclusion or exclusion criteria, and the diagnosis of relapse
was at the discretion of the investigator. However, the ARMS
questionnaire is intended to be used in a broad range
of patients and the study was designed to evaluate the
questionnaire’s ability to gauge the impact of relapses on
patients and its ease of use to clinicians; as such, strict criteria
to characterize relapses would limit the generalizability of
the findings. In addition, we did not collect other clinical
information that may be useful in evaluating differences in

outcomes between patients (e.g., age at onset of disease,
duration of disease, or use of disease modifying therapies).
Finally, the study was not designed to compare outcomes
with corticosteroids and ACTH, and the results should be
considered with this in mind.

In summary, the results of this pilot study suggest that the
ARMS questionnaire can be used in clinical practice settings
to evaluate relapses and response to relapse treatments. The
ARMS questionnaire may help clinicians to accurately and
conveniently assess the nature and impact of relapses as well
as the effectiveness of their current approaches to treatment.
Furthermore, it may assist in promoting patient-clinician
dialogue about relapses and their management across a
variety of practice settings.
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Table 5: Total Composite Score, Activities of Daily Living Score, and Return to Previous State of Health Score.

Patients Completing Part 2 of ARMS Questionnaire
𝑃 value∗

Total (𝑁 = 103) Corticosteroids (𝑛 = 90) ACTH (𝑛 = 13)
TCS after relapse, mean (SD) (𝑁 = 100†) 18.51 (7.6) 18.92 (7.4) 15.77 (8.8) 0.166
ADL score, mean (SD)

Part 1—New relapse (𝑁 = 103) 3.38 (2.1) 3.43 (2.1) 3.00 (1.9) 0.483
Part 2—After relapse treatment (𝑁 = 103) 6.21 (2.7) 6.34 (2.7) 5.31 (2.8) 0.198
Change (𝑁 = 103) 2.83 (2.8) 2.91 (2.9) 2.31 (2.4) 0.478

RSH score, mean (SD)
Part 1—New relapse (𝑁 = 90†) 7.22 (2.5) 7.33 (2.3) 6.50 (3.3) 0.283
Part 2—After relapse treatment (𝑁 = 100†) 6.00 (3.0) 6.15 (3.0) 5.00 (3.2) 0.201
Change (𝑁 = 87†) −1.11 (2.6) −1.03 (2.7) −1.67 (2.2) 0.438

PCS, mean (SD)
Part 1—New relapse (𝑁 = 90†) 10.52 (3.6) 10.69 (3.4) 9.42 (4.6) 0.251
Part 2—After relapse treatment (𝑁 = 100†) 12.38 (5.2) 12.69 (5.0) 10.31 (6.0) 0.123
Change (𝑁 = 87†) 2.07 (4.4) 2.29 (4.5) 0.67 (3.4) 0.233

∗
𝑃 values based on 𝑡 test comparing corticosteroids and ACTH treatment groups.
†
𝑛 values for RSH and PCS are lower due to patients who did not respond to these questions in Part 1 (𝑛 = 13 patients who indicated no treatment or not sure
of treatment for last relapse) or Part 2 (𝑛 = 3 patients in corticosteroids group who responded “got worse”, which was not assigned a numerical value).
ACTH: adrenocorticotropic hormone; ADL: activities of daily living; ARMS: Assessing Relapse inMultiple Sclerosis; PCS: partial composite score; RSH: return
to previous state of health; SD: standard deviation; TCS: total composite score.
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Figure 4: Correlations among total composite score and individual
items (Total composite score calculated as the sum of scores from
Questions 4, 5, and 6 fromPart 2 of the ARMS questionnaire). ADL;
activities of daily living; RSH: return to previous state of health; TCS:
total composite score.
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Purpose.The aim of the study was to investigate differences in balance control between individuals with multiple sclerosis (MS) and
healthy control subjects using clinical scales and instrumented measures of balance and determine relationships between balance
measures, fatigue, and disability levels in individuals with MS with and without a history of falls.Method. Twelve individuals with
MS and twelve healthy controls were evaluated using the Berg Balance and Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scales, Modified
Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction on Balance, and Limits of Stability Tests as well as Fatigue Severity Scale and Barthel Index.
Results. Mildly affected individuals with MS had significant balance performance deficits and poor balance confidence levels (𝑃 <
0.05). MS group had higher sway velocities and diminished stability limits (𝑃 < 0.05), significant sensory impairments, high fatigue
and disability levels (𝑃 < 0.05). Sway velocity was a significant predictor of balance performance and the ability to move towards
stability limits for the MS group. For the MS-fallers group, those with lower disability levels had faster movement velocities and
better balance performance. Conclusion. Implementation of both clinical and instrumented tests of balance is important for the
planning and evaluation of treatment outcomes in balance rehabilitation of people with MS.

1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic autoimmune demyelinat-
ing disease affecting the central nervous system [1]. Postural
imbalance is often described as one of the initial symptoms
of MS [2–5]. It is one of the most disabling MS symptoms
that affects about 75% of patients during the course of the
disease [6, 7]. People with MS also fall frequently [8–12],
experiencing injurious falls [10, 13, 14]. Poor balance control is
a significant contributing factor to the increased risk of falling
in individuals with MS [2, 8–12, 15] and is also associated
with lower engagement in physical activity [16]. Likewise,
fear of falling is also associated with an increased risk of
falls in MS [9, 17], and over 80% of people with fear also
report activity curtailment [17]. Furthermore, people with
MS identify fatigue as one of the primary reasons for falling
[10, 18].

Balance control in people with MS has been commonly
assessed through performance-based clinical measures such
as the ability to maintain steady stance under conditions of

reduced base of support with and without visual inputs [19–
21], the ability to move towards stability limits [4, 20, 21], and
through clinical measures or tests of balance performance
such as the Berg Balance Scale [11, 22–25], Timed-Up and Go
test [11, 24], and Activities-specific Balance Confidence scale
[23, 24]. However, clinical measures of balance performance
do not always characterize the underlying balance impair-
ments. In the recent past, instrumented measures of balance
such as center of pressure excursions and sway analysis [12,
22, 25–28] and computerized dynamic posturography [5, 15,
29] have been used to quantify balance impairments in people
with MS.These measures are considered to be more sensitive
than common clinical tests for documenting balance deficits
and provide a reliable tool to identify subjects at risk of falls,
even in minimally impaired people with MS [25]. As such,
it is important to investigate the relationships between the
clinical and instrumented outcomemeasures. An insight into
the associations between various balance measures would
increase the understanding of the specific impairments that
may be targeted during balance rehabilitation in people with
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Table 1: Demographics for the MS and HC groups.

Characteristics MS group
(𝑛 = 12, 10 F, 2 M)

HC group
(𝑛 = 12, 9 F, 3 M) P value MS-F

(𝑛 = 6, 5 F, 1 M)
MS-NF

(𝑛 = 6, 5 F, 1 M) P value

Age (years) 53.16 ± 13.38 51.83 ± 13.60 0.81 55.5 ± 15.37 50.83 ± 12.02 0.57
Height (cm) 170.25 ± 10.6 166.66 ± 9.28 0.38 169.33 ± 12.44 171.19 ± 9.52 0.77
Weight (kg) 68.68 ± 11.22 73.17 ± 11.35 0.33 69.70 ± 6.25 67.66 ± 15.34 0.77
EDSS score 2.3 ± 0.9 — — 2.3 ± 1.44 2.17 ± 0.92 0.86
MS duration (years) 17.24 ± 11.05 — — 18.83 ± 8.18 14.77 ± 13.13 0.53
F: female; M: male; mean ± standard deviations are shown.

MS. To this end, the first objective of this study was to
determine differences in balance control between individuals
with MS and healthy control subjects based on clinical scales
and instrumented measures of balance. The second aim was
to determine the association between different measures of
balance control, fatigue, independence levels, and disability
levels in people with MS and to investigate the underlying
causes of balance deficits in MS. The study was also aimed at
exploring the differences and relationships between various
clinical and instrumented outcome measures in people with
MS with and without a history of falls.

2. Methods

Twelve individuals with relapsing-remitting MS and twelve
age- and gender-matched healthy control (HC) subjects
participated in the study (Table 1). The MS group had an
EDSS [30] score of 2.3 ± 0.9, indicating mild disability
and fully ambulatory status. The inclusion criteria for the
individuals with MS were normal or corrected to normal
vision and the ability to stand independently without any aid
or orthosis for at least one minute. The study was approved
by the university’s Institutional Review Board.

Both the groups of subjects (MS and HC) were assessed
on two clinical balance scales (performance measures) and
on two instrumented balance tests (impairment measures) as
well as for fatigue level, foot sensation, and independence in
activities of daily living. All subjects were tested bare foot in
one session, and subjects were allowed to rest during testing
if necessary. Individuals with MS were tested in the morning
to minimize the effects of fatigue commonly reported later
in the day. The MS group also reported the number of falls
during the past six months: those who had two or more falls
were classified as fallers (MS-F) and those who had less than
two falls were classified as nonfallers (MS-NF) [8].

2.1. Clinical Balance Measures. Berg Balance Scale (BBS)
and Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) scale were
implemented. BBS assesses static balance using 14 items with
a maximum total score of 56 [31]. The BBS has been reported
as a valid [24] and reliable [23] tool for the population with
MS. ABC scale is a 16-item self-report questionnaire rating
balance confidence in performance of various ambulatory
activities without losing balance with scores ranging from
0%—no confidence—to 100%—completely confident [32].

The ABC scale has been reported as a valid [24] and reliable
[23] scale on balance confidence in people with MS.

2.2. Instrumented Balance Measures. Modified Clinical Test
of Sensory Interaction on Balance (mCTSIB) and Limits
of Stability test (LOS) were implemented using the Balance
Master protocol (NeuroCom, USA). The mCTSIB assesses
sensory impairment or dysfunction by measuring the sub-
ject’s center of gravity (COG) sway velocity during standing
under four sensory conditions: eyes open firm surface (firm-
eo), eyes closed firm surface (firm-ec), eyes open unstable
surface (foam-eo), and eyes closed unstable surface (foam-
ec). The mCTSIB examines how well an individual is using
sensory inputs in maintaining balance when one or more
sensory systems are compromised. The LOS test assesses
impairment of voluntary motor function by quantifying the
subjects’ ability to move their COG (lean their body) to their
stability limits in eight different directions without losing
balance. The test measures movement reaction time (RT),
movement velocity (MVL), endpoint excursion (EPE), max-
imum excursion (MXE), and movement directional control
(DCL) for four main directions (anterior, posterior, right,
and left) during an eight-second trial. A composite score is
also calculated for each of the five variables. The ability to
voluntarily move the COG to positions within the LOS is
fundamental to mobility tasks such as reaching for objects,
transitioning from a seated to standing position (or standing
to seated), and walking.

2.3. Assessment of Fatigue, Sensations, and Functional Inde-
pendence. Fatigue was assessed using the Fatigue Severity
Scale (FSS), a 9-item self-report questionnaire rating the
severity of fatigue symptoms, based on how accurately
each statement reflects the individual’s condition over the
preceding week with scores ranging from 1 to 7, a higher
score indicating more severe fatigue [33]. The FSS is found
to be a reliable measure of fatigue severity in people with MS
[34]. Sensory assessments included the use of the Semmes-
Weinstein aesthesiometry set [35] to determine loss of pres-
sure sensitivity (protective sensation) over the plantar surface
of the foot and a 128Hz tuning fork to assess vibratory
sensation over the hallux of each foot. Sensory assessments
were performed as per the Clinical Skills Module of the
American College of Physicians. A person’s level of inde-
pendence in performing activities of daily living (ADL) was
assessed using the Barthel Index (BI) on a 0–20 scale, with
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0 indicating minimum independence and 20 representing
maximum independence or least disability [36]. The BI is
found to be a valid and reliable tool and is advocated as
a standard measure of physical disability in MS and other
neurological diseases [37, 38].

2.4. Statistical Analysis. All data were analyzed using SPSS
for Windows, release 19.0, and are expressed as mean ±
SD. Data normality was tested using Shapiro-Wilk test. To
compare the differences between the MS and HC groups and
between the MS-F and MS-NF groups, independent 𝑡-tests
were performed for subject demographics, BBS, ABC Scale,
composite scores on themCTSIB and LOS tests, FSS, Sensory
assessments, and the BI. For data not normally distributed, a
nonparametric analysis using the Mann-Whitney 𝑈 test was
performed. Additionally, split-plot ANOVAswere performed
to compare between group differences and interactions for
the different conditions of the mCTSIB and LOS tests.
The data were checked for sphericity and wherever the
assumption of sphericity, was not met the Huynh-Feldt test
was reported. A post hoc comparison was done using Tukey’s
Honestly Significant Difference test for significant interac-
tions and main effects. Further analysis was performed on
the MS group to determine the association between different
clinical and instrumented scores of balance, FSS, and BI using
the Pearson and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients.
Regression analysis was run where the associations were
found to be significant. Statistical significance was set at 𝑃 <
0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Differences between MS and HC Groups. There were no
significant differences in age, height, and weight between the
MS and HC groups (Table 1).

3.1.1. Clinical Balance Measures. Balance performance of the
MS group was significantly worse than the HC group on
the BBS (𝑃 < 0.0001). The average score for the MS group
was 47.91 ± 8.25 and for the HC group was 55.58 ± 1.16
(Figure 1(a)). The MS group reported significantly lower lev-
els of balance confidence in performing various ambulatory
activities than the HC group (𝑃 < 0.0001). The average ABC
score for the MS group was 65.76 ± 17.33% and for the HC
group was 93.85 ± 6.33% (Figure 1(a)).

3.1.2. Instrumented Balance Measures. The mCTSIB test
revealed that the composite COG sway velocity was signifi-
cantly higher for theMS group (1.34±0.49 deg/s) than theHC
group (0.62 ± 0.15 deg/s) (𝑃 < 0.0001) (Figure 2). Moreover,
ANOVA showed a significant group 𝑥 condition interaction
effect (𝐹

(3,57)
= 4.83, 𝑃 = 0.032), a significant main effect of

the group (𝐹
(1,19)
= 16.33, 𝑃 = 0.001), and a significant main

effect of the condition (𝐹
(3,57)
= 49.60, 𝑃 < 0.0001). Posthoc

test demonstrated that for each sensory condition, the MS
group had higher COG sway velocities than the HC group.
Posthoc test for the condition effect showed that for both
groups, COG sway velocity increased in more challenging

conditions; specifically the sway velocity was higher for the
foam-ec condition as compared to the firm-eo (𝑃 < 0.0001),
firm-ec (𝑃 < 0.0001), and foam-eo conditions (𝑃 = 0.003).

The composite scores for the LOS measures are shown
in Figure 2. Both, the distance of the first movement towards
the target (EPE) and the maximum distance reached (MXE)
by the MS group, were significantly smaller than the distance
reached by the HC group (MS: EPE was 58.45 ± 15.73% and
MXE was 76.27 ± 14.92%, HC: EPE was 76.33 ± 12.67%
and MXE was 90.33 ± 8.54%; 𝑃 = 0.007 for EPE and
𝑃 = 0.015 for MXE). Directional control (DCL) was also
reduced in MS as compared to the healthy subjects (MS:
68.09 ± 9.21%, HC: 78 ± 5.46%; 𝑃 = 0.005). Although the
MS group had longer reaction times and lower movement
velocities as compared to the HC group, it did not reach
statistical significance. ANOVA showed a near significant
group 𝑥 direction interaction effect for MXE (𝐹

(3,63)
= 2.70,

𝑃 = 0.05), a significantmain effect of the group (𝐹
(1,21)
= 7.52,

𝑃 = 0.012), and a significant main effect of the condition
(𝐹
(3,63)
= 34.26, 𝑃 < 0.0001). Posthoc test demonstrated that

for each direction, the MS group had smaller MXE than the
HC group. Specifically, the MXE for the MS group towards
the right side was smaller as compared to theMXE for theHC
group towards the right side (𝑃 = 0.037) and towards the left
side (𝑃 = 0.038). Moreover, irrespective of the direction, the
MS group had smaller MXE than the HC group (𝑃 = 0.012).

3.1.3. Fatigue, Sensory, and Functional Independence Mea-
sures. The MS group reported higher levels of fatigue than
the HC group (𝑃 < 0.0001). The average FSS score for the
MS group was 5.19 ± 1.25 and for the HC group was 2.3 ±
1.15 (Figure 1(b)). There was a significant group difference
on the monofilament test, with 6 individuals of the MS
group showing a loss of pressure sensitivity as compared to
its presence in all subjects of the HC group (𝑃 = 0.008).
There was no difference between the groups for the vibratory
sensation test (𝑃 = 0.36). The scores on the BI for the MS
group were significantly lower than the HC group (𝑃 = 0.01).
The average score for the MS group was 19.16 ± 0.93 and for
the HC group was 19.91 ± 0.28 (Figure 1(b)).

3.2. Relationship between Outcome Measures for the MS
Group. The results of correlation and regression analyses
are shown in Figure 3. There was a significant negative
correlation between composite COG sway velocity on the
mCTSIB test and the BBS score (𝜌 = −0.89, 𝑃 < 0.0001)
and between sway velocity for the foam-eo condition and the
BBS score (𝜌 = −0.72, 𝑃 = 0.012). A significant positive
correlation occurred between the composite MXE score and
the BBS score (𝜌 = 0.61, 𝑃 = 0.045) and between the
composite DCL score and the BBS score (𝜌 = 0.65, 𝑃 =
0.031). Multiple regression analysis was used to test if the
composite COG sway velocity and the composite MXE and
DCL scores significantly predicted the BBS scores for the MS
group.The regression model explained 66.3% of the variance
(𝑅2adj = 0.663, 𝐹(3,7) = 7.55, and 𝑃 = 0.013). It was found
that composite COG sway velocity significantly predicted
Berg balance score (𝛽 = −1.17, 𝑃 = 0.007). The BI scores
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Figure 1: (a) Berg Balance score and Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) scores for the group of individuals with multiple sclerosis
(MS) and healthy control (HC) subjects. (b) Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) and Barthel Index (BI) scores are shown for the MS and healthy
control groups. ∗ denotes statistically significant differences at 𝑃 < 0.05.

showed a significant positive correlation with the ABC score
(𝜌 = 0.59, 𝑃 = 0.043) and a significant negative correlation
with the composite RT score on the LOS test (𝜌 = −0.63,
𝑃 = 0.038). Regression analysis was used to test if the
ABC score significantly predicted the BI score for the MS
group. The regression model explained 27.7% of the variance
(𝑅2adj = 0.277, 𝐹(1,10) = 5.20, and 𝑃 = 0.046) and the ABC
score significantly predicted the BI score (𝛽 = 0.585, 𝑃 =
0.046). Assessment of the relationship between the mCTSIB
and LOS measures showed significant negative correlations
of the composite sway velocity with the composite EPE score
(𝑟 = −0.62, 𝑃 = 0.041), with the composite MXE score (𝑟 =
−0.79, 𝑃 = 0.003), and with the composite DCL score (𝑟 =
−0.71,𝑃 = 0.014). Regression analysis showed that composite
sway velocity explained 32% of the variance (𝑅2adj = 0.32,

𝐹
(1,9)
= 5.70, 𝑃 = 0.041) in EPE and was a significant

predictor of the EPE score (𝛽 = −0.623,𝑃 = 0.041) and it also
explained 59.4% of the variance (𝑅2adj = 0.594, 𝐹(1,9) = 15.61,
and 𝑃 = 0.003) in MXE and was a significant predictor of the
MXE score (𝛽 = −0.796,𝑃 = 0.003). Furthermore, composite
sway velocity explained 44.9% of the variance (𝑅2adj = 0.449,
𝐹
(1,9)
= 9.133, and 𝑃 = 0.014) in DCL and was a significant

predictor of the DCL score (𝛽 = −0.71, 𝑃 = 0.014).

3.3. Differences between MS-F and MS-NF Groups. Six sub-
jects in the MS group reported an average of 3 ± 0.89 falls
(MS-F) and six subjects reported no falls (MS-NF). Subject
demographics, BBS and ABC scores, and the mCTSIB and
LOS measures were not significantly different between the
two groups (𝑃 > 0.05, Tables 1 and 2).
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Figure 2: Modified Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction on Balance (mCTSIB) and Limits of Stability (LOS) test scores for the group of
individuals with MS and healthy control (HC) subjects. COG: center of gravity, EPE: endpoint excursion, MXE: maximum excursion, DCL:
movement directional control, RT: movement reaction time, MVL: movement velocity. ∗ denotes statistically significant differences at 𝑃 <
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Figure 3: The results of correlation and regression analysis between clinical and instrumented outcome measures for the MS group.
Abbreviations as defined in Figures 1 and 2 captions. All correlations and regression analyses shown are statistically significant (𝑃 < 0.05).
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Table 2: Test scores for the MS-F and MS-NF groups.

Outcome measure MS-F (𝑛 = 6) MS-NF (𝑛 = 6) P value
BBS 46 ± 9.29 49.83 ± 7.38 0.44
ABC scale (%) 66.43 ± 20.08 65.10 ± 16.02 0.90
Composite COG sway velocity (deg/s) 1.41 ± 0.47 1.27 ± 0.54 0.64
Composite RT (s) 0.95 ± 0.33 1.10 ± 0.22 0.39
Composite MVL (deg/s) 2.84 ± 0.80 2.73 ± 0.56 0.81
Composite EPE (%) 52.80 ± 13.82 63.17 ± 16.84 0.30
Composite MXE (%) 74.80 ± 14.11 77.50 ± 16.79 0.78
Composite DCL (%) 67 ± 6.36 69 ± 11.62 0.74
FSS 4.31 ± 1.02 6.08 ± 0.71 0.006∗

Protective sensation Absent in 4 Absent in 2 0.27
Vibration Absent in 1 Present in all 0.32
BI 19 ± 1.09 19.33 ± 0.81 0.60
Mean ± standard deviations are shown, ∗significant at P < 0.01.

The MS-F group reported significantly lower levels of
fatigue than the MS-NF group (𝑃 = 0.006). The average FSS
score for the MS-F group was 4.31 ± 1.02 and for the MS-NF
group was 6.08 ± 0.71 (Table 2). There was a loss of pressure
sensitivity in 4 subjects of the MS-F group and in 2 subjects
of the MS-NF group, whereas vibratory sensation was absent
in only 1 individual of the MS-F group and it was intact in
all subjects of the MS-NF group; the group differences were
not statistically significant. The scores on the BI were not
statistically different between the two groups (Table 2).

3.4. Relationship between Outcome Measures for the MS-F
Group. The results of correlation and regression analyses
are shown in Figure 4. There was a significant negative
correlation between composite COG sway velocity on the
mCTSIB test and the BBS score for the MS-F group (𝜌 =
−0.84, 𝑃 = 0.036). The scores on the BI for the MS-
F group showed a significant positive correlation with the
composite MVL scores on the LOS test (𝜌 = 0.892, 𝑃 =
0.042). Furthermore, the level of disability on the EDSS score
correlated negatively with the BBS score (𝜌 = −0.95, 𝑃 =
0.014). The score on the ABC scale also showed a near
significant negative correlationwith the FSS score for theMS-
F group (𝑟 = −0.81, 𝑃 = 0.05). Regression analysis was used
to test if the FSS score significantly predicted the ABC score
for the MS-F group. The regression model explained 57.2%
of the variance (𝑅2adj = 0.572, 𝐹(1,4) = 7.68, and 𝑃 = 0.05),
and the FSS score significantly predicted the ABC score (𝛽 =
−0.811, 𝑃 = 0.05).

4. Discussion

Deficits in balance control are a common and often an
initial disabling symptom in MS [2, 3, 5]. Postural instability
has been reported in mildly impaired people with MS [2,
4, 5] and even in those with normal clinical balance tests
but subjective symptoms of balance impairment [3]. Several
studies have highlighted the incidence of balance disorders
in individuals with MS based on results of clinical balance

and mobility tests. Our results also showed that people with
MS had poor balance ability in maintaining and changing
positions during standing and seated tasks despite low levels
of disability on the EDSS scale. In addition, they also reported
significantly lower levels of balance confidence on the ABC
scale, similar to previous research findings [23, 24]. Balance
impairments inMS have also been quantified through the use
of force platform-based center of pressure andCOGmeasures
allowing instrumented assessment of clinically significant
tasks. The findings of the mCTSIB test demonstrated that
in general, people with MS swayed more than their healthy
counterparts under all sensory conditions, indicating the
presence of an impairment of sensory reweighing strategies.
Similar results have been shown by several researchers [3,
15, 22, 28] signifying an increased level of noise and lower
levels of accuracy in the sensory system of people with
MS, thereby resulting in impaired weighing of inputs and
consequential inaccuracy in the execution of appropriate
motor commands to maintain postural stability [22]. In our
study, a significant loss of pressure sensitivity of the foot
sole was also observed which may have contributed to the
increased sway velocities in MS. It has been recently shown
that sensitivity of the cutaneous receptors of the foot sole
is related to and predicts static standing balance in mild
to moderately disabled persons with MS [19]. Our results
of the LOS test confirmed with previous literature, findings
demonstrating the diminished ability of people with MS
in voluntarily reaching and leaning towards their limits of
stability [4, 26, 28]. The MS group showed significantly
smaller postural shifts while leaning towards their stability
limits in all directions. For the first time, we found that
people with MS had poor directional control as compared
to the healthy counterparts probably due to the underlying
demyelination and destruction in the cerebellar regions in
MS [27]. Impairment in the ability to voluntarily move the
COG towards stability limits can cause instability during
activities of daily living such as reaching for objects [20, 21]
and walking [39].

The MS group also reported higher levels of fatigue
than the healthy controls. Indeed, fatigue is one of the most
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Figure 4: The results of correlation and regression analysis between clinical and instrumented outcome measures for the individuals with
MS with a history of falls (MS-F). EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale. Other abbreviations as defined in Figures 1 and 2 captions. All
correlations and regression analyses shown are statistically significant (𝑃 < 0.05).

common symptoms of MS, occurring in about 80% of
people, and may be the most prominent symptom in people
who otherwise have minimal activity limitations [10, 18],
significantly interfering with a person’s quality of life [40, 41].
Interestingly, while the MS group had mild disability on the
EDSS scale, their score on the BI (while being relatively high)
was significantly lower than the healthy subjects. Particularly,
items related to bowel and bladder incontinence were com-
monly reported activity limitations, which are known to com-
promise unidimensionality within the construct of ADL [37].

4.1. Relationship between Clinical and Instrumented Measures
of Balance, Fatigue, and Disability Levels in MS. The correla-
tion analysis showed that people with MS with poor balance

performance had higher COG sway velocities, especially in
the foam-eo condition where somatosensory inputs are com-
promised.The composite COG sway velocity was found to be
a significant independent predictor of balance performance
on the BBS in MS. Likewise, higher scores on the BBS
for people with MS were associated with larger maximum
excursions and greater directional control of the COG on
the LOS test; however, they did not predict performance on
the BBS. The substantial relationships between these clinical
and instrumented measures can be explained by the fact that
these tests assess certain similar aspects of balance control.
Additionally, people with MS with higher composite sway
velocities had lower COG excursions and poorer directional
control while leaning in different directions. The ability
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to maintain steadiness in standing was also found to be
a significant independent predictor of the ability to move
the COG towards stability limits. Such a causal relationship
highlights the probable factors that may underlie the known
impairment of mobility tasks such as gait initiation [39],
walking (shorter strides and lower speeds) [4, 11, 42], and
repeated stepping [20, 21] in people with MS. Additionally,
people with MS with higher levels of balance confidence and
faster reaction times were found to be more functionally
independent in performingADLs. In fact, balance confidence
in ambulatory activities significantly predicted functional
independence on the BI for the MS group.

4.2. Falls in MS. It has been reported that fall tendency
may occur early in the disease course of MS, even before
impairment of locomotion, and balance becomes evident
on clinical examination [43]. In the current study, 50% of
people with MS reported having fallen twice or more in
the previous six months, although the disability levels were
minimal and similar between fallers and nonfallers. Incipient
balance and gait impairments are detected early on in MS
when disability levels are mild [4, 42] and are known to be
significant contributors of falls in people with MS [11, 15, 25,
27]. In the current study, however, while the fallers seemed to
have balance deficits, the differences between the fallers and
nonfallers were not statistically significant, probably due to
small sample sizes and variability among subjects. Previous
research has identified the occurrence of falls to be more
frequent during the afternoon and when fatigued [10, 18].
Interestingly, the group of fallers in this study reported
notably lower levels of fatigue than the nonfallers. A possible
explanation for the increased number of falls in the MS-F
group in spite of their lower fatigue levels may be due to the
finding of an inverse relationship between fatigue and balance
confidence levels in this group. People with lower levels of
fatigue in the MS-F group had higher balance confidence
levels; in fact the FSS score was a significant predictor of the
ABC score. The subjects in the MS-F group may therefore
have been likely to participate more often in ambulatory
activities, thereby increasing their chances of experiencing
a fall. Transfers and ambulation-related tasks are indeed the
most commonly reported activities being performed at the
time of a fall in people with MS [10]. This finding, however,
should be confirmed in future studies where subjects should
be asked to specifically report their mobility levels and the
particular activities during which falls occurred. Analysis of
the relationships between different outcome measures in the
MS-F group showed that people with MS with poor balance
performance on the BBS had higher COG sway velocities,
especially with eyes closed. It was also found that people with
low EDSS scores demonstrated better balance performance
on the BBS; however, this relationship was not causal. These
outcomes are in line with previous research that has found
advancing disease status, greater postural sway velocity with
eyes closed, and visually dependent sway as predictors of
future falls in people with MS [11, 15, 25, 27].

In conclusion, the role played by both the clinical
and instrumented outcome measures is significant, and

a combination of tests could facilitate the characterization
of the underlying balance impairments and thus provide
a stronger foundation for the planning and evaluation of
treatment outcomes in the rehabilitation of people with MS.
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Balance impairment and falls are frequent in patients with multiple sclerosis (PwMS), and they may occur even at the earliest stage
of the disease and in minimally impaired patients. The introduction of computer-based force platform measures (i.e., static and
dynamic posturography) has provided an objective and sensitive tool to document both deficits and improvements in balance. By
using more challenging test conditions, force platform measures can also reveal subtle balance disorders undetectable by common
clinical scales. Furthermore, posturographic techniques may also allow to reliably identify PwMS who are at risk of accidental falls.
Although force platformmeasures offer several theoretical advantages, only few studies extensively investigated their role in better
managing PwMS. Standardised procedures, as well as clinical relevance of changes detected by static or dynamic posturography,
are still lacking. In this review, we summarized studies which investigated balance deficit by means of force platform measures,
focusing on their ability in detecting patients at high risk of falls and in estimating rehabilitation-induced changes, highlighting the
pros and the cons with respect to clinical scales.

1. Introduction

Balance can be defined as the ability to maintain the body’s
centre of gravity (COG) within the base of support with
minimal sway [1].The control of human balance is a complex
task which is assured by uninterrupted flow of afferent
signals reaching the central nervous system (CNS) from
the muscle, tendon and joint proprioceptors, skin extero-
ceptors, and vestibular and visual inputs [2]. The deficient
integration of these pathways, due to the widespread and
variable distribution of CNS damage in patients withmultiple
sclerosis (PwMS), can affect postural response and the ability
to maintain adequate balance [3–5]. Balance impairment is
frequently observed in PwMS, and it is among the most
disabling symptoms [6]. A wide-base gait with worsening
balance when changing direction has been often described in
PwMS [7]. Fatigue, muscle weakness, and spasticity further
contribute to compromise adequate balance and predispose
them to accidental falls [8–11]. Fall tendency may occur early

in the course of the disease, even before walking and balance
impairment becomes clinically evident [12].

The incidence of accidental falls (i.e., an unexpected
contact of any part of the body with the ground) in PwMS
has been reported from 30% to 63% in a period variable
from 1 to 12 months, according to different studies [13–27].
Recently, a large survey on about 195,000 veterans found a 2-
fold increased risk of injurious falls in PwMS compared with
sex/age-matched veterans without MS [28].

Studies investigating demographic and clinical charac-
teristics related to a high risk of accidental falls in PwMS
are quite heterogeneous in terms of sample size, setting,
and design, and for reporting (retrospectively) or collecting
(prospectively) the occurrence of falls [29]. Studies relying on
retrospectively collected patient report of falls at the inclusion
are prone to recall bias [16, 30], although a good correlation
(𝑟 = 0.82) between prospectively and retrospectively collect-
ed falls has been demonstrated [16]. In addition, even if
prospectively collected, falls resulting in injury aremore likely
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to be reported, and cognitive or memory impairment may
further decrease the accuracy of their recall [16, 18].

From a clinical point of view, reliably discriminating
fallers between nonfallers is crucial for the development of a
program aimed at fall prevention. Potentially, force platform
measures may provide an objective, reliable, and accurate
tool for this purpose. Moreover, they may be useful for
documenting not only deficits but also improvements of
balance skills after specific intervention.

In this review, we aimed to summarize studies investi-
gating the role of force platform measures in MS setting,
focusing on (i) differences between PwMS and general
population; (ii) ability in detecting PwMS at high risk of
falls, highlighting also the differences with clinical scales; (iii)
evaluation of rehabilitation-induced changes.

1.1. Clinical Scales to Assess Balance. Clinical tests usually
rate balance performance on a set of motor tasks. Scoring
is based on the sum of ordinal item scores or stopwatch
measurements. Ideally, an evaluation of postural balance
should include clinical scales that are practical, sensitive
selective, reliable, and valid. Although some clinical scales
are easy and relatively quick to use, they are hampered by
their variable execution and by the room left for evaluator
judgment in the scoring system [31, 32]. Table 1 summarizes
the most commonly used clinical scales to assess balance in
PwMS and their main psychometric properties [33–41].

So far, few studies provided data on diagnostic accuracy
of clinical scales in detecting PwMS prone to accidental falls.
These studies showed conflicting results, probably due to
different cutoffs established (see also Table 1). Cattaneo and
colleagues [14] showed that clinical balance scales exhibit
good specificity (i.e., performance in detecting nonfallers),
but low sensitivity (i.e., performance in detecting fallers).
Although other authors found differences between fallers and
nonfallers in clinical scale scores of balance and evenmobility
[20, 22, 23, 25], they did not provide data on sensitivity
and specificity. Nilsagård and colleagues [16] suggested a
combination of patient variables and selected clinical scales
to predict the risk of falls but failed to identify the “best can-
didate” to apply in the daily setting. More recently, it has been
suggested that the BESTest was 92% accurate in identifying
fallers and nonfallers among PwMS [35]. Despite this high
accuracy, the BESTest is time consuming and requires a lot
of tools. The use of a short version (mini-BESTest), having
only a 10-minute administration time, could be more useful
in clinical practice, but it needs to be validated in PwMS [42].
Lastly, an association between cognitive processing speed
and fall frequency has been recently described in PwMS
[43]. D’Orio and colleagues [23] also suggested that cognitive
impairment, especially impaired verbal memory, predicted
an increased risk of recurrent falls.

1.2. Force Platform Measures: Basic Principles. Force plat-
forms are instruments that measure ground reaction forces
generated by a body standing on or moving across them,
to quantify biomechanical parameters of human balance
control. Force platforms are also used for gait analysis.

Posturography is the general term encompassing all the
techniques used to quantify postural control in upright
stance, in either static or dynamic conditions, by means of
a force platform [44].The term static posturography refers to
the characterization of postural sway of the centre of pressure
(COP) (i.e., the point of application of the resultant from
the vertical force’s action) during quiet standing on a fixed
support surface (i.e., a relatively unperturbed state). In quiet
stance, the COP is estimated as compatible with the centre
of gravity at about 97%; this compatibility diminishes in
dynamic condition [45]. Variations in the instant positions of
the COP during a 30- or 60-second test are used to calculate
time-domain measures, including the velocity of the COP
on the anteroposterior or mediolateral axes (mm/s), the sum
of the displacements (path) of COP (mm), and the 95%
confidence ellipse area of COP (mm2). From abiomechanical
standpoint, the displacement of the COP represents a marker
of energy expenditure to maintain balance [46]. Usually, a
posturographic assessment consists in two test conditions
(eyes opened and closed) and, sometimes, in dual-task con-
dition [47]. This paradigm allows an evaluation of cognitive
processing required to maintain standing balance, simply by
applying a concurrent cognitive task (e.g., aloud or silent
backward counting, Stroop test, and paced auditory serial
addition test).

Static posturography provides linear, objective, and reli-
able measurements of static balance [44]. In spite of its
reliability and accuracy in PwMS [24, 48], themain limitation
of static posturography is a lack of standardisation that
precludes the possibility to generalize its application for mul-
ticentre purposes. This is due to the fact that different force
platform equipment and different test procedures are used
in clinical practice. Parameters that should be considered
are not well defined (e.g., velocity, path, area, etc.), as well
as feet position and test duration [49]. Additionally, static
posturography evaluates balance control only in the most
simplistic condition, thus not reflecting situations occurring
in daily-life activities.

Dynamic posturography involves the use of experimen-
tally induced (external or self-generated) balance perturba-
tion, such as shifting the support surface, using an unstable
support surface,moving the visual surround, applying stimuli
to upper body parts, and performing voluntary weight shift
[50]. By manipulating one or more specific inputs (visual,
vestibular, or proprioceptive) for postural control, a dynamic
posturography assessment may provide important data on
the motor and sensory contribution to balance control [51].
Thereby, impairments in sensory reweighing and integrat-
ing afferent inputs can be easily detected. Moreover, these
data can be combined into composite scores, such as the
equilibrium score or the postural stability index [52]. The
main advantage of dynamic posturography is the possibility
to obtain information on balance control in a variety of condi-
tions simulating situations encountered in daily-life activities
[32]. Unfortunately, it requires a long time of administration
and an expensive and bulky equipment. Moreover, subjects
cannot maintain balance under the more difficult conditions,
especially when they are forced to rely only on vestibular
input. A fall frequency as high as 22% has been reported
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Table 1: Commonly used clinical scales to assess balance in patients with multiple sclerosis.

Tool Authors
Journal Brief description Time of

administration
Overall
score

Test-retest
reliability
in PwMS

Accuracy in
predicting fall status
in PwMS

Activities-
specific balance
confidence
(ABC)

Powell and Myers
[33]
J. Gerontol. A. Biol.
Sci. Med. Sci. 1995

16-item self-administered
questionnaire rating the perceived
level of confidence in performing
daily living activities

15 minutes 0 to 100 92% SE: 65%, SP: 77%
(cutoff: 40) [14]

Balance
evaluation
system test
(BESTest)

Horak et al. [34]
Phys. Ther. 2009

36-item physician-rated scale
evaluating 6 systems
(biomechanical constraints, stability
limits/verticality, anticipatory
postural adjustments, postural
responses, sensory orientation, and
stability in gait)

30 minutes 0 to 108 88%–91%b SE: 86%, SP: 95% [35]

Berg balance
scale (BBS)

Berg et al. [36]
Can. J. Public Health.
1992

14-item physician-rated scale
exploring the ability to sit, stand,
lean, and turn and postural
transition.

15 minutes 0 to 56 96%

SE: 40%, SP: 90%
(cutoff: 44) [14]
SE: 94%, SP: 32%
(cutoff: 55) [16]
SE: 32%, SP: 87%
(cutoff: 44) [24]

Dizziness
handicap
inventory
(DHI)

Jacobson and
Newman [37]
Arch. Otolaryngol
Head Neck Surg 1990

Multidimensional 25-item
self-administered questionnaire
quantifying the level of disability in
three domains: physical, emotional,
and functional

15 minutes 0 to 100a 90% SE: 50%, SP: 74%
(cutoff: 59) [14]

Dynamic gait
index (DGI)

Whitney et al. [38]
J. Vest. Res. 2000

8-item physician-rated scale
exploring mobility function and
dynamic balance

10 minutes 0 to 24 85% SE: 45%, SP: 80%
(cutoff: 12) [14]

Four-square
step test (FSST)

Dite and Temple [39]
Arch. Phys. Med.
Rehabil 2002

Stop-watch measurement of the
duration of rapidly step over low
obstacles in clockwise and
counterclockwise direction

3 minutes or
less N/A 93%–98%b SE: 60%, SP: 75%

(cutoff: 16.9 s) [16]

Functional
reach test
(FRT)

Duncan et al. [40]
J. Gerontol. 1990

Measurement of the maximum
distance reached forward while
standing in a fixed position.

N/A N/A 85%–95%b —

Timed-up-
and-go test
(TUG)

Podsiadlo and
Richardson [41]
J. Am. Geriatr. Soc.
1991

Stop-watch measurement of the
duration of standup from a chair,
walking 3 meters, turning around,
walking back and siting down.

3 minutes or
less N/A 98% SE: 73%, SP: 54%

(cutoff: 13.6 s)c [16]

PwMS: patients with multiple sclerosis; SE: sensitivity; SP: specificity; athe only scale in which the lower the score, lower the level of disability; bas estimated
in populations other than MS; ccognitive TUG was used in this study.

while PwMS performed the more challenging conditions of
dynamic posturography (i.e., surface moving, eyes opened;
surface moving, eyes closed; surface and surround moving,
eyes opened) [48].

2. Methods

2.1. Data Sources. PubMed was searched for abstracts using
the following medical subject heading (MeSH) terms: “mul-
tiple sclerosis” AND “posturography” OR “multiple sclerosis”
AND “force platform”OR “multiple sclerosis” AND “postural
balance.” No limitations or time period restrictions were
applied and the latest search was undertaken on January
10th 2013, Both prospective and retrospective studies were
encompassed. Published conference abstracts,case reports,
meta-analyses and reviews, articles not available in English,

and studies including also patients affected by neurological
conditions other than MS were excluded. Finally, studies
where postural sway was measured by means of tools (e.g.,
accelerometers or gyroscopes) other than force platforms
were also excluded. Abstracts of resulting articles were then
hand searched in order to select studies which met eligibility
criteria. Attempts to identify further articles were done by
searching for the references of the studies.

3. Results

The search initially yielded a total of 178 articles; out of
these, 58 studies conducted on PwMS were selected for
this narrative review. After removing duplicates, 35 met the
inclusion criteria. In 21 studies, force platform measures
were used to detect impairments in balance in PwMS with
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Mean ± st. dev = 219 ± 62mm
Median [interval] = 218 [119–380] mm

Mean ± st. dev = 352 ± 136mm
Median [interval] = 319 [197–805] mm

Mean ± st. dev = 585 ± 357mm
Median [interval] = 490 [298–1,389] mm

COP path (EO); 𝑛 = 17 COP path (EO); 𝑛 = 14COP path (EO); 𝑛 = 31

COP path (EC); 𝑛 = 14

Mean ± st. dev = 1, 379 ± 625mm
Median [interval] = 1,392 [520–2,334] mm

COP path (EC); 𝑛 = 17

Mean ± st. dev = 801 ± 386mm
Median [interval] = 693 [337–1,392] mm

COP path (EC); 𝑛 = 31

Mean ± st. dev = 325 ± 121mm
Median [interval] = 293 [141–588] mm

Controls Nonfallers Fallers

Controls Nonfallers Fallers

Figure 1: Superimposed displacements of centre of pressure (COP path) on 𝑥-𝑦-axes with both eyes opened (EO) and closed (EC) (upper
and lower rows, resp.) of healthy volunteers (controls, n= 31), patients without a history of falls (nonfallers, n= 17), and those reporting one
or more falls in the past 6 months (fallers, n= 14) (modified from [19]).

healthy subjects as control group [48, 53–72]. Five studies
investigated the role of force platform measures in detecting
fall status of PwMS [17, 19–21, 24]. Finally, 9 studies used
force platform measures as outcome measures to determine
the effectiveness of a rehabilitative intervention [73–81].

3.1. Differentiating Balance Control between Patients with
MS and Healthy Subjects. There is a general agreement that
PwMS have a postural sway control which is significantly
poorer than healthy subjects. PwMS present larger oscil-
lations in the frontal and sagittal planes when compared
with healthy controls [17, 19–21, 24, 48, 53–71]. By means of
posturography, impaired anticipatory postural adjustments
have been also described in PwMS [69].

Furthermore, the sensitivity of force platform measures
is such that it can detect balance abnormalities even in
minimally impaired PwMS (i.e., scoring as normal in clinical
balance test) [57, 63, 68] or in those presenting a first
demyelinating event suggestive of MS [64]. This latter study
demonstrated that about 40% of CIS patients had poor
or very poor scores in COP sway rate (i.e., 2–4 or ≥4
standard deviations higher than the mean value of healthy
controls, resp.) [64]. Therefore, posturography demonstrates
the existence of subclinical balance disorders that cannot be
detected by means of clinical assessment, even in PwMS who
did not complain about subjective balance impairment [68].

Another common finding of these studies is that postural
stability deficit is increased under more challenging condi-
tions, for example, reducing the base of support, suppressing

visual or vestibular input, generating external perturbations,
and performing a reach and lean task or a cognitive task
[17, 54, 59, 62, 64, 68]. It has also been shown that an
abnormal performance in quiet standing can be found in 2/3
of PwMS, evenwhen all sensory inputs (visual, vestibular, and
proprioceptive) are available; the alteration of a single input
can lead to an increase in abnormal findings by up to 82%
[48].

3.2. Predicting the Risk of Future Falls. Up to now, only a few
studies investigated the role of force platform measures in
predicting the risk of falls in PwMS. Several studies reported
fallers as having wider COP sway than nonfallers [19, 20,
24]. Therefore, a gradient of postural disturbance can be
hypothesized as follows: PwMS fallers > PwMS nonfallers >
healthy subjects (Figure 1) [19, 24]. However, this hypothesis
needs to further confirmations.

Sosnoff and colleagues [20] showed that PwMS clas-
sified as fallers exhibited increased COP sway velocity in
the mediolateral direction under eyes opened condition,
wider overall COP sway area, and greater sway velocity in
the anteroposterior and medio-lateral directions under eyes
closed condition. Other studies provided similar findings,
with fallers’ COP moving more and faster in either antero-
posterior or mediolateral directions than nonfallers, in both
eyes opened and closed eye conditions [19, 24].

Kasser and colleagues [17] demonstrated that women
with MS who experienced accidental falls were correctly
identified by dynamic posturography, which was able to
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Figure 2: Mean (±95% confidence intervals) values of centre of
pressure (COP) path with eyes opened (EO) of healthy volunteers
(n= 50) and patients with MS (n= 100) who were divided according
to the number of accidental falls (0, 1, ≥2) prospectively collected
over a 3-month follow-up period (modified from [24]).

discriminate patients reporting at least one fall over the past
12months from those reportingmore frequent falls. Impaired
forward limit of stability, gait asymmetries, and leg flexor-
extensor muscle weakness also contributed to detecting
recurrent fallers.

Only one recent study supports the notion that the
adjunction of posturographic evaluation did not improve the
ability to detect PwMS prone to fall [21]. However, as also
recognized by authors, there are some limitations to their
study: (i) a small sample size (n= 37); (ii) the incidence of falls
was lower compared to other published papers, probably due
to the short observational time-frame considered (2months);
(iii) they did not use traditional force platform measures
as outcome, but the derivative virtual time to contact (i.e.,
the time taken by COP to reach the stability boundaries).
Recently, we estimated sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of
static standing balance measures in predicting patients who
experienced future falls [24]. We examined 100 consecutive
PwMS by means of neurological examination (including
the Berg scale) and a static posturography assessment. The
patients were instructed to report the occurrence of falls over
the next 3 months. Balance measures above the mean plus 2
standard deviations of normal values (as provided by a sample
of 50 sex-/age-matched healthy volunteers) were considered
as abnormal. From static posturography, the COP path under
open eye condition was extrapolated, providing a measure
not only highly reliable (95%) but also more sensitive (88%
versus 37%) and accurate (75% versus 63%), but slightly less
specific (67% versus 81%) than a common clinical test (such
as the Berg scale) in predicting accidental falls. Amultivariate

logistic regression analysis revealed that there was an 8%-
increased risk of being classified as fallers for each 10-mm
increase of COP path value, even after adjusting for other
demographic and clinical variables. Finally, a “dose effect”
of static posturography was also found; that is the wider
the COP path, the greater the number of accidental falls
prospectively recorded by PwMS (Figure 2) [24].

3.3. Evaluating Rehabilitation-Induced Changes. Force plat-
form measures ensure an objective, reliable, and linear
assessment of balance, avoiding the risk of ceiling effect [32].
Force platform measures demonstrated a high sensitivity
in detecting rehabilitation-induced changes and sometimes
provided more rewarding results than clinical scales [74–
77, 79–81]. Concurrent improvements in postural sway mea-
sures, clinical, and/or patient-reported outcomes were always
described [74–77, 79–81]. Only two studies did not show
any improvement of postural sway measures of PwMS after
home-based resistance exercises [73] and balance-based torso
weighting [78].

One recent study aimed at investigating the effectiveness
of a 12-week home-based balance training using a commer-
cial videogame platform showed also a slight increase in
the proportion of nonfallers when compared with the 3-
month period prior to study enrolment [81]. However, this
latter study was not designed (and not powered to perform
a post hoc analysis) to estimate a relationship between force
platform measure changes and clinically relevant outcomes.

Unfortunately, there are still no data on the clinimetric
property [82] of responsiveness of force platform measures,
assessed by minimally important change (MIC) over time
(i.e., the change that is relevant for the patient) and small-
est real change (SRC) (i.e., the change on a measurement
instrument required to overcome the measurement error).
Therefore, future research efforts are warranted to establish
MIC and SRC for force platform measures.

4. Conclusions

Balance impairment and falls are frequent in PwMS, and they
may occur even at the earliest stage of the disease. Reliably
identifying subjects who are at risk of accidental falls is a
clinical challenge. Asking about the presence of prior falls is
unreliable because patients often neglect their falls. Clinical
balance scales are hampered by their variable execution and
subjective scoring system, thus providing conflicting results
about their ability to detect patients prone to falls.

By contrast, within few minutes, computer-based force
platform measures of standing and dynamic balance can
provide useful information regarding the risk of future
falls, as well as intervention-induced changes. Moreover,
computerised postural sway measures have been reported as
correlatedwith disability and functional scales [24, 35, 65, 83].
Table 2 summarizes pros and cons pros of force platform
measures, contrasted with those of clinical measures.

Although relevant, the differences in postural control
between PwMS and healthy subjects cannot definitively elu-
cidate the neuropathological mechanisms leading to balance
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Table 2: Summary of pros and cons of force platformmeasures and
clinical scales.

Force platform
measures

Clinical
scales

Equipment
Expensive Y N
Cumbersome Y N
Training of staff required Y Y/Na

Data collection
Easy and fast to administer Y/Nb Y/Nb

Affected by emotional status or
external factors Y Y

Invasive for patients N Y/Nc

Statistical consideration
Linear values Y N
Objective measurements Y N
Ceiling effect N Y
Reliability Y Y

Clinical utility
Detection of subclinical impairment Y N
Identification of underlying causes of
imbalance Y/Nd Y/Nd

Prediction of falls Y Y
Ability in detecting improvements Y Y

a
Self-administered questionnaire did not require any specific training;

bBESTest and dynamic posturography may be time consuming; cdynamic
posturographymay be poor tolerated; dBESTest and dynamic posturography
can identify the system that mainly affect balance.

impairments in MS. Given the widespread and variable
distribution of CNS damage, it is generally thought that
postural control impairment in PwMS has multifactorial
causes that differ from one person to the next [4, 17]. Studies
investigating the structure-function relationship by means of
force platform measures do not provide comparable results.
Jackson and colleagues [55] suggested that postural balance
deficit in PwMS resulted from impaired central integration
of visual, vestibular, and somatosensory input. Slowed affer-
ent proprioceptive conduction along demyelinated dorsal
columns of spinal cord has been proposed as an impor-
tant cause of impaired postural control [84, 85]. Another
hypothesis proposes the damage of cerebellar connections
(i.e., cerebellar peduncles) as the primary contributor to the
balance impairment [19] or, more extensively, the focal and
diffuse involvement of the cerebellum, its connections, and
other associative regions [5].

4.1. Future Recommendations. Posturographic systems have
become more affordable and potentially useful for both
clinical practice and research purposes. Nevertheless, they
still represent a significant cost (especially dynamic postur-
ography equipment) need a dedicated space and trained staff
to run the tests.This is not always feasible in a clinical practice
setting. A possible solution to overcome the main drawbacks

of laboratory-grade force platforms could be the implementa-
tion of software to interface a commercial Nintendo balance
board with a common personal computer [86]. Similarly to
laboratory-grade force platform, the balance board contains
force sensors which detect subject’s COP and weight shifts.
This commercial device—that has been recently included
in the neurorehabilitation process of PwMS [79–81]—is low
expensive, portable, and user friendly. In conclusions, further
efforts are warranted to establish (i) which parameters of
balance (velocity, path, area, etc.) should be evaluated; (ii)
normative values for the force platform measures; (iii) how
to standardize the posturographic assessment for multicentre
study purposes; (iv) the ecological validity of this tool.
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Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is an effective means of quantifying parameters of demyelination and axonal loss. The application
of DTI in Multiple Sclerosis (MS) has yielded noteworthy results. DTI abnormalities, which are already detectable in patients
with clinically isolated syndrome (CIS), become more pronounced as disease duration and neurological impairment increase.
The assessment of the microstructural alterations of white and grey matter in MS may shed light on mechanisms responsible for
irreversible disability accumulation. In this paper, we examine the DTI analysis methods, the results obtained in the various tissues
of the central nervous system, and correlations with clinical features and other MRI parameters. The adoption of DTI metrics to
assess the outcome of prognostic measures may represent an extremely important step forward in the MS research field.

1. Introduction

In multiple sclerosis (MS) research, nonconventional mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques have demon-
strated a high degree of specificity and sensitivity in detecting
pathological tissue damage [1]. These techniques include
diffusion-weighted imaging, which plays an important role
in highlighting brain microstructural damage not visible
when conventional sequences are used. Diffusion imaging
principles are based on the measurement of motion of water
molecules within tissues [2]. Freewater usuallymoves equally
in all directions in an isotropic fashion; when, however,
water is restricted inside or by tissues, preferential directions
are taken and movement consequently becomes anisotropic.
Therefore, water mobility in the brain is markedly reduced
in compact tissue, such as white matter (WM), is reduced to
a lesser extent in the grey matter (GM), and is almost free
in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Pathological processes that
alter the normal brain structuremay affectwatermotion,with
effects on the resulting diffusion indexes.

Diffusion images can be acquired from a minimum of
three gradient directions, which yield two different kinds of
sequences: diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI), respectively. The diffusion tensor is

a matrix acquired from at least 6 gradient directions that
characterizes three-dimensional water movement. It can be
represented as an ellipsoid whose components are 3 main
axes [3] (Figure 1): the longest axis stands for the primary
eigenvector (𝜆

1
) and reflects diffusion parallel to the fibers,

or axial diffusivity (AD); the two shorter axes represent the
second (𝜆

2
) and third (𝜆

3
) eigenvectors and are averaged to

provide ameasure of diffusivity perpendicular to the fibers, or
radial diffusivity (RD) [4]. The aforementioned metrics have
proved to be able to discriminate between axonal damage and
demyelinated damage: the former is better expressed by AD,
a measure of axonal integrity, and the latter by RD, a measure
ofmyelin integrity [5–8] (Table 1). Indeed, the diffusion study
of shiverer mice, which have incomplete myelin formation in
the CNS not accompanied by inflammation or axonal injury
processes, helped to better define the meaning of AD and
RD [5]. The authors of that study demonstrated that RD was
significantly higher in shiverer mice than in controls, whilst
AD was unchanged, thus pointing to RD and AD as markers
of myelin and axonal integrity, respectively.

In WM tracts of MS patients, RD is typically increased
owing to the loss of myelin, whereas AD has been reported to
be either increased or decreased in comparison with healthy
subjects (HS) [6]. A decrease in AD may be the consequence
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Table 1: Schematic description of the main DTI parameters.
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Diffusivity perpendicular to the
fibers/myelin content

FA: fractional anisotropy; MD: mean diffusivity; AD: axial diffusivity; RD: radial diffusivity; mm: millimeters; sec: second.
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Figure 1: Elliptical representation of a diffusion tensor with the 3
main axes: the longest axis stands for the primary eigenvector (𝜆

1
),

reflecting the diffusion parallel to the fibers; the two shorter axes
represent the second (𝜆

2
) and third (𝜆

3
) eigenvectors, whose average

provides a measure of diffusivity perpendicular to the fibers.

of axonal loss, whereas an increase has been interpreted as
an attempt made by a compensative mechanism to maintain
functionality in the presence of WM damage [6].

TheDTImetrics usedmost, derived from amathematical
combination of the three eigenvectors [7], are mean diffusiv-
ity (MD), which measures overall water motion without any
directionality, and fractional anisotropy (FA), which reflects
the prevalence of diffusivity along one direction [8]. MD is
a quantitative metric of water diffusion; the higher the MD
value, the higher the diffusivity. FA is a scalar value ranging
from 0 to 1 that is highest in compact WM tracts, decreases
in the GM, and approaches zero in the CSF [8] (Table 1).
In early studies, anisotropy was correlated to axon density
and myelin content, while diffusivity was correlated above
all to the amount of myelin [9]. However, both MD and
FA have more recently been shown to be affected mainly by
myelin content [10] and, to a lesser extent, by axonal density
[11]. Briefly, MD has so far been interpreted as an index
that is primarily influenced by free space, which means that

processes such as vasogenic edema, axonal, and myelin loss
increase its value [12]. On the other hand, FA is believed to
be more sensitive to the detection of the integrity of WM, as
significant FA differences have been observed betweenmyeli-
nated and nonmyelinated nerves [13–16]. Nonetheless, FA is
not very specific and does not distinguish between diseases
characterized by a range of pathological processes, such as
edema, inflammation, demyelination, and leukoaraiosis [17].

The idea of diffusion MRI was introduced in 1986 [2]
and was subsequently applied to the study of a number of
neurological diseases, including MS [18]. Since it was first
applied, methods of diffusion analyses have been steadily
improved. Although region of interest (ROI) analysis was
adopted in early MS studies [12, 14, 18–21], this method
proved to have some drawbacks; that is, it is time-consuming,
operator dependent, and subject to partial volume artifacts;
furthermore, it does not provide a global assessment of tissue
damage [22]. Accordingly, histogram analyses were carried
out to evaluate the diffusion metrics in the whole brain
[22–24]. Subsequently, a color was attributed to diffusion
direction along each of the three planes of space, thus
providing information on the direction of WM tracts [25].

Finally, in order to respond to a growing interest in the
identification of regional diffusion changes, a whole brain
voxel-based morphometry (VBM) approach [26, 27], usually
applied to T1-weighted images to study atrophy, was used for
diffusion images. However, owing to the limitations of this
technique in terms of alignment inaccuracies and smoothing
extent, VBM was partially superseded by tract-based spatial
statistics (TBSS), a fully automated, whole brain diffusion
analysis method [28].

Another way of studying diffusion images is based on the
reconstruction of large fiber bundles using three-dimensional
tractography [29–32] (Figure 2). This method delimits major
tracts of WM in vivo: after the selection of one, or more
than one, seed ROI, nervous pathways are reconstructed by
tracking along the principal direction of the fibers passing
through the ROI [33]. This technique can be used to analyze
the displacement of fibers as well as to detect Wallerian
degeneration [34]. It does, however, have some limitations,
that is, difficulties to find the principal direction when there
are many crossing fibers, low signal-to-noise ratio, poor
spatial resolution, nondetectable small fibers, and difficul-
ties in case of distorted brain, all of which require an a
priori knowledge of anatomical structures [35]. To partially
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional tractography that reconstructs brain white matter bundles. The different colors represent different directions
of the fibers.

overcome these problems, the use of more sophisticated
mathematical models [36], constraints on the fiber tracking
[37–39], and use of WM probability maps fromHS [40] have
been proposed.

2. Diffusion Studies in Different MS Tissues

Since diffusion MRI was first introduced, many works have
applied DWI, and particularly DTI, to study patients affected
by MS. Various methodological approaches of DTI analyses
have been used to characterize different types of tissue
damage. In this section, we describe the DTI results obtained
in different types of brain and spinal cord tissues.

2.1. Normal Appearing White Matter (NAWM). In MS
patients, widespread DTI abnormalities, consisting of
increased MD and decreased FA, have been detected in
NAWM [1, 12, 19, 23, 41–44]. A FA change gradient has also
been demonstrated, with lower values being observed close
to the plaques and higher values far from the plaques [44].
Histological studies, which have detected demyelination and
axon transection even in WM outside the plaques [10, 45],
suggest that DTI changes in NAWM may be ascribed to
Wallerian degeneration processes [46].

Abnormalities inNAWMhave been detected in almost all
MS phenotypes, though the degree of damage varies accord-
ing to the severity of the pathology. Indeed, although altered
NAWM is visible from the onset of clinical symptoms, even
at an early age, DTI-detectable damage becomes increasingly
evident as the disease worsens.

Disability is less pronounced and pathological tissue
damage is less severe in children withMS and in patients with
clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) than in other phenotypes.
In pediatric patients with CIS, at the very onset of disease, the
NAWM diffusion metrics appear to be normal if compared
with HS [47]. By contrast, increased RD and MD [27, 48, 49]
and decreased FA and AD [50] values are found in most
WM tracts in pediatric patients with definite MS and in adult
patients with CIS compared with HS [47, 50–54]. Although
agreement amongst researchers is not unanimous [27, 40, 55],
these changes have been interpreted as a sign of early fiber
loss in WM. Inconsistencies exist with regard to FA results,
as some studies did not detect any changes. This may be
explained by the fact that axonal transaction may, despite

being present from disease onset [56], affect patients in
different ways in the early stages and escape detection by DTI
in the very early phases. By contrast, as the pathology pro-
gresses, the structural damage becomes more pronounced.
Indeed, changes in NAWM are less evident in CIS than
in patients with definite MS [27, 57]. Likewise, in patients
with benign MS, FA and AD have been shown to be higher
than those in relapsing remitting (RR) MS patients [27],
although alterations in other DTI indexes, that is, MD and
RD [58], have not been detected. This discrepancy points to
the existence of neuroprotective mechanisms that may pre-
vent axonal injury [27, 59] and clinical worsening, despite
the inflammatory process. Moreover, DTI metrics have
revealed differences between benign and RRMS patients in
the topographical distribution of WM damage, which might
be associated with the favorable clinical status in the former
group [59].

Most [27], though not all [24, 60], studies, have detected
differences in NAWM diffusion metrics between RRMS
patients and HS. The lack of changes in RRMS observed in
some studies is likely to be attributable either to the fact that
subtle damage is not easily detected in the early phase of the
disease or to the poor sensitivity of the ROI methodology
adopted in those studies.

In comparison with CIS, RR, and benign MS, secondary
progressive (SP) MS patients exhibit more pronounced WM
diffusion abnormalities [27, 61, 62]. The greater increase in
diffusivity in SPMS than in other phenotypes may represent
a more advanced phase of the disease, presumably character-
ized by a combination of axonal loss and tissue destruction
processes with inflammatory events [62]. The high degree
of axonal degeneration in such patients is confirmed by the
widespread decrease in FA, not only within lesions but also
in NAWM [27].

Although widespread diffusivity changes, consisting of
increased MD, RD, and AD and decreased FA, have been
demonstrated in primary progressive (PP) MS if compared
with HS [27, 63], NAWM is affected to a lesser degree in
PPMS patients than in those with SPMS [27, 64], probably
owing to the more pronounced inflammation present in the
SP than in the PP phenotype.

2.2. Normal Appearing GreyMatter (NAGM). Besides involv-
ing the WM, MS also affects the GM, with microscopic
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damage being detectable even in the absence of macroscopic
lesions [65, 66]. Anatomical changes are usually visible in the
deep [67–69] and cortical GM [69, 70] in most MS pheno-
types [64, 71–73]. However, some studies using ROI analysis
did not provide conclusive evidence regarding the presence of
NAGM abnormalities [60, 72], which suggests that different
analysis methods might yield contrasting results.

The fact that no DTI changes have been detected in the
NAGM of early onset patients [51] indicates that the GM
might be preserved at an early age. However, the patholog-
ical involvement of NAGM was demonstrated when adult
patients with CIS were studied [54, 57], with increased MD
and decreased FA being detected in such patients, though to
a less severe degree than in RRMS patients [54, 57].

Adults with benign MS have also exhibited changes in
DTI [19, 21, 74], consisting in particular of an increase in MD
[75], which thus suggests that demyelination prevails over
axonal damage when the disease is clinically less severe.

Most recent works have detected abnormalities, consist-
ing of both FA and MD [42, 76] changes, in the cortical or
subcortical NAGMof RRMSpatients comparedwith controls
[27]. While MD usually increases, FA has been found to
either increase [42, 77] or decrease [76]. This discrepancy
may be explained by the phase of GM inflammation at the
time of the analysis, with the prevailing activation in GM of
microglia or inflammatory processes leading, respectively, to
an increased or decreased FA [78].Other authors have instead
reported no diffusion abnormalities in patients with earlyMS
when compared with controls [1, 60, 77]. The reasons for
this discrepancy may be the use of ROIs, the improvement
in processing steps, and the heterogeneity of the sample size.

SPMS patients display more pronounced GM diffusion
abnormalities [27, 54, 64, 71], at both the deep and cortical
levels [69], than other MS phenotypes, probably owing to the
concomitant presence of a high degree of inflammation and
degeneration in this group of patients.

2.3. Spinal Cord (SC). It has been demonstrated that NAWM
and T2 lesions within the SC yield increased AD and
RD and decreased FA if compared with normal tissues.
These abnormalities have been correlated with the degree of
demyelination [79], while FA has also been closely correlated
with axonal density [9]. Given the high sensitivity displayed
by RD to discriminate myelin content, a recent study pro-
posed increased RD as a marker of increasing severity of
demyelination [80].

When cervical cord was assessed in benign MS patients,
few abnormalities, consisting of increasedMD, were detected
outside focalmacroscopic lesions [81]. Similarly, patientswith
early onset MS exhibited a slight increase in the MD of
the NAWM, which points to a mild degree of damage and
explains themore favorable clinical course in early onset than
in adult onset patients [82].

Conversely, reduced FA and increasedMDwere observed
inNAWMand in surrounding demyelinating plaques [81, 83–
86] in RRMS patients as well as in the NAWM of patients
without any lesions within the whole SC [87]. This finding
points to widespread pathological involvement of the spine,

regardless of the presence of T2 lesions. Subjects with a
progressive phenotype, that is, both PP and SP patients, also
displayed increased MD and decreased FA in the NAWM of
cervical SC [81, 88].

2.4. Lesion Tissue. FA within T2 lesions is usually decreased
andMD increased [12, 18–21, 23, 89]. An overlap betweenMD
and FA maps and T2 lesion distribution has been demon-
strated inmostMSphenotypes [27], with one exception being
PPMS patients, in whom a discrepancy between regional
WM diffusivity changes and T2-visible focal lesions has been
found [69]. The absence of any overlap in PPMS between FA
maps and T2 lesions [27] as well as of any correlation between
diffusion metrics and lesion volume [90] lends support to
the hypothesis that axonal damage and T2 lesions in this
phenotype are, unlike those in other phenotypes, partially
independent.

Pronounced FA and MD changes expressing both tis-
sue damage and vasogenic edema have been detected in
gadolinium-enhancing lesions (GEL) [24, 41, 89, 91, 92].
However, FA is more sensitive to pathological damage than
MD [14, 62]. Indeed, in active lesions, FA values decrease
according to the severity of tissue disruption [41], whilst MD
values may increase, decrease, or be similar to those detected
in chronic lesions [12, 19, 41, 89]. Acute demyelinating lesions
exhibiting restricted diffusion, which have been described
recently, are thought to be caused by the presence of inflam-
matory infiltrate or cytotoxic edema involving oligodendro-
cytes [93].

T1 hypointense lesions (black holes) [94], characterized
by severe tissue injury, are associated with the most severe
diffusion alterations because of their pathological character-
istics [1, 12, 19, 41, 62, 89].

Since lesions have also been detected in GM, diffusion
parameters have been investigated in this structure as well
[95]. FA in GM lesions has, unlike that inWM, been found to
increase.This finding may be due to the different histological
characteristics of GM focal lesions, which present a higher
level of activated microglia and greater loss of dendrites and
axons along with a lower degree of inflammation than WM
lesions [78, 96, 97].

3. DTI Metrics and Clinical Disability

Nonconventional techniques may detect microstructural
changes and correlate with the clinical impairment more
closely than usual MRI measures (i.e., T2 lesions, GEL, and
T1 hypointensities), thus partially overcoming the so-called
“clinical-radiological paradox” [98].

Diffusion abnormalities are more pronounced in patients
with a long disease duration and severe neurological disability
[54, 64, 71, 99], accurately reflecting the clinical condition.
Attempts to correlate DTI metrics of the brain and SC with
the most widely used clinical disability scale, that is, the
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) [100], have yielded
controversial results, with some studies finding a significant
correlation [81, 101–104] not detected by others [6, 60]. The
weak correlation between the EDSS and diffusion parameters
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may be due to several reasons: first of all, DTI measures,
particularly when applied to NAWM, indicate pathologically
affected, though still functioning, fiber tracts [6]; secondly,
the EDSS is a global clinical index that is affected above all
by the motor system and might consequently not be severely
altered in the early disease stage; thirdly, when diffusion
changes are evaluated in thewhole brain, a clinical correlation
with measures of disability is less likely to be found. Indeed,
when diffusion was analyzed at the regional level, in specific
tracts, more pronounced correlations with clinical features
emerged; that is, the EDSS was correlated with DTI changes
in motor tracts [105, 106] and with quantitative fiber tractog-
raphy results [107].

Moreover, when correlations between regional DTI mea-
sures and clinical scales assessing specific clinical features
were investigated, the role of microstructural damage in
disability became more evident [108, 109]. In particular,
oculomotor function impairment was associated with a focal
DTI alteration in small brainstem fiber pathways [3]. In
addition, diffusion abnormalities in the optic nerves were
also significantly correlated with visual evoked potential
parameters, suggesting that DTI metrics may be used as a
surrogatemeasure of axonal damage [110, 111]. Diffusionmea-
sures in the optic nerve, optic radiation, and regional brain
areas related to visual cortices were also associatedwith visual
acuity [112, 113] and retinal nerve fiber layer thickness [113].

Regional diffusivity studies have also been used to find
the anatomical substrates underlying the impairment of other
functional systems. Tractography studies have demonstrated
a correlation betweenMD and FA alterations in specificWM
tracts, such as the corticospinal tract (CST) and the Corpus
Callosum (CC), and motor disability [114–117]. Furthermore,
cerebellarDTI abnormalities have been correlatedwith upper
and lower limb disability [118]. Similarly, alteredDTI parame-
ters along the cerebellar connections and supratentorial asso-
ciativeWMbundleswere correlatedwith balance impairment
[119].

DTI can also reveal tract injury responsible for cognitive
dysfunction in MS patients [71, 72, 108, 120, 121]. Focal
abnormalities, particularly in the CC, have been related
to calculation, sequence learning, and memory [121–126].
Moreover, several studies have detected correlations between
cognitive impairment and diffusion metrics abnormalities
in the posterior thalamic radiations [121] as well as fronto-
subcortical fiber tracts [127] and the thalamus [77].

FA abnormalities in specific NAWM tracts have even
been found to be significantly correlated with various cogni-
tive abilities in pediatric patients in the early phase of disease
[128].

Lastly, a strong correlation was found between DTI
measures in the SC and disability, thus corroborating the role
played by the pathological involvement of the spine in the
clinical manifestations of the disease [86].

4. DTI Metrics and Nonconventional MRI

Diffusion studies have also been combined with other non-
conventional MRI techniques, such as spectroscopic, magne-
tization transfer ratio (MTR), and functional MRI.

When MRI spectroscopy was applied together with DTI,
the results were inconsistent. One early work did not find
any correlation between DTI metrics and N-acetyl aspartate
(NAA) values [129], thus suggesting that chronic metabolic
dysfunction contributes to axonal pathology in MS. This
result was not, however, confirmed in a more recent study,
which reported correlations between diffusion metrics and
NAA/Creatine ratios, thereby pointing to a link between
microstructural andmetabolic alterations [130].This discrep-
ancy is likely due to the fact that diffusionmeasures highlight
changes induced by structural axonal loss, whereas NAA
changes may be related to other, even transient, factors such
as the functionality of neurons [129].

A multiparametric study, based also on MTR MRI,
detected metabolic and diffusivity changes not related to
MTR measures in the CC of CIS patients [131]. The widely
reported lack of any correlation between diffusion metrics
and MTR values [23, 44, 132, 133] suggests that these two
methods may be sensitive to different pathological processes
and may provide independent measures of damage [132].

Lastly, DTI has been used to quantify brain damage in
functional MRI (fMRI) studies to investigate correlations
between structural damage and functional changes. The
results of most task-related fMRI studies support the idea
that compensatory neuroplasticity is designed to maintain
normal function in the presence of widespread microstruc-
tural damage. Indeed, altered DTI parameters have been
found to correlate with an increase in fMRI activation during
various tasks in MS patients [134–136]. In addition, the
ultrastructural damage of specific WM tracts may affect
cortical activity. For example, Lenzi et al. [136] found that
MD values in the body of CC correlated with activation of
the ipsilateral motor cortex during handmovements, thereby
suggesting that functional changes in this area are related
to the loss of transcallosal inhibitory fibres in MS [136].
More recent studies have correlated measures of anatomi-
cal and functional connectivity: in MS, distinct functional
networks exhibit increases in functional connectivity despite
widespread diffusivity abnormalities within WM [137].

DTIwas used to investigate the relationship betweenWM
damage andGMatrophy inCIS.Henry et al. (2009)measured
diffusivity indexes in the thalamocortical tracts that connect
WM lesions and the thalami. They found that both lesions
and DTI values in thalamocortical tracts correlated with
atrophy, which points to a direct relationship between WM
lesions and thalamic atrophy [49]. By contrast, DTI metrics
alterations in GM were not related to concomitant brain
atrophy progression [138, 139].

5. Future Directions

Given their marked sensitivity in detecting structural tissue
abnormalities in MS, DTI metrics have been used to monitor
structural changes that occur during the course of this
disease [73, 99, 140] in both WM and GM. The potential of
DTI parameters as prognostic markers of disease evolution
has also been evaluated. Unfortunately, the results are not
conclusive, probably because of differences in the methods
used to conduct these investigations.
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Although abnormalities in RRMS patients were found
throughout the brain, no longitudinal diffusion changes were
observed in the follow-up [141], nor were any longitudinal
FA changes observed in CIS patients when they were studied
again after conversion to MS [139]. As these findings suggest
that WM damage occurs early but progresses slowly, the
information yielded by a global diffusion assessment of nor-
mal appearing brain tissuemay be of limited value as ameans
of following disease progression, at least at disease onset.
By contrast, serial diffusion MRI images in PPMS patients
have detected progressive NAWM changes, which proved to
be related to both lesion volume and the development of
clinical disability [142]. The role of DTI metrics as predictive
markers has also been highlighted in other studies that
have evaluated various MS phenotypes. Although agreement
on this question is not unanimous [48, 138], some authors
have demonstrated not only that altered regional NAWM
metrics are predictive of clinical impairment [46, 117], of the
development of new T2 lesions and atrophy [43, 131], and of
the future risk of MS development [143] but also that more
severe diffusivity brain abnormalities inWMandGMpredict
higher disability [78, 144]. DTI metrics also proved to be
reliable as predictive markers of disease course when the SC
was evaluated in patients with cervical relapses. Indeed, a
lower RD in the lateral columns at baseline was associated
with a better clinical outcome, with a greater decrease in RD
being observed as patients improved clinically during follow-
up [145].

Common guidelines are required for longitudinal DTI
studies to overcome the existing discrepancies in such studies.
Further regional trials designed to detect more focused MRI
abnormalities, which may be used to monitor structural
changes over time and, consequently, to shed light on clinical
features, are warranted. Indeed, in order to be considered
as an outcome measure in clinical trials, DTI parameters
must be sensitive to change over time and must be highly
reproducible and the sample size of the studied cohort must
be appropriate to ensure the reliability of the results. The
sample size needs to be planned on the basis of the statistical
methods to be adopted, of the precision of the information
required, and of the number of hypotheses to be tested, and
in such a way as to take in account any missing values or
drop-out patients. One interesting study conducted a power
analysis to calculate reasonable sample sizes for longitudinal
DTI studies. In brief, the authors of that study found that
approximately 40 participants per arm were required for 1- to
2-year longitudinal DTI trials, though the number could vary
according to the MS phenotypes and the anatomical region
being evaluated [146].

6. Conclusions

Diffusion abnormalities in theNAWMandNAGMhave been
demonstrated in all phenotypes of MS, with microstructural
changes being detected in early disease stages, even in early
onset MS. Nevertheless, diffusion metrics appear to differ
according to the MS phenotype and within different kinds of
lesions. SinceMS phenotypes display different diffusivity pat-
terns, which may be due to specific pathological substrates,

diffusion measures may represent useful markers of differ-
ent MS subtypes. Moreover, when diffusion measures are
combined with other MRI findings, they may provide com-
plementary information on different types of pathological
damage induced by MS. Lastly, given their high sensitivity in
detecting structural tissue abnormalities, DTI measures have
been proposed as prognosticmarkers of disease course and as
a means of monitoring anatomical changes over time; further
studies are warranted in this field to achieve more consistent
results.
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Objective.The purpose of this studywas to analyze factors related to lower walking speed in persons withmultiple sclerosis (PwMS).
Methods. A cross-sectional survey was conducted.The study participants were 120 consecutive PwMS, who were able to walk, even
with device assistance. Demographic and clinical data were collected. Walking speed was measured in 10 m walk test. Possible
factors were assessed: disability, fatigue, visual functioning, balance confidence, physical activity level, walking impact, cognitive
interference, andmotor planning. A forward linear multiple regression analysis examined the correlation with lower speed. Results.
Lower walking speed was observed in 85% of the patients. Fatigue (41%), recurrent falls (30%), and balance problems were also
present, even with mild disability (average EDSS = 2.68). A good level of physical activity was noted in most of the subjects. Dual-
task procedure revealed 11.58% of walking speed reduction.Many participants (69.57%) imagined greater walking speed thanmotor
execution (mean ≥ 28.42%). Physical activity level was the only characteristic that demonstrated no significant difference between
the groups (lower versus normal walking speed). Many mobility measures were correlated with walking speed; however, disability,
balance confidence, andmotor planning were themost significant.Conclusions. Disability, balance confidence, andmotor planning
were correlated with lower walking speed.

1. Introduction

Persons with multiple sclerosis (PwMS) present difficulties
in mobility, self-care, and domestic life [1]. Many researchers
have found lower walking speed in the PwMS group, when
compared with the control group [2–4]. Difficulty in walking
is the most visible sign of functional impairments caused
by multiple sclerosis (MS) [5]. Among PwMS, 41% reported
having difficulty in walking, and 13% related inability to walk
at least twice a week. Of those with difficulty in walking, 70%
stated that it was the most challenging aspect of having MS

[6]. It has been shown that gait and balance impairment may
begin to deteriorate in the early stages of the disease, even in
the absence of clinical signs of pyramidal dysfunction [7].

Walking is a complex functional activity; thus, many
variables contribute to or influence walking speed. Fritz
and Lusardi [8] reported that these include an individ-
ual’s health status, motor control, muscle performance and
musculoskeletal condition, sensory and perceptual function,
endurance and habitual activity level, cognitive status, and
motivation and mental health, as well as the characteristics
of the environment in which one walks. Some of those
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factors have been shown to negatively influence the walking
speed of PwMS: muscle performance [9], sensorial function
[10], habitual activity level [11], and disability [4]. Disability-
related factors of PwMS were the primary indicators of use of
physical therapy services [12].

Balance impairment [13] and recurrent falls [14] are
frequent findings in PwMS, because visual dysfunction is
one of the most common clinical manifestations of MS [15].
PwMS have both motor and cognitive impairment, making
them vulnerable when performing dual tasks. Motor imagery
(MI) is widely used to study cognitive aspects of the neural
control of action [16], similar to motor planning in the
absence of sensory feedback [17].

Typically, the reduction in walking speed represents a
cautious strategy on the performance of such a dynamic
task and it is affected by several factors. Walking speed was
found to show the strongest correlations with other mobility
measures in PwMS [18]. Many approaches have been used
to improve walking, and positive results of interventions
have been described; however, there is a lack of studies that
combine multiple factors with walking performance. The
purpose of the present study was to analyze factors related
to lower walking speed in PwMS.

2. Methods

2.1. Patients. A cross-sectional study was conducted at Lagoa
Hospital, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, from June to October 2011.
Lagoa Hospital is an outpatient referral center for PwMS.
Patients with confirmed diagnosis of MS, according to the
criteria established by McDonald et al. [19], who were
independently walking or walking with assistance (i.e., cane,
crutch, or walker) were invited to participate in the study.
The exclusion criteria were requirement of wheelchair for
mobility and a relapse history during the previous 30 days. A
total of 120 consecutive PwMSwere included.An institutional
review board approved the procedure, and all participants
provided written informed consent documentation.

2.2. Procedure. The participants completed a demographic
questionnaire, including a history of falls, and patients with
recurrent falls (more than one fall in previous year) were clas-
sified as fallers. Subsequently, the participants were submitted
to clinical neurological assessment for disability classification
using the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), and
walking assessment by clinical testing. They also filled self-
applicable questionnaires for possible factors on walking
impairment, such as fatigue (Modified Fatigue Impact Scale),
vision-Specific quality of life (National Eye Institute Vision
Functioning Questionnaire-25), balance confidence (The
Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale), level of phys-
ical activity (International Physical Activity Questionnaire),
and walking impact (Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale-12).

2.3. Main Outcome Measures

2.3.1. Gait Questionnaire. The Multiple Sclerosis Walking
Scale-12 (MSWS-12) is a 12-item self-report measurement of

the impact of MS on walking. The items are rated on a 5-
point scale from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Extremely) and represent
limitations in walking during the past 2 weeks.TheMSWS-12
is scored by summing the item scores, subtracting 12 from the
sum, dividing the difference by 60, and then multiplying the
result by 100. The scores range between 0 and 80, and higher
scores indicate worse walking mobility or more walking
difficulty [20]. The MSWS-12 has good evidence for internal
consistency, test-retest reliability, and validity of scores as a
measure of walking mobility in MS [21].

2.3.2. Gait Clinical Trial. The participants were instructed to
walk barefoot at their self-selected, comfortable speed along a
14 m walkway. A “dynamic start” was used where the subject
might accelerate 2 m before entering the timed 10 m distance
and decelerate 2 m afterward. As long as subjects are able to
ambulate the required 14m, they are able to participate in
the test. Timing was started when the lead foot crossed the
starting line and was stopped when the lead foot crossed the
finish line. Speed was only calculated for the 10-m distance
between the starting line and finish line to avoid measuring
the acceleration and deceleration phases of gait. The second
walking trial was recorded to minimize the learning effect.
The walking time was registered and then the gait speed was
estimated. The 10 m timed walk test (10m-TWT) is valid
and reliable for patients with neurologic impairment [22].
Paltamaa et al. [23] described a good test-retest and interrater
reliability in PwMS, which have been used in longitudinal
[24] and survey [1] studies.

Physical Activity. Physical activity was measured using the
short form of the International Physical Activity Question-
naire (IPAQ), whichwas designed for population surveillance
of physical activity among adults.The IPAQshort formhas six
items that measure the frequency and duration of vigorous-
intensity activities, moderate-intensity activities, andwalking
during a 7-day period. The respective frequency values for
vigorous, moderate, and walking activities were multiplied
by 8, 4, and 3.3 metabolic equivalents and then summed to
form a continuous measure of physical activity [25]. Weikert
et al. [26] found a strong correlation between IPAQ scores
and accelerometermovement counts in PwMS.The IPAQwas
validated for use in the Portuguese language [27].

Fatigue. Fatigue was assessed by the Modified Fatigue Impact
Scale (MFIS), which is a 21-item self-reportmultidimensional
scale developed to assess the perceived impact of fatigue on a
variety of daily activities over the previous 4 weeks.TheMFIS
total score is the sum of the three subscales, ranging from
0 to 84. All items are scaled so that higher scores indicate a
greater impact of fatigue on a patient’s activities [28]. Values
≤38 indicate the absence of fatigue [29]. The reliability and
validity of the MFIS have been established in PwMS, and the
MFIS has been validated for use in the Portuguese language
[30].

2.3.3. Perceived Balance Confidence. Perceived Balance Con-
fidence was assessed using the Activities-Specific Balance
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Confidence (ABC) scale. This 16-item scale requires respon-
dents to self-rate their balance confidence in performing
activities of daily living from 0 to 100%. The ratings are
averaged to derive the total scores, and higher scores reflect
higher levels of balance confidence [31]. The ABC scale has
been used with various populations and its use in PwMS [32]
has been supported by psychometric evidence.

2.3.4. Dual Task. The subjects were instructed to perform
10mTWTwhile executing an arithmetic task, namely, count-
ing aloud backward from 100, subtracting by 3, to manipulate
the attention demands of the subjects during a motor task.
One investigator walked beside the PwMS adjacent to the
walkway to provide support if a loss of balance occurred. Gait
speed and cadence were measured as 10m TWT.

2.3.5. Motor Planning. The motor planning was measured
bymental chronometry. This strategy is based on the obser-
vation that the duration of mentally simulated and executed
motor tasks is comparable. Thus, by knowing the time length
of the physical act, the investigator asked the patient to signal
the beginning and termination of the imagery performance.
A comparable time period of the imagery and physical
performance of the task was considered to be evidence
of engagement in motor imagery practice of the required
task. The subjects were instructed to imagine themselves
(first-person perspective) walking through the walkway, and,
subsequently, kinesthetic motor imagery was used [33].
Bakker et al. [16] showed that kinesthetic motor imagery has
higher correspondence with gait execution than visual motor
imagery. The motor planning results were obtained from
the ratio between walking imagination time and walking
execution time.

2.3.6. Vision-Specific Quality of Life. The 25-item National
Eye Institute Visual Function Questionnaire (NEI VFQ-
25) was self-administered in all participants to assess self-
reported, vision-specific quality of life. The NEI VFQ-25
Brazilian version showed reliable and valid psychometric
properties [34]. The NEI VFQ-25 consists of 12 vision-
targeted subscales: general health, general vision, ocular
pain, near activities, distance activities, social functioning,
mental health, role difficulties, dependency, driving, color
vision, and peripheral vision. Each subscale is converted to
a score from 0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) [35]. The NEI VFQ-
25 was administered and calculated according to standard
instructions; patients were requested to answer all questions
as though theywere wearing their usual correction (glasses or
contact lenses) for the visual activity specified. Average and
standard deviation were calculated for each subscale.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Normal probability plots were
inspected for each variable. Data distribution of each variable
was verified through the Shapiro-Wilk test. The sample was
dichotomized according to walking speed.Thewalking speed
cut-off used was the recent normative data stratified by age
and gender described by Bohannon and Williams Andrews
[36]. The comparison between the groups was performed

using the nonpaired Student’s t-test or the Mann-Whitney
U test, according to the data distribution. The Chi-square
test was used to analyze categorical variables. Pearson’s and
Spearman’s rank correlations were used between walking
speed and possible factors for lower speed, when appropriate.
A correlation above 0.90 was interpreted as very high, 0.70 to
0.89 as high, 0.50 to 0.69 as moderate, 0.30 to 0.49 as low, and
less than 0.29 as little, if any, correlation [37]. A forward linear
multiple regression analysis was performed for each of the
significant variables from the correlation and walking speed
entered as independent anddependent variables, respectively,
described by the percentage of normative strata. Significance
level was established at 5% (𝑃 < .05). All data were analyzed
using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) Version 17.0 software package, and graphic
analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, CA, USA) Version 5.00 for Windows.

3. Results

3.1. Sample Characteristics. The majority of the participants
were young adults with a mean age of 38.14 years (SD ±12.32),
and most of them were female (74.17%) with normal body fat
(mean body mass index = 23.11). Relapsing-remitting was the
most frequent evolution form observed among 82.50% of the
participants, followed by the secondary progressive (10.83%)
and primary progressive (6.67%) forms. Mild disability was
observed in most of the PwMS with an EDSS mean of 2.68
(SD ±2.00).

3.2. Descriptive Statistics. Lower walking speed was observed
in 85.00% of the subjects, recurrent falls in 30.00%, self-
report fatigue in 40.83%, and balance confidence in 72.13%
(SD ±26.17), with good level of physical activity observed
in most of the samples (mild intensity—35.83%; moder-
ate intensity—25.83%; vigorous intensity—38.33%). Dual-
task procedure revealed 11.58% of walking speed reduction,
whereas PwMS with lower walking speed values comprised
9.30% and those with normal walking speed were 15.71%.
Many participants (69.57%) imagined greater walking speed
than motor execution (mean ≥28.42%). The participants
were dichotomized according to walking speed. Physical
activity level was the only characteristic that demonstrated
no significant difference between the groups (lower versus
normalwalking speed).Thedescriptive statistics are provided
in Table 1.

3.3. Bivariate Correlation Analysis. Table 2 presents the main
correlations among walking speed and EDSS (𝑟 = −0.740),
balance confidence (𝑟 = 0.703), self-perceived walking
impact (𝑟 = −0.677), motor planning (𝑟 = 0.556), recurrent
falls history (𝑟 = 0.445), perceived fatigue (𝑟 = −0.423),
and physical activity level (𝑟 = 0.315). All correlations
were found to be significant (𝑃 < .01). Vision-specific
quality of life subscales showed low or little correlations
with walking speed, self-perceived walking impact, balance
confidence, recurrent falls history (except peripheral vision),
and perceived fatigue (except color vision).
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Table 1: Clinical characteristics of 120 persons with multiple sclerosis.

Total
(𝑛 = 120)

Normal walking speed
(𝑛 = 18)

Lower walking speed
(𝑛 = 102) P value

Walking impact (MSWS-12) 28.53 ± 23.97 5.00 ± 8.26 32.20 ± 23.89 <.01∗

Fallers (absolute/percentual) 36 (30.00%) 36 (35.30%) 0 (0.00%) <.01∗

Disability (EDSS) 2.68 ± 2.00 1.00 ± 1.01 3.02 ± 1.99 <.01∗

Fatigue (MFIS) 32.64 ± 21.74 15.44 ± 16.67 35.67 ± 21.17 <.01∗

Physical activity (IPAQ) 1991.41 ± 2567.74 3495.19 ± 3690.70 1726.04 ± 2236.41 .06
Normal walking speed (10-MWT) 0.95 ± 0.34 1.40 ± 0.14 0.86 ± 0.29 <.01∗

Dual-task speed 0.84 ± 0.91 1.18 ± 0.24 0.78 ± 0.97 <.01∗

Motor imagery speed (mental chronometry) 1.22 ± 0.73 1.73 ± 0.93 1.14 ± 0.66 .02∗

Balance confidence (ABC scale) 72.13 ± 26.17 95.49 ± 5.95 68.01 ± 26.20 <.01∗

Vision (NEI VFQ-25)
General health 54.37 ± 29.10 77.77 ± 22.50 50.24 ± 28.25 <.01∗

General vision 77.33 ± 22.44 91.11 ± 10.22 74.90 ± 23.15 <.01∗

Ocular pain 79.27 ± 26.05 88.88 ± 13.48 77.57 ± 27.38 <.01∗

Near activities 80.90 ± 28.03 98.61 ± 4.28 77.77 ± 29.27 <.01∗

Distance activities 79.16 ± 28.08 94.90 ± 11.12 76.38 ± 29.27 <.01∗

Social functioning 87.08 ± 25.56 98.61 ± 5.89 85.04 ± 27.13 <.01∗

Mental health 78.02 ± 24.10 90.62 ± 8.90 75.79 ± 25.25 <.01∗

Role difficulties 44.16 ± 18.40 52.08 ± 12.31 42.76 ± 18.98 .01∗

Dependency 88.95 ± 25.36 99.07 ± 3.92 87.17 ± 27.09 <.01∗

Color vision 92.64 ± 21.91 100.00 0.00 91.33 ± 23.56 <.01∗

Peripheral vision 80.72 ± 28.75 100.00 0.00 77.25 ± 29.96 <.01∗

Values expressed as mean ± SD. MSWS-12: Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale-12. EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale. MFIS: Modified Fatigue Impact Scale.
IPAQ: International Physical Activity Questionnaire. 10-MWT: Ten Meter Walk Test. ABC scale: Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale. NEI VFQ-25:
Vision-specific quality of life.
∗Significantly different.

Table 2: Mainly walking speed correlations (Pearson).

Variable Walking speed
Disability (EDSS) −0.740
Balance confidence (ABC scale) 0.703
Walking impact (MSWS-12) −0.677
Motor imagery (mental chronometry) 0.556
Recurrent falls 0.445
Fatigue (MFIS) −0.423
Physical activity (IPAQ) 0.315
All correlations are statistically significant (𝑃 < .01). EDSS: Expanded
Disability Status Scale. ABC scale: Activities-Specific Balance Confidence
Scale. MSWS-12: Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale-12. MFIS: Modified
Fatigue Impact Scale. IPAQ: International Physical Activity Questionnaire.
∗Significantly different.

3.4. Multiple Linear Regression. Multiple linear regression
analysis revealed that walking speed in PwMS is partially
determined by disability, balance confidence, and motor
planning. All together, those variables accounted for 58%
of the walking speed variance (𝑃 = .02). After controlling
for other factors, disability measured by EDSS continued
to be the strongest factor correlated with walking speed
(𝑃 < .01). Each unit increase in EDSS was associated with a

5.53% reduction in walking speed (95% CI: −7.77 to −3.29%).
Furthermore, each 1% increase in balance confidence was
associated with a 0.32% increase in walking speed (95% CI:
0.16 to 0.48%), as each 1% in motor planning ratio error
was associated with a 3.28% reduction in walking speed
(95% CI: −6.12 to −0.44%). Table 3 presents the multiple
linear regression analysis results, and the scatterplots of the
associations are provided in Figure 1.

Self-reported fatigue, physical activity level, age, recur-
rent falls history, perceived walking impact, cognitive inter-
ference, and vision-specific quality of life were not correlated
with lower walking speed.

4. Discussion

Walking impairment was observed in most of the partic-
ipants. Fatigue, recurrent falls history, and lower balance
confidence were also present. Many mobility measures were
correlated with walking speed; however, disability, balance
confidence, and motor planning were highly correlated with
lowerwalking speed. It was evidenced that 85%of PwMShave
lowerwalking speedwhen comparedwith healthy individuals
within age and gender strata published in recent systematic
review [36]. The lower values of walking speed may possibly
reflect a more cautious walking strategy due to lack of
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Table 3: Correlated factors with lower walking speed in persons with multiple sclerosis (𝑛 = 120).

Variable Coefficient 95% Confidence interval P value
Lower Upper

Disability (EDSS) (absolute value) −5.53 −7.77 −3.29 <.01∗

Balance confidence (ABC scale) (%) 0.32 0.16 0.48 <.01∗

Motor imagery (mental chronometry) (ratio) −3.28 −6.12 −0.44 .02∗
∗Statistically significant. EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale. ABC scale: Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale.
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Figure 1: Relationship between walking speed and disability, bal-
ance confidence and motor imagery (𝑛 = 120 persons with multiple
sclerosis).

balance confidence, cognitive, vision-specific quality of life,
and fatigue impairment.

The demographic characteristics observed in the present
study, namely, predominance of female gender, relapsing
remitting evolution form, and 30–45 age group (46% of
participants), are consistent with the data from the literature.
Mild disability was observed inmajority of the PwMS, despite
the high frequency of lower walking speed. The present data
found the average walking speed to be 0.95m/s, whereas
Wurdeman et al. [4] found the average walking speed to be
1.02m/s, and even lower values with higher disability levels,

corroborating our findings presented.Mild disability patients
showed reduction in walking speed, when compared with
healthy subjects, and higher values of disability, measured
by EDSS, were found to be associated with greater mobility
problems.

Subjective fatigue is a common symptomand is negatively
correlated with walking speed. Previous researches have
shown moderate correlation between fatigue and walking
speed in PwMS [38, 39]. Huisinga et al. [38] analyzed subjects
with similar mean disability (EDSS = 2.6); however, when
compared with the findings of the present study (MFIS =
32.64), their results showed a higher perceived impact of
fatigue (MFIS = 42.3). Furthermore, Huisinga et al. [38]
emphasized that the quality of life measures showed more
relationshipswith gaitmeasures than subjective fatigue rating
scales, although it was hypothesized that both gait and fatigue
are affected by the central neural drive. Although there might
be an influence of subjective fatigue on walking speed, the
mechanisms involved are not clearly understood.

Balance impairment was also identified in the present
study, as evidenced by the lack of balance confidence among
PwMS and the frequent falls history. PwMS with lower
walking speed presented lower balance confidence, and all
fallers were classified as having lower walking speed.Matsuda
et al. [14] found an association between fall status and
mobility function, while Remelius et al. [2] also observed
lower walking speed in PwMS with symptomatic balance
problems; however, themeasuring instrument used was force
platform. PwMS were observed to have a greater center of
pressure sway, when compared with controls [40, 41], even
without balance problems in clinical tests and mild disability.
Balance impairment was the strongest predictor for perceived
difficulties in self-care,mobility, and domestic life [1]. Balance
plays an important role in PwMS mobility and needs to be
evaluated in combination with walking performance.

Walking impact, measured by MSWS-12, was properly
identified in PwMS with lower walking speed; however,
interestedly, only a trend of lower level of physical activity
in the same group was evident. Most of the subjects were
classified to have lower walking speed and this fact can
contribute to the nonsignificant difference. It has been shown
that less physical activity is related to ageing, use of a
cane for ambulation, unemployment, primary and secondary
progressive evolution forms [42], and disability [43, 44]. To
date, no study has demonstrated any relationship between
physical activity level and walking speed in PwMS. The
low correlation between these variables in the present study
suggests that the physical activity level is not the determinant
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factor for walking speed in PwMS. Thus, PwMS with higher
level of physical activity may not present faster walking
speed than those with lower level of physical activity. Perhaps
independent mobility status may play a role in walking
speed, because it has been shown that independent PwMS
exhibit faster walking speed, when compared with those who
perceived difficulties in mobility [1].

Cognitive task analysis showed an interference of exec-
utive function and motor planning in walking performance.
Executive function revealed a discrete influence on walking
speed, whereas motor planning was overestimated signifi-
cantly. Cognitive interference in walking was demonstrated
inMS [45, 46], and D’Orio et al. [47] found that worse cogni-
tive performance was related to slower walking speed. Kalron
et al. [45] used a different dual-task strategy (modified word
list generation test) in PwMS with a lower level of disability
(mean EDSS = 1.7) and a higher walking speed (1.26m/s)
than those examined in the present study and also reported
a cognitive interference in walking performance. Hamilton
et al. [46] observed 12% of walking speed reduction while
simultaneously performing a cognitive task, corroborating
the present data (𝑛 = 120) that exhibited similar reduction.
The present study is the first research that showed the motor
planning influence on PwMS walking performance. Motor
planning error assumes a central nervous system (CNS)
involvement to arrange a motor task execution. Once MS
directly affects the CNS, it is expected to observe a motor
performance inaccuracy and higher energy expenditure,
which may be related to central fatigue.

Vision-specific quality of life was impaired in participants
with lower walking speed. Little correlations were observed
between vision-specific quality of life and mobility measures
in the present study. To the best of our knowledge, no
previous study has described the vision-specific quality of
life influence on walking performance of PwMS. It has
been described that a deficit of visual information had
a slightly stronger impact on postural control in PwMS
[40], because limiting vision increased postural instability
during upright standing [41]. Healthy sighted individuals
who were blindfolded showed a slower walking speed [48].
The visual influence on walking speed of healthy and other
neurological conditions iswell known; however, there is a lack
of information on PwMS.

Disability was the strongest factor responsible for lower
walking speed, followed by motor planning and balance
confidence. Previous studies described high correlations
between disability and walking speed [18, 39] and found 82%
of negative correlation (𝑟 = −0.82); on the other hand,
the present study revealed 74% of negative correlation (𝑟 =
−0.74). Our data showed that balance confidence, measured
by a self-reported questionnaire, had the second highest
correlation with walking speed. However, Sosnoff et al. [18]
found very high correlation, using clinical tests (𝑟 = −0.70
and 𝑟 = −0.90; resp.). The EDSS is a multidimensional
functional system rating scale.The close relationship between
walking performance and EDSS results, as described by the
many relationships, supports the value of multidimensional
approach to improve walking in PwMS.There has been some
criticism on EDSS, and adjustments have been proposed

to include potential gaps, for instance, cognitive function
evaluation. A multiple linear regression model highlighted
the importance of combining the multidimensional func-
tional systems evaluationwith cognitive function and balance
evaluation to predict walking performance in PwMS, while
no other variable contributed to this clinical outcome. Those
three parameters could potentially be useful as prognostic
markers of disease progression in clinical trials.

Walking speed has been widely used as an indicator of
functional and physiological changes and as a predictor of
falls and life expectancy [8]. Walking performance is an
important issue in PwMS. The minimal detectable change
value that represents whether PwMS have experienced a
real change at normal walking speed has been shown to be
0.26m/s [49]. Walking speed is easily measurable, clinically
interpretable, and a potentially modifiable risk factor. Health
care professionals should emphasize a multimodal approach
in MS walking rehabilitation. Our results highlighted two
new factors (motor planning and visual functioning) that
influence PwMS walking performance, which must be
investigated in future studies. One recent study described
that visuoproprioceptive training increases walking speed,
improves balance, and reduces risk of falls in PwMS, even in
the absence of disability level changes [50].

4.1. Limitations. More accurate instruments should con-
tribute to elucidate factors that affect walking speed. Physical
activity level, measured by a self-report questionnaire, did
not correlate with walking performance, and accelerometry
may clarify the present findings. Furthermore, we suggest
analyzing walking execution simultaneously with balance
and motor planning evaluation, through force platform and
functional magnetic resonance, respectively. Finally, muscle
strength can affect walking performance in PwMS [10] and
can be investigated in future studies, although this is not a
unanimous result.

5. Conclusions

The characteristics found in patients with lower walking
speed values showed multidimensional nature of walking
control in PwMS. Disability, balance confidence, and motor
planning were highly correlated with lower walking speed.

Disclosure

The study was performed at Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro State, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
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Sustained progression on the expanded disability status scale (EDSS) is a common outcome measure of disease progression in
clinical studies of MS. Unfortunately, this outcome may not accurately measure long-term and irreversible disease progression. To
assess the performance of definitions of sustained progression, patients with relapsing-remittingMS (RRMS) or a clinically isolated
syndrome with evidence of lesions on a brain MRI were included in our study. Fifteen definitions of sustained progression using
both the EDSS and the functional system (FS) scales were investigated. The impact of both relapses and changes in provider on
the probability of maintaining progression was also evaluated. Although the provider scoring the EDSS sometimes changed during
followup, the provider had access to previous EDSS scores. Between 15.8% and 42.2% of patients experienced sustained progression
based on the definitions using EDSS as the outcome, but nearly 50% of these patients failed to maintain sustained progression
for the duration of followup. When FS scales were used, progression was most common on the pyramidal and sensory scales.
Unfortunately, progression on specific FS scales failed to be more sensitive to irreversible disability. Relapses or changes in provider
did not explain the poor performance of the measures. Short-term changes in the EDSS or FS scores may not be an accurate marker
of irreversible change in RRMS.

1. Introduction

Measurement of disease progression in patients withmultiple
sclerosis (MS) is complicated by the occurrence of relapses
and the potential for recovery, especially early in the disease
course in patients with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). The
most common way to measure disability in MS patients
is the expanded disability status scale (EDSS), which is a
0–10 scale with 0.5 point steps based on eight functional
system (FS) scales [1].These FS scales measure seven separate
aspects of the disease using five-to seven-step ordinal scales:
pyramidal function, cerebellar function, brainstem function,
sensory function, bowel/bladder function, mental function,
and visual function. The remaining scale is a measure of the
presence of other symptoms. In long-term followup studies,
EDSS scores of 4, 6, or 7 are considered milestones in terms
of disability, and reaching these milestones is a measure of

disease progression, especially since patients rarely improve
after such milestones are reached [2, 3]. Since the time to
these EDSS scores is often long, a short-term indicator of
disease progression early in the disease course is an increase
in EDSS score that is sustained over several months. This
is called sustained disease progression. Sustained disease
progression is required because transient increases in the
EDSS may also be due to relapses [4], which reflect disease
activity rather than disease progression. However, there is
still controversy over an optimized definition of short-term
disease progression [5].

The ideal measure of sustained progression would accu-
rately identify patients with true disease progression that
would not revert given additional followup. Several defini-
tions of sustained progression for clinical trials and observa-
tional studies have been proposed, but a one-point increase
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sustained for at least three or six months for patients with
an EDSS of less than 6 (sometimes a 1.5-point increase
for EDSS = 0) or an increase of 0.5 for patients with an
EDSS of 6 or greater is probably the most common [6, 7].
Unfortunately, many patients who fulfill this criterion for
sustained progression fail to maintain elevated EDSS scores
later in the disease course, demonstrating that this outcome
does not correctly identify patients with true irreversible
disease worsening [8, 9]. Definitions using alternative EDSS
changes or time intervals have also been investigated, but
no perfect definition has been developed [10]. One potential
difficulty for definitions of sustained progression is the
complex relationship between changes on specific FS scales
and changes on the EDSS scale, especially in patients with
mild disability. Therefore, alternative definitions of sustained
progression may more accurately measure irreversible dis-
ability accumulation, and these may provide better outcomes
for clinical trials and clinical research studies.

In this paper, several definitions of disease progression
based on the EDSS are assessed, and additional definitions
based on the FS scales are explored. For each outcome,
the distribution of time to progression was estimated to
determine the pattern of disability accumulation in a group
ofMS patients.Then, the likelihood of maintaining sustained
progression for the remainder of followup was estimated
to evaluate the performance of each outcome. Third, the
potential impact of relapses and changes in provider on
the performance of these definitions was assessed. Finally,
the implications of the results for clinical trials focused on
sustained progression are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects. All patients with RRMS or a clinically isolated
syndrome (CIS) with evidence of lesions on a brain MRI
enrolled in the comprehensive longitudinal investigation of
multiple sclerosis at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital and
Partners MS Center (CLIMB) as of 3/1/2012 were eligible for
our study [11]. Patients were also required to have a baseline
EDSS of less than 6 to focus attention on patients likely to
be enrolled in clinical trials of RRMS. CLIMB patients have
clinical visits every six months. At each clinical visit, a com-
plete neurological exam is completed includingmeasurement
of the EDSS and each of the FS scales.The EDSS and FS scales
can be scored by different providers at different visits, and
the previous EDSS and FS scores are available to the rating
provider. For our analysis of sustained progression, patients
needed to have at least 1 year of followup. This restriction
yielded a final sample of 929 patients. The baseline demo-
graphic and clinical characteristics of our sample are provided
in Table 1, and a flow chart of patient enrollment is provided
in Figure 1. The mean (SD) followup time was 3.7 (2.5) years.
This study has received IRB approval from our institution.

2.2. Clinical Measures/Definitions of Progression. The clinical
outcomemeasures in our study were the EDSS and FS scores,
and definitions of sustained progression were based on these
measures.The first four definitions used the EDSS as the out-
come, and a specific increase relative to baseline was required

Table 1: Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics in study
sample.

𝑁 929
Gender (% female) 75
Age (years, mean ± SD) 41 ± 10.5

Disease duration (years, mean ± SD) 7.9 ± 8.1

Race (% white) 95
Follow-up time (months, mean ± SD) 44.7 ± 29.4

EDSS (mean ± SD) 1.22 ± 1.08

Pyramidal scale (mean ± SD) 0.61 ± 0.82

Cerebellar scale (mean ± SD) 0.28 ± 0.66

Brainstem scale (mean ± SD) 0.15 ± 0.43

Sensory scale (mean ± SD) 0.53 ± 0.77

Bowel bladder scale (mean ± SD) 0.27 ± 0.56

Mental scale (mean ± SD) 0.17 ± 0.49

Visual scale (mean ± SD) 0.22 ± 0.66

Treatment (% IFN, % GA, % other, %
untreated) 29.7, 30.9, 7.2, 32.2

EDSS: expanded disability status scale, IFN: all forms of interferon-𝛽, GA:
glatiramer acetate, other: natalizumab, rituximab, cyclophosphamide, dacli-
zumab, mycophenolate mofetil, mitoxantrone, or combination treatment.

1843 MS patients with at

least one clinical CLIMB

visits

929 patients had at least 2

eligible for the study

488 patients had diagnosis

other than RRMS or CIS at

baseline

1355 patients had RRMS

or CIS diagnosis at

baseline

396 patients had less than1325 patients had EDSS <6

at baseline

30 patients had EDSS ≥6

at baseline

postbaseline visits to be

2 postbaseline visits

Figure 1: Flow chart for selection of patients included in study.

at two consecutive visits. These increases were (D1) increase
of 0.5 on the EDSS, (D2) increase of 1, (D3) increase of 1.5,
and (D4) increase of 1.5 for patients with baseline EDSS = 0,
and increase of 1 for patients with baseline 1 ≤ EDSS ≤ 5.5.
Two consecutive visits corresponded to six months for the
majority of patients who experienced progression (339/392
for patients who experienced sustained progression using
D1). For the remaining subjects, the two visits were separated
by 12 (𝑛 = 40), 18 (𝑛 = 8), or 24 ormore (𝑛 = 5)months; it was
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assumed that the EDSS levels observed at these visits were the
same as would have been observed at the 6-month visit.

In addition, several definitions based on the FS scores
were investigated. First, sustained progression on each FS
scale was investigated based on a one-point increase on
the scale: (D5) pyramidal, (D6) cerebellar, (D7) brainstem,
(D8) sensory, (D9) bowel-bladder, (D10) mental, and (D11)
visual. As before, progression was required to be sustained
for 2 consecutive visits. The other symptoms’ scale was not
considered in our analysis. Since sustained progression on
the EDSS represents one potential set of changes on the FS
scales, four other potential combinations of the FS scoreswere
considered. For the first two, the time to sustained progres-
sion was defined as the time to the first sustained progression
on any of the FS scales. Then, progression was identified as
sustained for the remainder of followup if (D12) any FS scale
continued to show progression or (D13) the first FS scale
continued to show progression.The final two definitions used
the sum of the FS scales and defined sustained progression as
an increase of (D14) two points in the sum of the FS scales
or (D15) three points in the sum of the FS scales. Although
previous work has demonstrated the potential pitfalls of
summing the FS scores especially late in the scale [12] and
summing the scale is not advocated by the originator of the
scale [1], these two definitions were assessed to determine if
they were more sensitive to irreversible disease progression
than the other definitions in the low end of the EDSS scale
where the disadvantages of summing are less clear.

2.3. Statistical Analysis. A Kaplan-Meier curve for the time
to sustained progression was created for each definition. For
definitions based on the EDSS, the FS scales associated with
the sustained progression were also determined. In addition
to the descriptive characteristics, the effect of baseline EDSS
score or FS score on the time to sustained progression was
investigated using a Cox proportional hazards model. In
each case, the baseline EDSS or FS scores were treated as a
continuous predictor, and the model was refit including only
patients with EDSS ≤ 3.5 at baseline.

To investigate the long-term behavior of each measure
of sustained progression, each patient was classified based
on whether sustained progression was maintained for the
rest of followup. The proportion of patients who maintained
sustained progression throughout followup was compared
across the definitions. In addition, the effect of followup
length and baseline functional score on the probability of
maintaining sustained progression was investigated using
logistic regression.

Two potential explanations for failing to maintain pro-
gression are the presence of relapses and changes in the
provider rating the patient. To assess the impact of relapses,
all visits classified during a relapse by the treating provider
were removed, and sustained progression was investigated
using only the nonrelapse visits. The same analyses as above
were completed. To assess the impact of changing providers
on maintaining sustained progression, the provider at the
time of sustained progression was compared to the provider
at the time of reversion to determine if a provider change
had occurred. As a comparison group, the provider at the

time of sustained progression was compared to the provider
at last visit for the patients who did not revert.The proportion
of patients who changed provider was compared in the two
groups using Fisher’s exact test to determine if provider
changes were associated with reversion.

3. Results

3.1. Time to Sustained Progression. Using the EDSS-based
definitions, between 15.8% and 42.2% of patients were
classified as having sustained progression during followup
(Table 2), and the time to sustained progression and the
corresponding 95% confidence interval are presented in
Figure 2. As expected, the time to progression was fastest for
D1 and slowest for D3. When sustained progression on each
of the individual FS was investigated, the time to sustained
progression varied widely across the scales (Figure 3). The
time to sustained progression was fastest for the pyramidal
and sensory scales and slowest for the brainstem and visual
scales. These results demonstrated that progression differen-
tially affects specific FS. Finally, for the alternative definitions
of sustained progression based on combinations of the FS
scales (D12–D15), the time to sustained progression was
fastest for those based on progression on any scale (Figure 3).
The time to sustained progression based on a two point
increase in the sum of the FS scales was similar to the time for
an EDSS increase of 1, and the time to a three-point increase
in the sumwas similar to the time for an EDSS increase of 1.5.

Across all EDSS definitions, the most common cause of
sustained progression was an increase in sensory or pyrami-
dal symptoms (Table 3). For D1 and D2, between 30% and
41% of patients experienced progression on the pyramidal
or sensory scales; while for D3 and D4, between 42% and
57% of patients experienced progression for each of these
systems. D1 and D2 were also associated with a greater than
15% chance of progression on no FS scales even though
EDSS progression was observed, while progression on no FS
scales was much less common for D3 and D4. Finally, over
50% of patients who progressed for D3 and D4 had disease
progression on multiple FS scales, demonstrating that the
progression was often due to multiple domains.

3.2. Effect of Baseline Disability Status on Time to Sustained
Progression. Baseline disability level had an important effect
on the time to sustained progression (Figure 4). In particular,
patients with a baseline EDSS = 0 had a faster time to sus-
tained progression for all of the progression definitions based
on changes in the EDSS compared to patients with baseline
EDSS between 1 and 3.5. This result was particularly striking
when the criterionwas D2 (Figure 4(b)). A decreasing hazard
of progression with increasing baseline EDSS was observed
for all definitions, and the effects were very strong for D1–
D3 (𝑃 < 0.0001) and significant for D4 (𝑃 = 0.03). These
effects were even stronger when baseline EDSS was restricted
to be less than 4. When baseline EDSS was less than 4, the
hazard of progression decreased by a factor of 0.51 (95% CI:
0.44, 0.59) for each one-point increase in the EDSS for D2
and 0.83 (95% CI: 0.72, 0.96) for D4; the hazard ratios for the
other definitions were between these values.
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Table 2: Patients who met each definition of sustained progression during followup.

Patients with
sustained progression

Patient with sustained
progression
and subsequent visits

Patients who always progressed
among those with subsequent
visits

Number Percent of all
patients Number

Percent of those
with sustained
progression

Number
Percent of those
with subsequent

visits
EDSS

(D1) Increase of 0.5 392 42.2 315 80.4 137 43.5
(D2) Increase of 1 278 29.9 225 80.9 98 43.6
(D3) Increase of 1.5 147 15.8 120 81.6 61 50.8
(D4) Increase of 1/increase 1.5 for

baseline EDSS = 0 212 22.8 169 79.7 73 43.2

Functional system
(D5) Pyramidal function 217 23.4 179 82.5 53 29.6
(D6) Cerebellar function 120 12.9 94 78.3 29 30.9
(D7) Brainstem function 89 9.6 62 69.7 13 21
(D8) Sensory function 271 29.2 226 83.4 75 33.2
(D9) Bowel bladder function 179 19.3 135 75.4 38 28.1
(D10) Mental function 161 17.3 112 69.6 40 35.7
(D11) Visual function 91 9.8 73 80.2 16 21.9

Combination of functional system
(D12) Any FS 536 57.7 433 80.8 228 52.7
(D13) First FS 536 57.7 433 80.8 122 28.2
(D14) Sum of subscales increase of 2 243 26.2 187 77 85 45.5
(D15) Sum of subscales increase of 3 148 15.9 111 75 49 44.1

A total of 929 patients contributed to the analysis. EDSS: expanded disability status scale.

Table 3: Proportion of patients who experienced sustained increases in functional systems associated with sustained progression on the
EDSS.

(D1) Increase of 0.5
on the EDSS

(D2) Increase of 1
on the EDSS

(D3) Increase of 1.5
on the EDSS

(D4) Increase of
1/1.5 on the EDSS
based on baseline

EDSS
Total progressed 392 278 147 212
Number (%) progressed on pyramidal scale 119 (30.4) 96 (34.5) 65 (44.2) 88 (41.5)
Number (%) progressed on cerebellar scale 40 (10.2) 27 (9.7) 25 (17.0) 27 (12.7)
Number (%) progressed on brainstem scale 26 (6.6) 21 (7.6) 19 (12.9) 21 (9.9)
Number (%) progressed on sensory scale 140 (35.7) 113 (40.6) 83 (56.5) 104 (49.1)
Number (%) progressed on bowel bladder scale 66 (16.8) 55 (19.8) 39 (26.5) 55 (25.9)
Number (%) progressed on mental scale 59 (15.1) 46 (16.5) 31 (21.1) 44 (20.8)
Number (%) progressed on visual scale 32 (8.2) 26 (9.4) 20 (13.6) 27 (12.7)
Number (%) progressed on multiple scales 124 (31.6) 105 (37.8) 92 (62.6) 118 (55.7)
Number (%) progressed on no scale 81 (20.7) 47 (16.9) 5 (3.4) 15 (7.1)
EDSS: expanded disability status scale.

Faster time to sustained progression in patients with
lower baseline disability was also observed on several FS
(Figure 5). A statistically significant increase in the hazard
over all values of the baseline FS score was observed for the
pyramidal (𝑃 = 0.016), sensory (𝑃 < 0.0001), bowel/bladder
(𝑃 = 0.002), and mental scale (𝑃 = 0.037). For the cerebellar
scale, the time to sustained progression was fastest in patients

with a baseline score of 1, and this group was significantly
faster than the remaining patients (𝑃 = 0.037, log-rank test).

3.3. Maintaining Sustained Progression. Since patients
who experience sustained progression may not have truly
progressed, Table 2 also presents the proportion of patients
with sustained progression whomaintained the elevated level
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Figure 2: Time to sustained progression for EDSS definitions. EDSS: expanded disability status scale. Each Kaplan-Meier plot presents the
time to sustained progression using a specific definition: (a) top left: increase of 0.5 on the EDSS sustained for two visits (D1); (b) top right:
increase of 1 on the EDSS sustained for two visits (D2); (c) bottom left: increase of 1.5 on the EDSS sustained for two visits (D3); (d) bottom
right: increase of 1.5 for baseline EDSS = 0 and increase of 1 for baseline EDSS≥ 1 sustained for two visits (D4).

on the EDSS for the remainder of followup. For definitions
based on the EDSS, the more stringent rules were more likely
to result in patients maintaining sustained progression, but
fewer than 51% of patients maintained sustained progression
for each definition.

Although sustained progression was observed on each
FS, the proportion of patients who maintained sustained
progression on any FS was lower than the proportion using
definitions based on the EDSS. In fact, only 21% of patients
who experienced sustained progression on the brainstem FS
maintained the elevated level for the remainder of subsequent
followup. These results show that definitions of sustained
progression based on the FS scales are not sensitive to true
irreversible disability.

When sustained progression on any FS was investigated,
the proportion thatmaintained sustained progressionwas the
highest among any definition. At the same time, the cause
of the sustained progression could vary across time points.
When the first subscale with sustained progression was
required to remain elevated, the proportion that maintained
sustained progression was reduced by nearly half (53% versus
28%). The sum of the FS definitions had a similar proportion

of people whomaintained the elevated level as the definitions
based on the EDSS.

In terms of predictors of reversion, the time of subsequent
followup was a significant predictor of reversion (𝑃 < 0.001
for each definition based on the EDSS), but baseline EDSS
was not a significant predictor in any model. In particular,
patients with longer followup were more likely to revert,
demonstrating that our estimated reversion proportions may
be underestimated compared to if we had longer followup
on all patients. Similar trends were observed for definitions
based on the FS.

3.4. Impact of Relapse or Provider Changes on Improvement.
Potential explanations for reversions are the presence of
relapses or a change in the rating provider. When visits
classified during a relapse were removed from the analysis,
the results were unchanged. In particular, the proportion of
patients who experienced sustained progression was slightly
less, but a large percentage of patients still failed to main-
tain the elevated EDSS or FS scores for the remainder of
followup (data not shown). Changing provider was also not
significantly associated with reversion since patients who
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Figure 3: Time to sustained progression for functional system score definitions. Each graph represents a different definition of sustained
progression: top row (from left to right)—increase on pyramidal subscale (D5), increase on cerebellar subscale (D6), increase on brainstem
subscale (D7), increase on sensory subscale (D8); middle row (from left to right)—increase on bowel-bladder subscale (D9), increase on
mental subscale (D10), increase on visual subscale (D11), increase on any subscale (D12); bottom row (from left to right)—increase in first
subscale (D13), increase of 2 in the sum of the subscales (D14), increase of 3 in the sum of the subscales (D15).

reverted were not significantlymore likely to change provider
compared to patients who failed to revert (Fisher’s exact test
𝑃 > 0.05 for all tests). Therefore, although a large percentage
of our patients who experienced sustained progression failed
to maintain progression, relapses and changes in provider
were not the main reason for the poor performance of these
definitions.

4. Discussion

The analysis of sustained progression in our observational
cohort demonstrated that sustained progression by any def-
inition occurs infrequently in the disease modifying therapy
era. In addition, sustained progression on the EDSS was only
maintained for the remainder of followup for at most 50% of
patients, which is consistent with previous findings from the
placebo arms of clinical trials [8]. Therefore, the use of any
definition presented here as an outcome for clinical trials or

observational studies has uncertain clinical meaning in terms
of long-term disease progression. A possible reason for the
poor performance is the requirement of an elevated EDSS for
only two visits to qualify as sustained. Alternative definitions
could require elevated EDSS for at least three visits, which
corresponds to twelve months in CLIMB patients. All of the
previous analyses were also completed requiring progression
to be sustained for three consecutive visits, but the results
observed were largely unchanged.

One potential explanation for the poor performance of
the definitions of progression in this RRMS cohort is the
limited relationship between the early phase of the disease
and long-term disease progression. A recent study based on
the London Ontario cohort demonstrated that only a high
relapse rate very early in the disease course was associated
with a worse prognosis in terms of progression [13]. A sample
of progressive patients from this cohort showed that the rate
of progression was roughly the same in patients with no,
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Figure 4: Time to sustained progression stratified by baseline EDSS value. Colors of Kaplan-Meier curve are based on baseline EDSS value:
EDSS = 0: red, EDSS = 1/1.5: orange, EDSS = 2/2.5: green, EDSS = 3/3.5: blue, EDSS = 4–5.5: black. Progression definition for each plot:
(a) D1, (b) D2, (c) D3, and (d) D4.

one, or many relapses in the early phase of the disease [14].
These results demonstrate the lack of association between
relapse rate and long-termdisease progression. To address the
potential problems caused by transient increases in the EDSS
due to relapses, the concept of sustained progression was
developed, but the inability of any of the definitions presented
in this paper to identify true disease progression provides
further evidence that short-term changes in the EDSS are
likely not identifying true irreversible disability.

The definitions of sustained progression require the EDSS
to remain elevated for consecutive visits to ensure that the
increase is not due solely to a relapse. At the same time, the
presence of a relapse at the time of sustained progression
might explain some of the reversions observed in our dataset.
When all observed EDSS measurements taken during a
relapse according the scoring provider, the high probability of
reversion remained.Therefore, the reversions observed in our
sample were not due to relapses and likely show true short-
term disease fluctuations.

To address the problem with maintaining sustained
progression on the EDSS, sustained progression on each
of the FS scales was investigated. Since each FS measures
only one system, it was hypothesized that definitions based

on a specific FS scale would be less subject to fluctuations.
Surprisingly, sustained progression on any individual FS was
actually less sensitive to true change than the EDSS. Less than
half of patients who experienced sustained progression on a
specific FS maintained the progression. Therefore, using the
FS scores for future studies does not appear to allow better
measurement of irreversible worsening.

The effect of baseline EDSS on the time to sustained
progression has important implications for future studies
because the probability of sustained progression is a function
of the starting EDSS value. Several clinical trials have already
incorporated the difference in probability of progression for
patients with an EDSS = 0 through the use of D4 [6, 7],
but our results demonstrate that the problem persists for
other EDSS values. Therefore, any imbalance in the baseline
EDSS may lead to biased estimates of group differences if
EDSS is not appropriately controlled in statistical models.
The very low chance of sustained progression for patients
with an EDSS of 3–3.5 may also be due to regression to the
mean/measurement error. Regression to the mean is a well-
described phenomenon in MS clinical trials with regard to
disease activity [15], but this is rarely considered in analysis
of sustained progression.
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Figure 5: Time to sustained progression stratified by baseline functional system score value. Colors indicate baseline functional system score:
score = 0: red, score = 1: orange, score = 2: green, score = 3: blue, score≥ 4: purple. Progression definition for each plot: top row: D5 to D8;
bottom row: D9 to D11.

Our study has several limitations that warrant further
discussion. One limitation is that different neurologists
scored patients at different time points over the course of the
study. The interrater reliability of the EDSS is lower than the
intrarater reliability of the EDSS [16], so some of the observed
changes may be due to changes in rater. Although it is
impossible to knowwhat the EDSS would have been scored if
the same rater was used throughout the study, changing rater
was not significantly associated with maintaining sustained
progression in this study.This result does not imply that rater
had no effect on EDSS score, but it does demonstrate that
the reversions observed in our study were not exclusively due
to rater changes. A second limitation is that no restrictions
were placed on treatment regimens followed by patients.
Lastly, our results reflect those of patients enrolled in the
CLIMB study. Although patients in the CLIMB study are
treated in the samemanner as other patientswithin our clinic,
which, to our knowledge is in line with standard practices of
tertiary MS Centers in the United States, it is possible that
this population may differ from others seen within different
practice settings or different geographic locations.

In conclusion, no definition of sustained progression
based on the EDSS or the component FS scores was sensitive
for irreversible progression of the disease. Since changing the
definition failed to lead to improved performance, alternative
measures of disease progression/severity must be found to
better classify patients with short-term disease progression.
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While the physical disability aspect of multiple sclerosis (MS) is of great importance, quality of life (QoL) measurements are
being considered increasingly important with regard to evaluating disease progression, treatment, and the management of care
provided toMS patients. Despite the acknowledged need to consider QoL issues, QoL assessment remains underutilized in clinical
practice. These issues should be explored and understood to promote the use of measuring QoL in MS clinical practice. We
explore the difficulties for clinicians: choosing and determining the most appropriate QoL measure and how to best integrate QoL
measurements into clinical practice.This paper discusses several avenues to provide to clinicians arguments of the clinical relevance
and accuracy of QoL instruments and ultimately to enhance the use of QoL measures in clinical practice for MS patients.

1. Introduction

While the physical disability aspect ofmultiple sclerosis (MS),
the most common demyelinating disease of the central ner-
vous system in young adults, is of great importance, it is now
well recognized that it does not reflect all of the facets that
patients consider important in their life. Fatigue, depression,
and physical disability are only one aspect of a person’s
experience with MS; it is well documented that cognitive,
emotional, and psychological functions contribute to their
quality of life (QoL) [1]. The QoL measurements are being
considered increasingly important with regard to evaluating
disease progression, treatment and the management of care
provided to MS patients [2, 3]. The US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency
encourage the use of QoL assessment in patients with chronic
illnesses [4, 5], and several groups have published detailed
recommendations for QoL assessment [6, 7]. In MS research,
118 studies that have reported QoL as an outcome were
performed with MS patients in the Clinical Trials registry

(ClinicalTrials.gov, December 31, 2012). Despite the acknowl-
edged need to consider QoL issues, QoL assessment remains
under-utilized in MS clinical practice [8]. QoL assessment
may be considered to be an “unfulfilled promise” [9–11].
Therefore, these issues should be explored and understood to
promote both the use and usefulness ofmeasuringQoL inMS
clinical practice.Here, we explore the difficulties for clinicians
to choose and determine the most appropriate QoL measure,
to be convinced by the clinical utility of the QoL assessment
implementation in clinical practice and to interpret QoL
scores.

2. Difficulties for MS Clinicians to
Choose and Determine the Most
Appropriate QoL Measure

QoL is commonly assessed using self-reported questionnaires
[3]. To fully understand and explore the effectiveness of any
intervention for the management of MS, it is important to
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have robust, valid, reliable, and universally applied measures
[12]. Generic instruments are generally used to compare QoL
across different populations, while disease-specific instru-
ments focus on particular health problems and are more
sensitive for detecting and quantifying small changes [13].
In MS clinical practice, MS-specific questionnaires are more
appropriate due to a better ability to discern QoL differences
in patients than the 36-Item Short Form [14].

2.1. A Large Variety of QoL Instruments in MS. A large num-
ber of disease-specific QoL instruments have been validated
for use in MS patients. The most popular questionnaires
are the Multiple Sclerosis Quality of Life questionnaire
(MSQOL54) [15], the Functional Assessment of Multiple
Sclerosis questionnaire (FAMS) [16], the Hamburg Quality of
Life Questionnaire in Multiple Sclerosis (HAQUAMS) [17],
the Quality of Life Index-Multiple Sclerosis (QLI-MS) [18],
theMultiple Sclerosis Quality of Life Index (MSQLI) [19], the
Leeds Multiple Sclerosis Quality Of Life scale [20], the MS
Impact Scale (MSIS-29) [21], theDisability and Impact Profile
(DIP) [22], the Extension of Quality-adjusted Time without
Symptoms of Disease and Toxicity of Treatment [23], and
more recently, the Multiple Sclerosis International Quality
of Life questionnaire [24]. While some reviews tried to
describe the different questionnaires as designed specifically
for MS patients [2, 25, 26], a clinician contemplating these
various rules and instruments may be overwhelmed by their
level of complexity. The multiplicity of scales used requires
describing their psychometrics and the theoretical and con-
ceptual foundations [27]. Clinicians should be provided
better guidance and training that includes evidence of the
respective contributions of the various available instruments,
the degree to which the tools measure what they claim to
measure, and their respective strengths and shortcomings.

2.2.The Psychometric Properties of the QoLMeasures: Validity,
and Reliability, Sensibility to Change. High-level require-
ments for development and metric validation of QoL mea-
sures, especially among the most recent instruments, are
now well acknowledged [28, 29]. The definitions of the main
psychometric properties are summarized in Box 1. Briefly, we
can mention some limitations about the process of validating
the QoL questionnaires that may compromise the robustness
of the instrument.

First, one important issue concerns the conceptual prob-
lems related to the definition of QoL. The researchers should
have well-validated questionnaires based on a clear con-
ceptual basis for QoL. One major challenge to explaining
the content of the QoL dimensions to be measured is to
ensure that the subjects’ perceptions are accurately taken into
account. Interviews with patients are commonly considered
as the best method to capture the patient’s perceptions [30,
31] and provide the content of the questionnaire. Few MS-
specific QoL questionnaires were exclusively based on the
patient’s point of view [24].

Second, the “responsiveness” or “sensitivity to change,”
defined as the ability to detect a meaningful change, is
a core psychometric property of a measuring instrument.

Examination of responsiveness requires longitudinal data
collection. Given the availability of many QoL instruments,
little research has been conducted to test the responsiveness
of the QoL tools in MS.The HAQUAMS showed satisfactory
responsiveness to change [32], theMSIS-29, MSQOL-54, and
FAMS moderately detected change in health status [33, 34].
Also, clinicians should prefer the use of the HAQUAMS
to detect health changes over time of MS patients. Future
studies should provide comparisons with responsiveness
indices using a direct head-to-head comparison to make the
situations in which they were tested comparably.

Finally, another point that should be mentioned is related
to the number of available languages of the questionnaire.
The MSQOL54 [15, 35–37] and the MusiQoL [24, 38–41]
are both available in many languages. These questionnaires
were developed simultaneously in a number of countries and
thus represent a major strength. These 2 instruments can be
applied internationally.

2.3. The Acceptability of the Questionnaire. Environmental
barriers have been described [42] to explain why QoL
measures have not been routinely implemented in clinical
practice. Time and resource are both constraints on clinicians
whose main role is providing patient care [43]. A great asset
of the QoL questionnaire is its acceptability, which concerns
the ergonomics of the questionnaire, such as the length of the
questionnaire, the paper or electronic format, and the concept
of computer adaptive testing.

Some authors have suggested that questionnaires
intended for use in clinical populations should be as brief
as possible because of the nonadaptability with a clinical
evaluation and the difficulties of the concentration and
perception faced by patients with a cognitive dysfunction
[8, 30], such as MS patients. It is common to accept that
the average time of completion of a questionnaire should
not exceed 10 minutes to be fully compatible with clinical
practice. Providing shorter questionnaires in MS QoL
measures, as is already done in other chronic diseases [44],
may contribute both appropriate and useful for use in clinical
practice.

A potential opportunity for questionnaire development
exists in the growing use of electronic records and e-health
research [45]. To our knowledge, there are not any studies that
evaluate the feasibility of e-form QoL questionnaires in MS
patients. However, it is not certain that e-form questionnaires
would allow for obtaining QoL data in an efficient real-time
manner because of the logistics feasibility and the lack of
computer stations and hand-held devices [46].

While most QoL questionnaires are initially fixed in
content and length, future challenges now focus on the
concept of computer adaptive testing. The number of items
can be reduced substantially by use of item-response theory
and computer adaptive testing to target questions through
an iterative process in which responses determine which
items are subsequently presented. This approach requires
development and validation of algorithms in addition to
development and validation of the original questionnaire
[12]. Today, the Neurology Quality-of-Life Measurement Ini-
tiative is a standardized approach based on extant items used
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A valid QoL measure refers to the extent to which a concept is well founded and corresponds accurately to the
“real world.” The validity of a QoL measurement is considered to be the degree to which the tool measures what it
claims to measure.
Three main properties must be explored: reliability, internal validity, and external validity.
Reliability
The reliability or internal consistency is the extent to which a measurement gives consistent results, that is, the extent with
which a set of items in a dimension measures the same attribute. Reliability is assessed by the computation of
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients higher than 0.70 result in satisfactory reliability.

Internal Validity
Two main aspects must be considered: content validity and construct validity.
(i) Content validity is a nonstatistical type of validity that involves the examination of the questionnaire content to

determine whether it covers all the aspects of the domain to be measured.
(ii) Construct validity refers to the extent to which the questionnaires developed from a theory do actually measure what

the theory says they do. It mainly relies on statistical analyses of the internal structure of the questionnaire including
the relationships between responses to different items. Construct validity was assessed by performing the following.

(A) Exploratory or confirmatory factorial analyses: in the case of confirmatory factorial analysis, a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) measure higher than 0.50 and a total variance higher than 70% indicate that the number of identified factors
(or QoL dimensions) fit to the model.

(B) Rash analysis to explore the unidimensionality of each domain identified: unidimensionality is retained if item
goodness-of-fit (INFIT) statistics values range from 0.7 to 1.2.

(C) Computation of correlation coefficients: correlation coefficients of each item with its dimension (item internal
consistency (IIC)) higher than 0.40 and higher than the correlation coefficients of this item with other dimensions (item
discriminant validity (IDV)) reflect a satisfactory construct validity.

External validity
External validity concerns the extent to which the internal construct can be support by external criteria. External
validity relies on assessment of the following.
(i) Convergent validity: relationships between the dimensions of the questionnaire and the dimensions of other previously

validated questionnaires measuring the same concept.
(ii) Criterion validity: relationships between the dimensions of the questionnaire and other features: sociodemographic

or clinical features.

Box 1: Definitions of the main psychometric properties of a QoL measure.

for measuring QoL across common neurologic conditions,
including multiple sclerosis, for both adults and children
[47, 48]. This approach allows for comparison of data from
different studies.

3. Key Arguments for the Clinical Utility of
the QoL Measure

The next challenge is to develop credible strategies for
integrating QoL data in clinical practice [9]. To enhance the
use of QoL measures in clinical decision making, more work
is necessary to convince clinicians of the clinical relevance
of QoL instruments. Improving knowledge about the deter-
minants of QoL changes and the potential predictive role of
QoL on disabilitymay reinforce the conviction of clinicians to
use these measures in their MS clinical practice. In the same
way, demonstrating thatQoL feedback should improve health
status of MS patients may confirm the relevance of including
QoL in clinical practice.

3.1. Knowledge of QoL Determinants in MS Patients. Clin-
icians can use QoL assessments to check whether inter-
ventions have been as effective from the patient’s point

of view as from the clinician’s, and to determine whether
further action is required [2]. Knowledge of which factors
are determinants of QoL in patients with MS would assist
clinicians in choosing the most appropriate interventions.
Several determinants of QoL have been identified with
varying strengths of association and include both disease-
related variables (disability status [49, 50], disease duration
[50, 51], fatigue [52, 53], depression [49, 54]), cognition [50],
sociodemographic variables (age and sex [55, 56], level of
education, andmarital status [50]). A number of these factors
might be amenable to treatment intervention, whichmight be
expected to improve QoL: fatigue [57], depression [58], and
cognition [59].

3.2. Knowledge of the Predictive Role of QoL on Health Status.
Predictive factors of long-term disability in patients with MS
were also previously reported [60, 61]: sociodemographic
variables [62, 63], initial EDSS score or initial change in
EDSS score [61, 64], number or types of relapses [61, 62],
nature of the initial symptoms [65], and MRI findings [66].
The weight of these factors is poorly understood and does
not explain the entire change of disability that is observed.
In contrast to domains such as heart disease and cancer,
few studies have examined the predictive value of QoL on
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disability in patients with MS. Longitudinal studies have
described whether the QoL level, in addition to conventional
clinical and sociodemographic factors, provides prognostic
information about the evolution of disability in patients with
MS [67–70]. These studies have found that scores of mental
health QoL [67, 69], scores of “physical-like” dimensions
[68, 69, 71], and the score of global QoL [70] are independent
predictors of disability as assessed using the EDSS score.
There must be at least one plausible mechanism responsible
for the link between poor QoL and progression in disability.
QoL could be a more subtle measure of early disability that is
not detected by the EDSS scale [70].

The identification of early predictors of the long-term
evolution of disability status may be useful to identify both
high-risk patients who require early and more aggressive
therapies and low-risk patients who could avoid lifelong,
expensive, and potentially troublesome treatments. Thus,
this identification procedure may favor a more homoge-
neous selection of patients for clinical therapeutic trials
[72]. Patient-reported baseline QoL levels provide additional
prognostic information on MS disability beyond traditional
clinical or sociodemographic factors. These findings provide
strong support for the integration of QoL into clinical prac-
tice, in addition to other standard assessments, and reinforce
the importance of incorporating a patient’s evaluation of their
ownQoL level during patient monitoring and the assessment
of treatment effects. Future studies should provide data from
longer follow-up times and will likely highlight other robust
findings.

3.3. The Impact of QoL Feedback to Clinicians in Clinical
Practice. The impact of QoL assessment on health status
and other health-related outcomes of patients has already
been accomplished in oncology [73–75]. To our knowledge,
there are no studies that have explored the effect of assessing
QoL in MS care management. The nocebo effect of QoL
assessment without feedback should also be considered by
clinicians. This effect is defined by the negative expectations
that derive from a clinical encounter and lead to poor health
outcomes and therapy adherence [76].This theme constitutes
an important avenue ofMS research in clinical settings for the
coming years.

4. Difficulties in Interpreting QoL Scores

In some specific situations, clinicians can be perplexed when
interpreting QoL scores: (1) what does a QoL score mean
in the absence of normative/reference values? (2) what does
a change in QoL score over time mean? and (3) what is
the meaning of QoL scores for an individual with cognitive
impairment?

4.1. The Lack of Norms in MS QoL Scores. The practical
and clinical interpretations of QoL data in a given disorder
are difficult unless these data are presented with a reference
system. One of the difficulties encountered when interpreting
a QoL score for clinicians is the lack of norms values. SF36,
a generic instrument, is commonly used because normative

data from healthy adults and individuals with a variety of
illnesses are available [77]. To our knowledge, no norms were
provided for any MS-specific questionnaire. At this time,
the QoL scores of the reference population described in the
validation publication are implicitly used as norms. It is rare
to have scores according to sex, gender, and clinical form.
Additionally, it becomes imperative to produce norms for the
most popular MS-specific instruments. Aggregating datasets
may contribute to produce valid and robust norms. Each
patient would be compared to norms.

4.2. The QoL Changes over Time: The Question of Response
Shift. Another concern expressed by clinicians is the inter-
pretation of QoL measures in longitudinal studies because
QoL, self-reported by the patient, might be influenced by
psychological phenomena such as adaptation to illness.
Adaptation to illness is a potential explanation in cases where,
for example, the QoL of an individual who has experienced a
serious health event or chronic condition is similar to theQoL
of a healthy individual. Most people with a long-term chronic
condition such as MS do not say that physical disability is
their primary concern but mention involvement in everyday
activities and psychological and emotional well-being [1]. An
important mediator of this adaptation process is “response
shift” (RS) which involves changing internal standards, val-
ues, and the conceptualization of QoL [78, 79].These changes
do not allow comparing QoL changes over time. RS can be
divided into (1) reconceptualization (i.e., a redefinition of
QoL), (2) reprioritization (i.e., a change in the importance
attributed to component domains constituting QoL), and (3)
recalibration (i.e., a change in a patient’s internal standards of
measurements). True changemay be over- or underestimated
when RS is present, leading to biased estimates of the magni-
tude of change. A recent meta-analysis revealed a substantial
body of literature on RS phenomena and concluded that
RS was common and significant in QoL measurement [80].
Some studies have already investigated this phenomenon in
MS populations using the most established methods [78]:
the then-test, structural equationmodeling (SEM) [81], latent
trajectory analysis of residuals [82], recursive partitioning
tree analysis as a data mining method [83], and, more
recently, the random forest method [84]. Eachmethod has its
own specific advantages and limitations that have been clearly
discussed [85]. It would be premature to conclude which
method is best for detecting RS inMS patients.The variety of
methods developed illustrates the complexity and difficulty
in detecting RS. Future explorations should be performed
to compare the capacity of these methods for detecting RS
and the degree of convergence of the isolated phenomena.
However, the RS does not necessarily invalidate QoL mea-
sures when it appears under the reprioritization component.
Change in values may simply represent a mechanism by
which people gain true changes in QoL [86]. Determining
how to integrate the RS in the interpretation of QoL scores
in MS clinical practice is now the next challenge.

4.3. QoL Scores among MS Populations with Cognitive Dys-
function. Prior studies of the relationship between cognitive
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impairment and QoL have been contradictory, highlighting
either negligible [87–90] or strong links [51, 91, 92] between
cognitive disturbances and QoL alterations. The use of self-
reported outcomes in subjects with cognitive dysfunction is
of particular concern [93]. The extent to which MS patients
with cognitive dysfunction can validly self-report their QoL
is a crucial issue that has only partially been examined.While
some authors argue that cognitively impaired individuals
are unable to produce valid QoL measures [94, 95], others
reported empirical evidence suggesting that individuals with
a moderate degree of cognitive impairment can perform
reliableQoL assessments [92, 96]. Two recent papers reported
data providing strong arguments to support the conclusion
that MS patients with executive dysfunction, as determined
by the Stroop test [97], and memory dysfunction, as deter-
mined by the Grober and Buschke test [98], are reliable and
consistent when answering a well-validated MS-specific QoL
questionnaire, the MusiQoL [24, 38]. These studies provided
new evidence about the suitability for using self-reported
QoL data in these specific populations. The assessment of
QoL using the MusiQoL questionnaire could be more widely
used without concern over the adequacy of this approach
for cognitively impaired patients. However, it has to be
acknowledged that a single test of cognitive functioning will
never be entirely appropriate. An interdisciplinary approach
would be most effective in addressing this deficit [1, 12].
Future studies should provide similar results according to
other definitions of cognitive dysfunction that integrate com-
binations of different composites (i.e.,memory, attention, and
concentration) and other QoL questionnaires.

5. Conclusion

UsingQoLmeasuresmay provide clinicianswith information
regarding the general health status of their MS patients
who might otherwise go unrecognized. Neurologists should
consider QoL measures in the same way as routine objective
measures such as symptomatic evaluation scales, laboratory
tests, and radiographs to manage the care of MS patients
[46]. In this paper, we discussed several avenues to convince
clinicians of the clinical relevance and accuracy of QoL
instruments and ultimately to enhance the use of QoL
measures in clinical practice for MS patients.
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